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PROGRAMME DES NA"fioNS UNIES POUR L"ENVIRONNEMENT

.,,,
P. 0. Box 30552

Cable Address: UNITERRA NAIROBI

Nairobi. Kenya

Tel: 254-2 621234 Ext: 3106
Direct Linc: 623106
Direct Fax: 25~2 623927
Telex: 22068 UNEP KE

Our Ref: IPA-OC-.S-15-1/SM
Dear Chief Leo R. Henry. .

The Secretary-General of. the United Nations. Dr. Boutros-Boutros Ghali, asked
me to thank you for your letter dated 6 March 1995 and to respond on his behalf.
I extend RG!-eetings" on behalf of Dr. Boutros•Boutros Ghali to you, the Chiefs,
Clan Mothers and people of the Tuscarord Nation.
As you rightly point out., Dr. Noel Brown is no !onger with t.he United Nations
Environment Programme. He has retired upon reaching the statutory age for doing so.

The UNEP Regional Office for North America (UNEP-RONA) was designated
by me as the focal point for our work with Indigenous Peoples. I a,."ll happy that you
found Dr. Brown and his office of service to Indigenous Peoples in general and to your
Nation in particular. UNEP-RONA will continue to be responsible for day-to-day
liaison with the Indigenous Peoples of the Americas. However, global and general
issues will be handled from our Headquarters here in Nairobi by Mr. Tore J. Brevik,
Chief of Information and Public Affairs.
I would like to take this opportunity to assure you of UNEP's continued interest
in addressing issues of concern to Indigenous People, both the ones in Agenda 21 and
those articulated by their organizations and representatives.
With regards and best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

APR - 4 1995

EOSG/CENTRAL

Efuabeth Dowdeswell
Executive Director

SeQuaRisera-Chief Leo R. Henry
Clerk-Tuscarora Nation
200 Mt. Hope Road

Via: Lewiston
New York 14092
c .c .

Mr. Jean-Claude Aime - 212- 963-2155
Mr. Noel Brown, Director - 212-963- 7341

P. O.. . ~n, Nanbi.DNYA. - Tel: UOI00,~2~:UNJTBIJlA NADt081-Trin: ·?709---~l-lU61S
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16 March 1995
Page

To : Ms. Elizabeth Dowdeswell
Executive Director
UNEP, Nairobi

Fax No:

254-2-226886

1

of

From:

Fax No:

2

Jean-Claude Aime
Chief of Staff, EOSG

212-963-2155

Subject:

I should appreciate it if you would respond to the attached
letter.
Regards.
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HAUDENOSAUNEE
TUSCARORA NATION
2006 MT. HOPE ROAD - VIA: LEWISTON, NEW YORK 14092

/ '

March 6, 1995
The Honorable Boutros-Boutros Ghali
Secr et ary Gene r al of t h e United Nations
United Nations
New York, NY 10017

,..r, ,~ •- ,,:
EX t\.
,
OF THE SECRETAKY-Gt.NERAL
I

Brother:

"-

I • \.J ...

"GREE"TINGS II
I extend "Greetings" .o n behalf of the Chiefs, Clan Mothers
and People of the Tuscarora Nation and hope this letter finds
you in good health.
we here at Tuscarora Terr i t o ry. have jus t recently heard
that Dr. Noel Brown has ___§_tepped dow.!L.J rom the osition at the
United 'Nat i ons Envir~!1men_!:, al Peo9ral_l}. This is very disappi-onting
news to our people, as Dr. Brown always had a concern for the
Haudenosaunee and all Indigenous groups around the world. His
concern for the environment and as anbassader for Indigenous
People · is respected b y our Nation.
We call upon you to see that Dr. Brown does not leave the
United Nat i ons. We he r e at the Tuscarora Nation propose that you
consider providing him an appointment as Spec ial Re res e ntative
of t ~ Secretar y General f or Indigenous People's Af fairs fo r the
Decade of I ndi- enous -People ' s. We ask th-is appointment for Dr.
Brown as he is respected by both government and NGO communities
in a number of countries around the world.
Dr. Brown has been working with the Haudenosaunee on a project f9r the p rotect-ion 'aria preservation of MOTHER EARTH for -the
comingg enerations. D~
Brown would b e aexcella nf spokesman for
the Secr e·ta ry Gene ral , insuring that the interest of Indigenous
Peo les are rotected. We feel Dr. Brown facilitat i ng at the Secetary Genera l l eve l would insure that member states would continue to advace the concerns of Indigenous People, by implementing
Chapter 26 of Agenda 21. Thus all projects for Indigenous People
will not be for g otten.
May the Crea to r g ive you wisdom, guidance and understanding, as
we all have concern for the environment and pe a ce on MOTHER
EARTH now and for the future.

@m@mawrnrn1
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SeQuaRiSera-Chief Leo R.
Clerk-Tuscarora Nation
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mars 1995

OF THE SECRE.IA11Y-Gti 1ERAL

La S.F.D.I. est en deuil. Madame BASTID, President d'honneur et
fondatrice de notre Societe, s'est eteinte, a Paris, le 2 mars 1995. SA
fin est ressentie avec emotion et profonde tristesse.
Son autorite morale, la force de son caractere, la surete de son
jugement, la reconnaissance de tant de ses anciens etudiants,
souvent devenus ses collegues, lui conferaient une place eminente
dans la communaute des internationalistes et bien au-dela.
Madame BASTID laisse une oeuvre considerable qui porte les
marques de son exceptionnelle personnalite: ses travaux, ses
enseignements, ses publications mais aussi les institutions qu'elle a
creees de toutes pieces, dirigees et menees a bien au service du
rayonnement de la pensee juridique franc;aise dans le domaine du
droit international - notre Societe et aussi l'Annuaire franc;ais de
droit international.
Partout ou, au cours de sa longue et feconde carriere, elle a
ete appelee a exercer des responsabilites, que ce soit au Tribunal
administratif des Nations Unies qu'elle a preside pendant de
nombreuses annees, a l'Institut de droit international dont elle a ete .
le secretaire general de 1963 jusqu'en 1979, a l'Institµt de France
don t elle etai t mem bre depuis 1971, Madame BAST ID a fait
honneur a l'Universite franc;aise et a la France.
Ses amis, ses fideles, ses obliges, en France, a l'etranger, aux
Nations Unies, sont innombrables. Sa memoire leur restera tres
presente et tres chere.
Un hommage solennel sera rendu a la memoire de Madame
BASTID, lors de la reunion de l'Assemblee Generale de la SFDI, a
Nice, le 2 juin prochain.
Hubert THIERRY
president de la S.F.D.I.

(lo)
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GICENTRAL
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JOURNEES D'ETUDE
LES TRIBUNAUX ADMINISTRATIFS INTERNATIONAUX
A cote du rendez-vous
traditionnel que constitue a la
veille de l 'ete le colloq ue
annuel de la SFDI, il a semble
opportun d'organiser des
rencontres plus techniques sur
un theme precis dans le
courant
de
l'annee.
L'experience avait deja ete
tentee, en marge du collogue
de Quebec de l'automne 1992,
elle a ete reprise cette annee
avec les journees d'etude
organisees a Paris, au palais du
Senat, les 9 et 10 decembre
1994, sur "Les tribunaux
administratifs internationaux
et le contentieux de la fonction
publique internationale". Au
dela de la diversite de ces
juridictions et leurs activites
tres
variables,
la
problematiq ue choisie a
permis une tres utile
confrontation des experiences
des universitaires et des
praticiens (ces categories
pouvant frequemment se
cumuler), qu'ils soient juges ou
agents internationaux, au
c a r re f o u r
du
droit
international et du droit
administratif.
La premiere seance,
placee sous la presidence de
Roger PINTO, s'intitulait
precisement "Diversite des
juridictions administratives et
finalite commune avec un
rapport introductif de David
RUZIE. Dans une intervention
preliminaire, Jeanne PENAUD,
11

.l

deleguee aux fonctionnaires
internationaux, avait ten u a
marquer tout l'interet qu'une
telle reflexion presentait pour
!'administration elle-meme.
Tr o is
communications
techniques son t venues
completer cette presentation
transversale, celle de Witold
ZYSS litiges individuels et
litiges collectifs", celle de Maria
VICIEN-MILBURN sur "les
procedures prealables a la
saisie des juridictions" et celle
d'Hubert THIERRY sur "les
voies de rec ours con tre les
jugements du T.A.N.U. et du
T.AO.I.T.".
La deuxieme seance,
animee par Prosper · WEIL
portait sur les "Methodes et
procedures", avec un rapport
in trod uctif de Jean GROUX,
su1v1 d 'une table ronde
reunissan t les differen ts
protagonistes du contentieux:
Jacques BIANCARELLI, juge au
Tribunal de premiere instance
d e s
Communautes
europee nnes,
Francis
MAUPAIN, conseiller juridique
au B.I.T., Christian SCHRICKE,
chef de la direction juridique
de l'O.C.D.E. et Jean-Didier
SICAULT, avocat a la Cour. Le
debat s'est prolonge avec la
salle, composee elle aussi de
nombreux specialistes, juges et
membres de commissions de
recours, conseillers juridiques
ou
re pre sen tan ts
des
associations de fonctionnaires.
11

Man qua i en t
s e u 1s les
representants des Etats qui,
comme_ le soulignera Alain
PELLET dans ses conclusions,
ont aussi leur mot a dire dans
la politique du personnel des
Organisations internationales.
La troisieme seance,
presidee par Mario BETTATI,
s'attachait au bilan de "La
jurisprudence administrative
internationale", a partir du
rapport de Pierre PESCATORE.
Anthony MILLER a presente,
une communication sur "le
droit applicable" et Michel
GENTOT une etude sur
"contr6le de la legalite .et
Iim it e s
du
pouvoir

discretionnaire". Apres un
nouveau debat nourri, il
revenai t a Alain PELLET,
comme on l'a dit, de conclure
ces travaux particulierement
riches, en esquissant des pistes
de reforme - allant bien audela des projets en gestation
aux Nations Unies - et visant
notammen t a creer une cour
de cassation administrative
pour unifier la jurisprudence
par trop cloisonnee des
j uridictions actuelles.
L'ensemble de
ces
travaux sera publie, avant la
fin de l'annee, dans la
collection de la SFDI aux
editions PEDONE.

CONCOURS CHARLES ROUSSEAU
Depuis 1994, le Concours
Charles ROUSSEAU, qui avait
ete cree sur !'impulsion de la
Societe quebecoise pour le
droit international, est
devenue officiellement une
activite commune des societes
francophones, placee sous la
responsabilite d'un comite
international preside par notre
collegue Eric DAYID. La SFDI
qui a ainsi manifeste son
soutien actif au concours sert
desormais aux organisateurs
de
relais aupres des
universites frarn;aises.
Les finales frarn;aises ont
ete organisees cette annee par
l'Universite de Paris I, sous la
responsabilite de Genevieve
BURD EAU. Les epreuves qui se
deroulees les 10 et 11 mars
1995, avec sept equipes en

competition devant un jury
preside par Hubert THIERRY
ont vu la victoire de l'equipe
d'Aix-Marseille III, composee
de Barbara CHARMASSON,
Em man uelle LEGIER, JeanFranc;ois MARCHI - qui a
obtenu lui-meme le prix du
meilleur plaideur - et Eve
TRUILE, suivie par l'equipe de
Paris
I,
avec
Maya
BOUREGHDA, Charles EL
HOCINE, Eleonore MEDRINAL et
Eleonore MOREL. D'autres prix
on t ete attribues pour les
memoires, le premier prix
revenant egalement a AixMarseille III. Un prix special
est revenu a l'equipe de
l 'Universi te des AntillesGuyane qui participait pour la
premiere fois au concours.
Les deux premieres,

eq uipes franc;aises ainsi
selectionnees participeront aux
finales in terna tionales qui
auron t lieu en mai prochain a
Geneve, pour debattre du litige
imagine par Christian
DOMINICE.
Pour l'annee 1996, qui
marque le cinq uan tenaire de la
Cour internationale de Justice,
le concours prendra un lustre

exceptionnel, a !'invitation du
president BEDJAOUI. En effet,
une finale commune du
concours Rousseau et du
concours Telders devrait se
derouler a La Haye, en
permettan t a la meilleure
equipe de chacun des deux
concours de s'affronter, avec la
traduction simultanee de la
Cour, sur un sujet identique.

PRIX SUZANNE BASTID
Le prix de these de la
SFDI a ete decerne pour la
deuxieme fois, le 11 mars 1995.
Afin d'honorer la memoire de
Mme BASTID, le prix ann uel de
la SFDI portera desormais son
nom.
Pour l'annee 1994, le prix
Suzanne BASTID a ete attribue
a deux theses classees ex aeq uo
par le Conseil de la SFDI. II
s'agit du travail de Michel
COSNARD,"La soumission des
Eta ts
aux
tribunaux
internes et la theorie des
immunites
des
Etats"
soutenu a l'Universite de Paris
I sous la direction de Brigitte
STERN et de celui de Laurent
SERMET, "L'incidence de la
Convention europeenne des
droits de l'homme sur le
con ten tieux administratif
franc;ais", a l'Universite d'AixMarseille, sous la direction de
Louis DUBOUIS.
La premiere these qui a
ete primee, l'an dernier, celle
de Valerie GOESEL - LE BIHAN

sur "La repartition des
competences en matiere de
conclusion des accords
internationaux sous la V
Republique" est sous presse
aux editions Pedone, avec une
preface de Denys SIMON.
A cette occasion, nous
rappeions aux directeurs de
these qu'il leur appartient de
presenter les meilleures theses
de
droit international
soutenues dans l'annee
universitaire en cours - soit
entre le ler octobre 1994 et le
30 septembre 1995 - en faisant
parvenir
le dossier de
candidature, accompagne du
rapport de soutenance et de 3
exemplaires de la these, au
secretaire general de la SFDI,
avant la date du 15 octobre
1995. A l'adresse suivante:
0

Emmanuel DECAUX,
CEDIN, Universite de Paris X
'
200 avenue de la Republique,
92001NANTERRECEDEX

'
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Add.2
ANNUAIRE DE LA SFDI

nouveaux membres et informations complementaires
M. Louis-Antoine ALEDO
maitre de conferences
a l'Universite de Lille II
Ad. Pr.:14 rue des Bourdonnais,
75001 Paris
Tel: 42 36 24 56
M. Hans-Jurgen BARTSCH
chef de division
au Conseil de l'Europe,
Ad.Pr.: 4 rue des Mesanges,
6 7 460 Souffelweyersheim
Tel: 88 20 38 65
M. Regis BRILLAT
administrateur principal
au Conseil de l'Europe
Ad. Pr.: 3 Bd de la Dordogne, 6 7000
Strasbourg
Tel/Fax: 88 25 51 87
Mne Laurence BURGORGUE-LARSEN
maitre de co~fe,rences a
l'Universite de Versailles
Saint-Quentin en Yvelines
Ad.Pr.:3 rue Hermel, 75018 Paris
Tel: 42 54 59 60
M. Felix CALDERON
conseiller juridique de
!'Organisation pour !'interdiction
des armes chimiques (OIAC)
Ad.Pro.: Laan van Meedervoort 51
A, 2517 AE La Haye, PAYS-BAS
Tel: (70) 376100-Fax: (70) 3600944
M. Johan CALLEWAERT
administrateur au greffe de la Cour
europeenne des droits de l'homme,
Ad.Pr.: Friedrich-Ebert Strasse 18,
77704 Oberkirch, RFA
Mlle Maria CASTELLO
ATER a l'Universite de Paris I,
Ad.Pr.: 4 bis av.Marechal Gallieni
93150 Blanc mesnil
Tel.: 48 66 45 82
Mlle Christine CHANET
avocat general a la Cour d'appel

membre du Comite des droits de
l'homme des Nations Unies
Ad. Pr.: 4 rue du Laos, 75015 Paris
Tel: 47 83 37 02
Fax: 42 73 13 44
Mlle Brigitte COLLET
conseiller des affaires etrangeres,
Ad.Pro.: Ambassade de France, 4101
Reservoir Road N.W.
Washington D.C. 20007, USA
Tel: (202) 944 6171-Fax: 944 6166
Mlle Agnes DEBRICON,
administratrice principale a la
Commission europeenne des droits
de l'homme
Ad.Pr.: 30 rue Erckmann Chatrian,
6 7000 Strasbourg
Tel: 88 35 7129
M. Rachid DRISS
ancien ministre, president de
!'Association des etudes
internationales
Ad. PR;: rue Saint Cyprien,
2016 Carthage,TUNISIE
Tel/Fax: 746 846
M.Noel-Elias FATTAL
delegue permanent adjoint du
Liban a l'UNESCO
Ad. Pr.: 252 rue de Vaugirard, 75015
Paris
Tel.: 4419 83 71
M.Christos GIAKOUMOPOULOS
administrateur principal au
Conseil de I'Europe
Ad.Pro: Conseil de l'Europe, 67075
Strasbourg Cedex
Tel: 88 4123 75 - Fax: 88 4127 64
M.Christopher GOEBEL
cabinet Curtis Mallet-Prevost, Colt
& Mosle,
Ad.Pro.: 101 Park Avenue,
New York NY 10178-0061
tel: 212 696 6000
fax: 212 6971559

Mme Vera GOWLLAND-DEBBAS
professeur suppleant a l'IUHEI de
Geneve
Ad.Pr.: 10c chem.in Rojoux, 1231
Conches, Geneve, SUISSE
Tel: (41-22) 346 82 07 -Fax: 346 89 68
M. Olivier JACOT-GUILLARMOD
sous-directeur de l 'Office federal de
la justice
Ad.Pro.: Office federal de la justice,
3003 Berne, SUISSE
Tel: (31) 322 4185 -Fax: 322 78 64
M. Daniel JANICOT
sous-directeur general de l'UNESCO
Ad.Pro.: 7 place Fontenoy, 75352
Paris 07-SP
Tel: 45 68 13 00-Fax: 47 34 85 57
Mme Anne KLEBES PELISSIER
maitre de conferences
a l'Universite Robert Schuman
Ad.Pr.: 75 rue du marechal Foch,
67380 Lingolsheim
Tel: 88 77 83 43
M.Hans Christian KRUGER
secretaire de la Commission
europeenne des droits de l'homme,
Ad.Pr.: 9 rue Emile Maechling,
Robertsau, 6 7000 Strasbourg
Tel: 88 3115 39
M. le professeur Winfried LANG
ambassadeur d'Autriche aupres des
organisations internationales de
Geneve,
Ad.Pr.: 14 route de Chevrier,1244
Choulex, SUISSE
T.el: (22) 750 22 50
M. Paul MAHONEY
chef de division au greffe de la
Cour europeenne des droits de
l'homme,
Ad.Pro: Conseil de l'Europe, 67075
Strasbourg Cedex
M.Jens MEYER-LADEVIG
ministere federal de la justice
Ad.Pr.: Heinemannstrasse 6, 5 317 5
Bonn, RFA
Tel: (2-28) 22 85 06 -Fax: 58 45 25
M. Kazuhiro NAKATANI
prof. ass. a l'Universite de Tokyo,

Ad.Pr.: 5-13-17 Kamisoshigaya,
Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 157, JAPON
Tel: 813 3326 3619-Fax: 8847
M.Terry OLSON
auditeur au Conseil d'Etat
Ad.Pr.: 34 avenue de l'Europe
78160 Marly le Roi
Tel.: 39 58 02 94
M.Marc PERRIN de BRICHAMBAUT
directeur des affaires juridiques,
ministere des affaires etrangeres
Ad.Pro.: 37 Quai d'Orsay, 75351 Paris
Tel: 47 53 53 53
M. Wolfgang PINI
directeur general hon, Conseil de
l 'Union europeenne
Ad.Pr.: Populierenlaan 22, 3080
Tervuren, BELGIQUE
Tel: (322) 76 7 51 30
M. Guido RAIMONDI
magistrat, representation
permanente de l'Italie
aupres du Conseil de l'Europe
Ad; Pr;: 6 rue des arquebusiers,
6 7000 Strasbourg,
Tel: 88 24 24 43
M. Martin ROGOFF
professeur a l'Universite du Maine
Ad.Pr.: 27 Coyle Street, Portland,
Maine 04101, USA
Tel.: 207 772 23 17
Mme Annelies SAM-SIMENOT
maitre de conferences
a l'Universite de Paris V,
Ad.Pr.: 32 rue Yves Toudic,
75010 Paris
Tel: 42 08 83 65
M. Laurent SERMET
maitre de conferences
a l'Universite d'Aix-en-Provence,
Ad.Pr.: Fontete - Chemin de
Fontcuberte, 13770 Venelles
Tel: 42 54 16 88
M.Petros STANGOS,
representation permanente de la
Grece a l'Union europeenne,
Ad.Pr.: 119 avenue des Eperviers,
Bte 2, Woluwe St Pierre,
1150 Bruxelles, BELGIQUE
Tel: (32-2) 739 56 09 - Fax: 735 59 79

M. Pavel STURMA
administrateur au Programme des
Nations unies pour le contr6le
international des drogues, PNUCID
ad.Pr.: Miksovskeho 814/ 21, 158 00
Prague 5, REPUBLIQUE TCHEQUE

f

M. Janusz SYMONIDES
directeur de la division des droits
de l'homme de !'UNESCO
Ad.Pr.: 23 rue Rosenwald, 75015
Paris. Tel.: 45 32 89 19
M. Patrick TITIUN
magistrat, en detachement au
Conseil de l 'Europe
Ad.Pr.: 3 rue Brea
75006 Paris
M Mark VILLIG ER
administrateur principal au
secretariat de la Commission
europeenne des droits de l'homme,
Ad; Pr.: 31 rue Frederic Riff, 67000
Strasbourg
Tel: 88 4185 57
M.Philippe WILLAERT
conseiller a la direction generale
des relations politiques exterieures,
Commission europeenne
Ad.Pro.: rue de la Loi 200, 1049
Bruxelles, BELGIQUE
Tel: (32-2) 2950353 -Fax: 2961141
M. Eric WYLER
professeur-assistant a l'Universite
de Neuchatel,
Ad; Pr.: 22 rue Cavour, 1203 Geneve
SUISSE, Tel: 345 98 80
M. Witold ZYSS
vice-president de !'Association des
anciens fonctionnaires de I 'UNESCO
Ad; Pr.: 11 villa Croix de Nivert,
75015 l'aris
Tel: 45 67 48 25 -Fax: 40 6107 46

M.Anthony CARTY,
Ad.Pro: University of Derby,
Kedleston Road,
Derby DE 22 1GB, ROYAUME-UNI
M.Gilles CHOURAQUI
Ad.Pr: 6 rue Joseph Bara,
75006 Paris
M.Jean-Pierre COT,
Ad.Pro: 5 rue Felix Delhasse, 1060
Bruxelles, BELGIQUE
Mne Ingrid DETTER de LUPIS,
Academie de Verrey, Chateau de
Verrey, 21690 Verrey
M. Habib GHERARI
Ad. Pr: 96 rue Charles Lafitte, 92200
Neuilly-sur-Seine
Tel: 464019 59
Ad. Pro: 16 avenue de Friedland,
75008 Paris
Tel: 45 63 8160-Fax: 45 62 86 11
M. Jean-Paul PANCRACIO
Ad.Pr: 24 rue des Bouleaux,
63100 Clermont-Ferrand
Tel: 73 37 08 78- Fax: 73 37 69 94
Mne Helene RUIZ FABRI
Ad. Pr: 3 rue Cart,
94610 Saint-Mande
Tel/ Fax: 48 08 03 19
M.Serge SUR
Ad;Pr: 24 rue Spontini, 75116 Paris
Tel:47045833

Errata de l'Annuaire
p.18: Gilbert GUILLAUME, corr.
code postal: 2517 KJ LA HAYE.
p.20: Knut IPSEN, corr. code postal:
44 795 BOCHUM-WEITMAR.

Changements d'adresse

p.26: Jacques-Yvan MORIN, corr.
code postal: OUTREMONT QUEBEC
H2V2H7.

M. Madjid BENCHICK
Ad.Pro: CEDIN, Universite de Paris X,
200 avenue de la Republique, 92001
Nanterre

p.28: Francisco OREGO VICUNA:
corr. Ad. Pro.: Condell 249, Casilla
14157, Suc.21, SANTIAGO 9.

M.Jean-Pierre BEURIER
11 rue de Copenhague
44980 Sainte-Luce-sur-Loire

p.34: Pierre STROHL, add: Ad. Pr. 47
avenue Theophile Gauthier, 75016
PARIS. Tel.: 42 24 06 84.

CALENDRIER DES PROCHAINS COLLOQUES

1995
28 mars 1995: IRIS, colloque au Senat: Proliferation et non proliferation: les
enjeux du TNP. contact: secretariat de l'IRIS , fax: 49 40 36 06.
5-8 avril 1995: colloque annuel de la "Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Volkerrecht" ,
Leipzig: La succession d'Etats. contact: Tagungsburo tel: (0341) 97 35 213.
5-8 avril 1995: colloque annuel de !"'American Society of International Law" ,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York: Structures of World Order. contact. ASIL/ Annual
Meeting, fax: (202) 797 7133.
6 avril 1995: CEDIN de Paris XIII et Institut de relations internationales et
strategiques: Succession d'Etats en Europe de l'est et avenir de la securite en
Europe. contact. H. RUIZ FABRI.
12 avril 1995: Centre de droit international et europeen de l'Universite de
Versailles Saint-Quentin: table ronde sur les interventions militaires de
l'ONU. contact. M.F.LABOUZ.
11-12 mai 1995: CREDHO, Universite de Rouen: Quelle Europe pour les droits de
l'homme ? La Cour de Strasbourg et la realisation d'une "union plus etroite"
(35 annees de jurisprudence, 1959-1994). contact. P. TAVERNIER.
1-3 juin 1995: SFDI colloque de Nice: La reorganisation mondiale des
echanges. problemes juridiques. contact.]. TOUSCOZ .
... juin 1995: CEDIN de Paris I: table ronde sur Ha:iti. contact. B.STERN.
... septembre 1995: colloque ordinaire de l'"Asociacion Espanola de Profesores
de Drecho Internacional y Relaciones Internacionales", Universite de
Catalogne: Le statut juridique international de l'Etat d'Andorre.contact. Lucia
MILLAN MORO, Universidad de Cadiz, 11071 Jerez de la Frontera.
20-23 septembre 1995: Conseil de l'Europe : 8° collogue international sur la
Convention europeenne des droits de l'homme. Budapest: la Convention
europeenne des droits de l'homme et les droits culturels; la Convention
europeenne des droits de l'homme dans la nouvelle architecture de l'Europe.
contact. Conseil de l'Europe, fax: 88 41 27 81.
faculte Jean-Monnet, Universite de Paris-Sud (Paris XI): l'Union europeenne
et les organisations internationales. Ce colloque, se deroule en deux phases:
16-17 octobre 1995, Sceaux: journee nationale d'etude de la CEDECE: Approche
generale et relations avec les organisations regionales.
26-27 octobre 1995, Palais des Nations, Geneve: l'Union europeenne et la
famille des Nations Unies. contact: D. DORMOY.
1 decembre 1995:.CEDIN de Paris I: 10° journee d'actualite internationale du
CEDIN: Les operations de maintien de la paix de l'ONU. contact. B. _STERN.
15-16 decembre 1995: 5° rencontres intemationales de l'Institut d'etudes
politiques d'Aix-en-Provence: Les Nations Unies et le developpement social.
contact. Y.DAUDET.
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Shanghai Ch,mgxing Island
~=-::-~~--.!t~,Af U Tourism Development Corporation

EOSG/CENTRAL

9 / 4-920 Xiangyin Road
Shanghai, People's Republic of Cnina ~('•J4:33
Tele: 86 21 5347018-7809 6
Fax:: 86 21 5347018 - 7 8096

15 March 1995
Secretary Genera l Boutros Boutros-Ghali
United Nations
New York City
USA
Mr Secretary General,
August of this year 1995 marks the 50th anniversa of the f'~.i of
~or1d War II. To CQmmemorate this dat~Qf vwrl n.~~~_}ve ~.t:J:hf~ SAS L'_
Tourism Develo ment Cor 0ration have a reed to create a Peace S uare
_andcrect a Peace MOnl!fil.enJ_gnIsland in Sh~ngh~ai. ;n area
of Shanghai that attr,gcts hundreds of thousands of visitors each year
from all over t~e wor.id.

Gb.ai1~i~

Reinforcing the message oi PEACE, we will engrave on this
monument the signatures of this century's Nobel Peace Prize winners, as
well as the signatures of world leaders such as yourself who have made
significant contributions to world peace.
We are writing, therefore, to reqt1.est permission for our si n awre to
be carved on the chan~in Island Peace Monument under the rubric
PEACE, where we shall record your signature, your name and the name
of your country to acknowledge your distinguished contribution to world
peace.
With.respect, we await your ~g_rly reply to our request.
Yours faithfully,

~~'- ~ Jm- cs

V\54,/\(
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General Manag?r
SASCT Tourism Development Cori.•
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Ms. Lisa Buttenheim
Principal Officer
Executive Office of the Secretary-General
United Nations, New York

FROM:

P.01

f

EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

Arthur Holcombe Q:'\...~
UN Resident Coordinator

"""'f

SUB.JECT: SJ,aghai Chan.g,rin:, Island
I am attaching a letter from the General Manager of Shanghai Changxing
Island, SASU Tourism Development Corporation to the Secretary-General,
requesting hili agreement for his signature to be carved on the Changxing Island
Peace Monument.

With best regards,
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St. Jerome Hospital
Foundation, Inc.
16 Bank Street
Batavia, New York 14020-2260
716-343-3131 Ext. 417
Fax (716) 344-4767

OFFICERS
James V. Mungillo
President

Christine M. Fix
Vice President

March 15, 1995
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David J. Saleh
Treasurer

Sydney L. McLouth, M.D.

m @ ~ a w rn
MA 2 7 1995
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@

Secretary

TRUSTEES
Kenneth A. Bork
William F. Brown, Jr.
James J. Fanara
Robert W. Fraser
Thomas E. Houseknecht
Raja Kolisetti, M.D.
Rosalind D. Plicola
Michael J . Ryan
Barbara P. Samberg
Charles W . Smith
Martha M. Spinnegan
Sister Sheila Marie Walsh
Harry N. Wortzman

TRUSTEE
EMERITUS
Neil T. Bums
John C. Dwyer
John L. Forsyth
Robert L. Harns
Richard L. Kutter
Evan C. Lamb
Sister Margaret Mary

United Nations
Mr . David Stephen
New York, NY 10017

EOSG/CENTRAL

Dear Mr. Stephen:
Thank you for your generous contribution to the 14TH
ANNUAL ST. JEROME HOSPITAL AUCTION.
The PERENNIAL TREASURES AUCTION will be held at the
Batavia Downs on Friday, May 5, 1995 at 6:00 p.m.
Once again , thank you for making this upcoming event
possible .
Your spirit of generosity will benefit
the many who require the services of st. Jerome
Hospital.
Sincerely,

~

Norma Danesh
Special Ev ents Coordinator

EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
Thomas A. Taylor

ND:pl

A Bequest to the St. Jerome Hospital Foundation is always appreciated.
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Le 15 mars 1995
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EOSGICENTRAL
Monsieur le President,
Je vous remercie vivement de m'avoir fait
parvenir les Actes de votre Collogue.
J'avais eu l'occasion de vous dire combien le
theme que vous avez choisi m'etait cher, at croyez
bien que je prendrai connaissance des contributions de
nos collegues avec un grand interet.
Je vous prie d'agreer, Monsieur le President,
l'expression de mes salutations distinguees.

Boutros Boutros-Ghali

Monsieur Jean Portemer
President
Societe pour l'Histoire des Facultes
de Droit et de la Science juridique
Paris

'
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JEAN PORTE1\1ER
4 SQUARE DE LA TOUR MAUBOURG
75007 PARIS
'

SOCIETE POUR L 'HISTOIRE
DES FACULTES DE DROIT

ET DE LA SCIENCE JURIDIQUE /
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SOCIETE POUR L'HISTOIRE
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14 March 1995

Dear Mr. Reich,
On behalf of the Secretary-General, I am writing
to thank you for your letter of 7 March.
The Secretary-General appreciated hearing about
the fiftieth anniversary of The Christophers, and
sends you his good wishes for the future.
Yours sincerely,

R ') 0 l()C

EOSG/C

Mr. David Reich
Reich Communications
335 Lexington Avenue
17th Floor
New York, N.Y. 10017

Lll■D

355 Lexington Avenue, 17th Floor, New York. NY 10017
(21 2) 573-6000 Fax (212) 370 -7 174

March 7, 1995
The Secretary General
Room3800
The United Nations
United Nations NY 10017

I am writin to re uest a letter of con ratulations from ou in reco nition of the 50th
anniversa of The Christo ~ The organization, based in New York City, works to
motivate millions of people, through radio, television and the printed word, that each of us
can make a difference in improving our world. The Christophers' motto, "Better to light
one candle than to curse the darkness," sums up the positive, constructive philosophy of
this unique group.
The Christophers, founded in 1945 by Father James Keller, has produced one of the
longest-running programs on television, "Christopher Closeup," that focuses on
individuals who, in their way, are making a difference. Guests have included a who's
who of show business, government, performing arts, media, and business. The annual
Christopher Awards recognize writers, producers and directors of all faiths whose work in
the media uphold the Christopher motto. For the past seventeen years, the organization
has been led by Father James Catoir, who also serves as host of the TV series.
The Christophers celebrate their 50th anniversary on May 5 at the Plaza Hotel in New
York.
We would welcome any appropriate message of good wishes. It should be sent to my
attention at the above address. If you have any questions or need additional information,
please contact me. In order to include your greeting in our journal, we would appreciate
receiving your letter by April 5th.
Thank you for your help.
Sincerely,

)3wJ_ f?hl-vl___
David Reich

I

have special programs like The Christophers'
Story Laboratory, an inspirational entertainment series for children; a spiritual retreat'
series for teens; and The Church Alive series
for people of all ages which covers faith issues.
Radio. Our daily radio spots are broadcast
nationwide on about 500 radio stations. In
addition we syndicate a weekly quarter-hour
radio program based on our TV talk show.
♦ "I am Jewish and I love your thought-provoking and uplifting spots. I listen to you every
morning ...there are times when your words
verge on pure poetry."-New York
Christopher Awards. In 1949 the film Joan
of Arc received the first Christopher award ,
and in 1994 Steven Spielberg came to New
York to accept his award for Schindler's List.
Every year the Christophers present awards to
the writers, producers and directors of movies
and TV specials and the authors of books ,
including children's books, that affirm the highest values of the human spirit.
The Father James Keller Youth Award recognizes those special individuals who have
made outstanding contributions to young people,
such as Mother Clara Hale for her devotion to
children with AIDS, and Eunice Kennedy
Shriver, founder of the Special Olympics.
♦ "The Christopher Awards have intrinsic
and long-lasting merit. They are the most hon-

THE PURPOSE OF THE CHRISTOPHERS is summed up in the word
"Christopher" from the Greek "Christophoros," meaning Christbearer. Our
aim is to encourage everyone to take personal responsibility for raising
the standards of all phases of human endeavor by taking the spirit of
Christ into the world. Our motto is, "It is better to light one candle than to
curse the darkness."
THE CHRISTOPHER MOVEMENT depends on the initiative of individuals.
There are no chapters, meetings or dues. Our message reaches millions
of people through these News Notes, published 1O times a year, and
through television and radio programming. We will gladly send a copy
of News Notes free to anyone who asks.
WE DEPEND entirely on your contributions and bequests to meet
expenses of $3 million per year and to send News Notes free to students,
prisoners, shut-ins and others in special need. PLEASE HELP. Your gifts
are tax deductible. If you have already remembered us In your will
please let us know so we can thank fOY In a special way (Our legal
title for wills is: The Christophers, Inc.) ddress all communications to:

The Christophers, 12 E. 48th St., New York, NY 10017
Father John Catoir, Director; Phone 212-759-4050
Editorial Staff: Stephanie Raha, editor-in-chief; Margaret O'Connell and
Mary Riddle, associate editors.
ISSN: 8755-6901
-Rev. James Keller, M.M. (1900-1977), Founder-

REPRINTS AVAILABLE IN BULK for an offering of $5 a hundred or
$40 a thousand, all postpaid. Write for Information and special rates
on standing orders.

'
orabl.e awards
one can aspire to."-Tom Wicker,
columnist1 'New York Times
Christopher Leadership Course. The ability to speak in public is the first skill of a leader.
Over 150,000 graduates of our Leadership
Course have taken this course which teaches
people of all ages how to use their gifts and
talents to make a better world. For the last 35
years, through the Gabriel Richard Institute in
Michigan , and the Lumen Institute in Canada,
we have been sharpening the communication
skills of men and women and youngsters
throughout North America. The course is also
given in Europe, Africa, Korea and Hong Kong.
Recently we published a "Do-It-Yourself" kit
for teachers to give this full-participation course
to youngsters receiving Confirmation, as a
supplement to religious instruction.
Youth Outreach. We assist campus ministers with free Christopher literature, and special
"Youth Packets" are sent out on request to
youth ministers of all faiths.
Two annual contests are held : a national
Poster Contest for high school students, and
our Video Contest for college students. Their
topic: One Person Can Make a Difference. A
recent video contest winner wrote:
♦ "My story, intended to be an inspiration to
others, ironically won an award that inspired
me! I am more confident than ever that I can
make a difference."-Terri Teuber, University
of St. Thomas, St. Paul, MN

Only with your support
As a tax-exempt educational non-profit corporation, The Christophers have a unique
policy of "no chapters, no meetings, and no
dues." Our inspirational News Notes are sent
free of charge to any individual who asks to be
included on our mailing list. And we do not
lend, sell or rent our mailing list.
♦ "I have not been able to support you
financially, but you have been 'true-blue' in
sending me the Christopher News Notes anyway. The last issue really lifted my spirits. I'm
an older person, I am alone and live an isolated life. But thanks to you, I now feel that God
is really with me."-Washington, D.C.

,

Where does financial support c?me fro~?
To finance our $3 million budget we depeod
on Divine Providence . We encourage the
"doers," trusting God to provide the "donors."
Gifts from men and women who believe in
what we're doing keep us going. 97% of our
financial support comes from friends like you,
only 3% comes from foundations. We receive
no government or church funding.
Legacies and bequests make a difference.

We hope you will remember us in your will.
Our legal title is The Christophers, Inc. We
send a special gift with heartfelt thanks to
everyone who informs us that they have included
us in their will.
Our address: The Christophers , 12 East
48th Street, New York, NY 10017. Our telephone number: 212-759-4050.

THE
CHRISTOPHER§
AND

YOU
"You are
the light of the world. "
MATTHEW 5:14
. :(:
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each note of music
were to say:
one note does not make
a symphony,
there would be no
symphony.
If each word were to say:
one word does not make a book,
there would be no book.
If each drop of water were to say:
one drop does not make an ocean,
there would be no ocean.
If each seed were to say:
one grain does not make
a field of corn,
there would be no harvest.
If each of us were to say:
one act of love cannot save rnanki d,
there would never be justice and
peace on earth.
'
Begin now, why are you waitin ? 1
MICHEL QUOIST

One person can make a difference ,
"Each one of us, by the grace.of God, hp.s ·
the power to change the world for the better.
Every act of care and concern for others has a
ripple effect, touching many lives. Go into the
marketplace, into a job of your own choosing,
without fanfare or flag-waving. Where there is
hate, bring love; where there is darkness, carry
light. In other words, be a Christ-bearer."
-Father James Keller, M.M. ,
Founder of The Christophers
The word CHRISTOPHER is taken from the
Greek "Christo-phoros," meaning "Christbearer." Just as there are people who enter a
room radiating joy and good humor, in the
same way each Christopher tries to radiate the
love and joy of Christ in all circumstances.
Father James Keller (1900-1977) created
The Christophers 50 years ago to bring the
Gospel Message to people all over the world.
We are more an inspirational movement than
an institution and we reach millions of people
through our mass media ministry.

Your talent needed more than ever
This is a troubled and dangerous world, not
only in terms of our personal safety, but also
with regard to our spiritual well-being. Crime,
violence, terrorism, selfishness and unbridled
greed seem to abound everywhere. The
Christopher message is needed more than
ever to encourage individuals to take the initiative in finding solutions to today's problems.
St. Paul put it simply: "Be not overcome with
evil, but overcome evil with good."(Romans 12:21)

The Christopher message
1945. Millions had been killed, and millions
more uprooted in the devastation of the Second World War. As if the Third Reich hadn't
unleashed enough evil, the "cold war" was
generating a new cycle of horrors.
~
A Maryknoll Missioner named Father James
Keller appeared on the scene with a powerful
message: You can change the world. f-!e summarized his belief that your smallest efforts·
count into three essential ideas:

♦

· Underiying the Christopher message is
faith in the revelation of Jesus handed down
from the Apostles. Faith is certitude about
things unseen-and leads to loving service.
Jesus taught that we will be judged on love.
I'd like to share my own personal credo
with you. It has enabled me to live a joyful
life. I offer it with love.
I believe that Jesus Christ abides in
me and enables me to radiate His love.
I believe that through His power we
are able to overcome evil with good.
I believe that I am unique.that God
wants me to use my gifts to draw souls
to Him and to make this a better world.
1. You have a God-given mission.
You are a unique child of God, and you have
a job to do that nobody else can do.
♦ "The Christopher movement influenced
me to dedicate my life to working for justice
through my photography. My first idea was to
document the participation of people of all
faiths in Dr. Martin Luther King's drive to protest
segregation." -Flip Schulke, San Jose, CA

2. You can make a difference.
One good deed may seem insignificant to
you, but it may be all that is needed to overcome some evil , like the straw that broke the
camel's back. Believe in the power of one person
with the help of God to bring about change.
♦ "I work on the archdiocesan newspaper
and many times I translate some parts of your
Notes in order to present them to a wider audience of readers. Our paper has a circulation of
about 17,000 and is printed in the 'Kikuyu' language."-Kenya.
3. Positive action works miracles.
The Christophers put the emphasis on what
can 'be done, rather than on what cannot.
Father-Keller said: "Complaining is a waste of
time and energy. Things get better when there
are more doers and fewer talkers; more to
approve, fewer to disapprove; more to build up
and fewer to tear down."

"I'm so thankful that you send me your
my spirit...When I
first received them my son with Down's syndrome was small. You've taught me how to
accept my precious son and be a better wife
and mother."-lreland

r,-iews Notes, they refresh

Dear Friend,
I believe that the greatest honor I can give
to Almighty God is to live gladly because of
the knowledge of His love.
If you share these beliefs, please
help us keep our ministry alive and well.
As we begin our next 50 years, I
want to thank you for all your kindness
to me and to The Christophers.
May the Lord be your strength
and your joy.
Sincerely,

~at~r
♦ Joan Ganz Cooney was a young journalist when she heard the Christopher message
for the first time. She said, "I became a Christopher early in my career when I had the idea of
bringing a pre-school educational program to
TV." Her idea, to combine education and entertainment, was considered unrealistic. But, when
she created television's Sesame Street, the
world applauded. The series has aired in more
than 130 countries. Recently Ms. Cooney said,
"Father Keller's idea, that a better world begins
with you, was a great inspiration to me."

Let your light shine.

-Matthew 5:16

To serve God and all humanity
In keeping with the Second Vatican Council's Decree on Ecumenism which teaches us
to respect what is good and holy in other religions, The Christophers reach out to people of
all faiths and of no particular faith . Through the
mass media we promote the Judea-Christian
ideal of service to God and all humanity.
News Notes. These are published 10 times
a year on subjects ranging from spirituality
and family life to self-help and social action.
Six million copies are sent annually to people
in 125 nations. Readers often order extra
copies to distribute among friends, family and
acquaintances.

Books. Three Minutes a Day, Enjoy the
Lord, God Delights in You, and Day by Day
with Jesus are among the titles that deal with
personal and spiritual growth. Many are also
available in Spanish.
♦ "For over 40 years I have sent your many
books to family and friends around the world.
We have all grown up on them and benefited
immensely from your wonderful ministry."
-California
Light One Candle. Our weekly column is
carried in over 200 newspapers throughout the
world in English or Spanish editions.
♦ "Your articles, which appear regularly in
the Southern Cross, have been so much help
and inspiration to me in difficult times. Thank
you."-South Africa
Ecos Crist6foros, the Spanish edition of
our News Notes, is published six times a year
for readers in 32 countries.
♦ ''This note comes as a request for copies
of Ecos Crist6foros to be used with our newly
formed Hispanic teenage group, La Juventud."-Pennsylvania
Television. Initiated in 1952, our Christopher
Closeup program is one of the longest-running
shows on television. We syndicate these weekly
half-hour interviews throughout the U.S. on 60
commercial stations and on more than 1,100
cable outlets. The American Forces TV Network also carries Christopher Closeup to viewers
in over 11 O countries. The series is closed captioned to serve the deaf and hearing impaired.
Our one-minute inspirational Spot Lights are
also widely broadcast.
♦ "Your program is one of the most heartwarming and uplifting experiences in TV
watching. Subjects under discussion are always
timely and universally appealing."-Virginia
Videocassettes. In addition to Christopher
Closeup programs available in VHS, we also
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9 March 1995

Dear Professor Raj,
Thank you for your fax of 7 March addressed to
Mr. Aime.

Because of a full programme of commitments

connected with the fiftieth anniversary of the
United Nations, I am afraid that it is unlikely that
the Secretary-General will be able to accept your
invitation this year.
Yours sincerely,
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Professor Rishi S. Raj
President
Society of Indian Academics
in America
86 Wortendyke Avenue
Emerson, N.J. 07630

David Stephen
Principal Officer
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March 7,95

Executive Committee
President
Rishi S. Raj. Ph.D.

Vice-President
fawar G. Phadia, Ph.D.
General Secretary
Uday C. Naval, Ph.D.
TrCJL~urcr
Ravi Kulkarni, Ph.D.

Jean-Claude Aime
Chief of Staff
Secretary General
United Nations, N.Y. 10017

.. * ..
V.T. Alexander. Ph.D.
Jit S. Cbandan, Ph.D.
/\nnie K. K~hi, l!d.D.

Rohit Parikh, Ph.D.

M.G. Prasad. Ph.D.
Swad~h Raj. Ph.D.
Sankar Sa5tri, Ph.D.
Vi.~hnu Sharma. Pb.D.
P. &,masundaran, Ph.D.
Su(Clldra Tiwari, Ph.D.

Consultatfre Board
Mr. Thomas R. Piekerlnt
U.S. Am~dor to Inda
Mr. LL. Mehrotra

Secretary, Extcmal A/£airs, lodu
Narinder Bhandari, Ph.D.
Bhand1,ri Construction
M.P. Boyoc. Ph.D.
Boyce Eogim:ering Int.crmtioo.al
Adarsh Docpak. Ph.D.
Scic11CC & Tecbnology lmtitutc
Arvind K. Josh~ Ph.D.

Dear Sir/Madam:

I thank you for you fax. Log. No. 2251 dated March 6,95.

I shall be very grateful if you can suggest alternate dates
on which the Secretary-General can at his convenience
receive our award and address the society. We will arrange
the reception accordingly.
Sincerely yours,

0~

Professor Rishi S. Raj

UniVCf'Sity of Pt:nnsy/varz4
Rishi S. Raj, Ph.D
Oty University of New York
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Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General of the
UNITED NATIONS
New York, N.Y. 10017
USA

Bienne, March 6th, 1995
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Naturally exce t of the fact that everybod missed }'Our presence, we had, I think, a
very positive and communicative presentation ofthe United Natiorismessage to
the world on the occasion of the 50th anniversary. The whole day was a very
thrilling event or a series of events that all were warm-hearted, substantial and the
press as well as the people present were all very positively convinced about your
message.
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Gillian Sorensen and her group, specially Su-Su Tabatabai have made an
enormous amount of work to ensure this success and the quality of our message to
the outside and r assure you, Mr. Secretary-General, that working with me needed
a lot of patience, specially when I requested them to completely scramble and
change the press-conference room in order to get more contact and human warmth
with the people attending the conference. Or, when I let lV-jQurnalists and
photographs take pictures of the chairman's chaitwith the seat covers. But I can
assure you that otherwise the whole event had nothing commercial in it, but a
highly ethical and sincere message.
Many of the ambassadors present have asked me why we were taking out the seat
covers after a few days and I explained that after 3 weeks the delegates will get
used to the colours and wilt not remember that it was a message for the youth any
more. After a second thought _I think that we should at least present to you and the
United Nations General Assembly 3 seat co~rs to keep them as a reminder of theSOth anniversary. This is a present from me with all our thanks. The rcot of the 580
- seat covers will be a present for each of the members of the parliament including

PC.
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Switzerland. We have asked your group to plan this with us because every time
when I present a cover to a head of state, we would like to have a representative of
the United Nations with us.
The first Lady of the US, Mrs Hillary Clinton sent us a letter during the pressconference giving us her best regards and encouraging us to continue our
endeavour for the youth of this world. We will also give to the White House one or
two seat covers with our thanks.
~ich we highly appreciated and hope to
see you soon again.
Yours sincerely,
SMH Swiss Corpor~ti
electronics and Watc

tti}
President and CEO

SMH Swiss Corporation for Microelectronics and Watchmaking Industries Ltd.
P.O. Box 1185, Faubourg du Lac 6, CH-2501 Bienne, Phone 032 286 811, Telex 931 102 smh ch, Telefax 032 286 911

Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
$ecretary-General of the
UNITED NATIONS
New York, N.Y. 10017
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Naturally except of the fact that everybody missed your presence, we had, I think, a
very positive and communicative presentation of the United Nations message to
the world on the occasion of the 50th anniversary. The whole day was a very
thrilling event or a series of events that all were warm-hearted, substantial and the
press as well as the people present were all very positively convinced about your
message.
Gillian Sorensen and her group, specially Su-Su Tabatabai have made an
enormous amount of work to ensure this success and the quality of our message to
the outside and I assure you, Mr. Secretary-General, that working with me needed
a lot of patience, specially when I requested them to completely scramble and
change the press-conference room in order to get more contact and human warmth
with the people attending the conference. Or, when I let TV-journalists and
photographs take pictures of the chairman's chair with the seat covers. But I can
assure you that otherwise the whole event had nothing commercial in it, but a
highly ethical and sincere message.
Many of the ambassadors present have asked me why we were taking out the seat
covers after a few days and I explained that after 3 weeks the delegates will get
used to the colours and will not remember that it was a message for the youth any
more. After a second thought I think that we should at least present to you and the
United Nations General Assembly 3 seat covers to keep them as a reminder of the
50th anniversary. This is a present from me with all our thanks. The rest of the 580
seat covers will be a present for each of the members of the parliament including

.
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Switzerland. We have asked your group to plan this with us because every time
when I present a cover to a head of state, we would like to have a representative of
the United Nations with us.
The first Lady of the US, Mrs Hillary Clinton sent us a letter during the pressconference giving us her best regards and encouraging us to continue our
endeavour for the youth of this world. We will also give to the White House one or
two seat covers with our thanks.
I thank you very much for the cooperation which we highly appreciated and hope to
see you soon again.
Yours sincerely,
SMH Swiss Corporation for Microelectronics and Watchmaking Industries Ltd.
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President and CEO
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TO: Dr. Rishi S. Raj
President
Society of Indian Academics
in America
Emerson, New Jersey

FROM: Executive Office of the
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York, N.Y. 10017

FAX NO.: (201) 262 2345

FAX NO.: (212) 963-2155
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MESSAGE

Dear Dr. Raj,
I am replying, on behalf of the Secretary-General who is absent in Europe, to your
letter of 24 February, received in this Office on 3 March.
The Secretary-General will be travelling in Australasia in late April and therefore, to
his regret, must decline your invitation to attend a dinner in his honour in New York City
on 29 or 30 April.
He has, however, asked me to convey to you and to the members of the Society of
Indian Academics in America his appreciation for your kind gesture of support.
Yours sincerely,

·d. , A d . . A
. ~ ·~ G
f
Society o In tan ca em1cs 10 menca
86 Wortendyke Avenue, Emerson, New Jersey 07630
Phone: (201) 262-2356

Executive Committee
President
Rishi S. Raj, Ph.D.
Vice-President
Eswar G. Phadia, Ph.D.
General Secretary
Uday C. Naval, Ph.D.
Treasurer
Ravi Kulkarni, Ph.D.

* * *
V.T. Alexander, Ph.D.
Jit S. Chandan, Ph.D.
Annie K. Koshi, Ed.D.
Rohit Parikh, Ph.D.
M.G. Prasad, Ph.D.
Swadesh Raj, Ph.D.
Sankar Sastri, Ph.D.
Vishnu Sharma, Ph.D.
P. Somasundaran, Ph.D.
Surendra Tiwari, Ph.D.

* * *
Consultative Board
Mr. Thomas R. Pickering
U.S. Ambassador .· - ·
Mr. L.L. Mehrotra
Secretary, External Affairs, India
Narinder Bhandari, Ph.D.
BhandariConstrucrion
M.P. Boyce, Ph.D.
Boyce Engineering Intemarional
Adarsh Deepak, Ph.D.
Science & Technology Insritute
Arvind K. Joshi, Ph.D.
University of Pennsylvania
Rishi S. Raj, Ph.D.
City University of New York
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1 THE SECRETAHY-Gl:.NERAL

February 24, 1995

Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary General
U.N.O.
New York City, New York 10017
Dear Secretary General Boutros-Ghali:
Our socie _is v~.fY_.P-le_ased tQJl.Q!lOr . O.ll.a§ m;:w
qf_P.eace.
In this connection, we would like to host a dinner
for you on either A ril 29 or 30 J99i,jn N~J:Y. York City,
not very far from the U.N.O.
In the past, we were very fortunate to have two of
your colleagues, specifically Ambassadors Gharekhan and
Pickering, address our meetings. I earnestly hope you will
accept our invitation and give us an opportwlity to listen
to your views on world peace.
The men and women that comprise the Society of
Indian Academics in America have such credentials as
being: members of the National Academy; distinguished
professors; and world renowned scientists.
I would be very grateful if you were to inform us of
acceptance as soon as possible.
Respectfully Yours,

;t;L:- 5-~

Rislli S. Raj
Fax#: (201) 262-2345

__~_"

New York, le 3 mars 1995.
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Merci de m'avoir tenu informee de l'aboutissement de vos differenl's projets.
La serie de colloques prevue pour le mois de novembre sera -sans aucun doute
des plus interessantes, non seulement par la qualite de la participation attendue
mais aussi par l'actualite des sujets abordes. Vous trouverez ci-joint la liste des
differents evenements prevus pour la commemoration du cinquantieme
anniversaire des Nations Unies. L'oeuvre accomplie par votre association a retenu •
toute men attention et je serai tres heureuse de connaitre !'evolution de vos
activites.
.
Dans l'attente de vous lire, je vous prie de croire, Monsieur,
de mes sentiments les meilleurs.

a !'assurance
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Gillian Martin Sorensen
Secretaire Generale Adjointe
Conseillere Speciale du Secretaire General
pour la politique des relations avec le public

M. Laurent Attar-Bayrou
Association Internationale des Soldats de la Paix
(A.I.S.P.)
178, rue Garibaldi
69003 Lyon, France
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Note to Ms. Sorensen

Please find attached a fax from Soldiers of Peace International
Association (SPIA) dated 3 February 1995 explaining the purpose and nature
of the Association, listing a number of activities it proposes to undertake in
the context of the 50th anniversary of the United Nations and inviting the
Secretary-General to participate. I should appreciate your comments and
advice.

Rolf Knutsson
7 February 1995

as pm
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A111ociation lntcm11tion11lc
de, Soldat11 de la J•aix
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9SV2-li'2_J_ .
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

Mo11slt.11r It. Ser:rl.tnlre gl11l.ral
Bo11tros BOU1'ROS-Gl/ALI
N° Fa:c : JY.J.212.96.f.21•.'i.'i

J.,vo11 le ., fb•rler 199.'i

Mo11sleur le Secntnlre - gl11eral,
Do11s It cadre d11 ('/11q11a11tt111nire de l'O.N.U., noire nssc,dntio11 orgn11isr difflre11tes OJJiratlons cryn11t
pour objectV de faire co111utltre et reco,mn1trc l'O.N. U.
To11t a11 l011g de l'n1111l.e, 11ous l''°l'"s"11s a11x ttabllsse__~~ll!S sc~lcrlus des Co11/tre11res, der. voyages ,l
Ge11Ave afi11 de se11slbili!,·er lrs jr111u·s n11x pr11b/l111,s de l11 Palx t'I 6 l'ac-tio11 dr l'Orgn11/satio11 des

Natlo11s U11les.

• expositions
• colloques el tablel· ro,rdts
• un concours de publlr.ltt.
• u11 c-011c-0Hrl· dt ,lt-.u/11 t'I dt poh11t
• un ct1nc-ert
Nous serlo11s tr1s l1011orcs de ,,otre J'rh;e11ce lors de utte "Semcri11r /11ter,rntio11nlr':..J.1!1i do1111rra toute
SOl!._'!!'''!.rg'~'!.__'!_l!'._§__~'!.'!'..i!te~{11'!!'__~'!~tj!'!_1nlr drs Nntio11s U11jr!.:_
·
Nous ,•ous pr/om d'agrle,, Mnmiem· Ir s,~rltnlrr gt11rral, lt'!i au11ra11C"rs de 110/re prnftmd respect.

IA- Jc'.sldr11t.
.

)
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I.a11r~;,A 17i4R-BA YROU
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Soldiers of Pe1100 lntorm1tion11l Assot:iation • 178 111c G11rib11ldi
69003 I.YON FRANCE Phone 78 9~ 4~ 03 Jl11X . 71l 60 32 98
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S.P.1.A.
Soldiers of Peace

des Soldats de ht Faix.

lttttmationa1 Association

"UN : Wf BELIEVE"

L'ASSOCIATJON JNTERNATIO.'\'ALE I>ES SOLDATS DE LA PAIX

L 'assoclatio11 l11ter,,aticmnle des Soldat.-. tic- la Paix, de type lo/ 190/ de drolt franfals, ct ••ocatlo,r
lnternatlo11ale, a cte fomlt!e en No, 1emhre 1988. l.t·s M<1tuts ont iti diposls en Prlfecture d11

Rh8nt.
Nous regr0llJ'0fl.', tmu· lei a11cie11s Ca.wJII£'.\ Jll( t1 \ ,111i 0111 .ters•/.-. sous l'lglde des Nations UNles
dep11is 1948.
1

Nos buts so11t de :

""J,,.~S

- faire connaitre et reco1111attrc noire ml1·sio11
de la pop11latlon.
~ sen•lr (e.t 1tob/cs J'l'i11cipe.-. de la Cl,arte d,•.\· Nr,timis llt,ies.
- venlr en aide aIWS c·nmnrade,f blessei·, fl lc'III".\ 1•,:11,•es et orpl,elins.
- contrlb11er et coordo111u:r de., act/om; /111mt111i111ire.f et de Pal>.".
- ,enforcer /es liens ,l'amltie. c11tl'e lc.s pe11ph-~.

•

Nous com11toIu ac:t11el/eme1,t pre,.· dt' 7 00() membre.,· par le tr11c/1cment d'assoclatlons en France,
lrlande, llolla11de et S11etle. No11s tn•o11s clt•s mem/JreJ a11 Gl1a11a, en Allemagne, aI,x USA, aux
Du Fldjl, au Ke,,ya et e,r Grande - llretag,ic•, ,; titre l11di11id11el et sommes en contact avec des
associations scamll11a1•es, ca1111d/en,u•1· et ho11gmi.,l!s.
Notre t8c1,e est de crier des A:m,dotlmu clan.\ dlftque pay.,· q11l a partlclpi a11x operations de
malntien de la PaL,·, cla11s le but de cm1til1111·r .rnr It· p/011 l111manltalre ,rotre action e11treprise a11
seln des Casque.t /lieus.

Nous tntreteno11s 1111 fic/1/er de perso11nes ,1£:sinml accomplir des Missions Human/ta/res a,•ec (es
agences des Nations - l/11ie.fi (l!NHCR - VNl>RO - [INJI) 011 avec l'AISP.

Soldiers of Peace lntem~tion;d Assodatin11 • 178 me Oaribaldi
69003 l, YON JIKANCE !'hon¢ 7R 95 45 03 Fa)(. 78 60 32 98
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AORESSE P O S T A L E : UNITED NATIONS ,
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N.Y.

10017

Tl:LIEGIIA~HIQU& : UNATIONS NaWYOJIK

IEXIECUTIVIE OFFICE: OF THIE S IEC RIE TARY -GIE NIEIIIAL
CAIIINIET OU SIECRIETAllltlE GIE N IEIII A L

Le 2 mars 1995

Monsieur le President,
Le Secretaire general a bien pris connaissance de
votre invitation a participer a la 11 Semaine
internationale des Nations Unies 11 , du 5 au 12 novembre
1995 .
Il vous en remercie vivement.
Il me faut malheureusement vous dire que compte
tenu de son emploi du temps, etabli longtemps a
l'avance et fort charge en cette annee du
Cinquantenaire, il ne lui sera pas possible de prendre
part a cette manifestation. Croyez bien qu'il en est
desole.
Souhaitant un plein succes a votre initiative, je
vous prie de croire, Monsieur le President, a
l'expression de mes salutations distinguees.
Le Directeur du Cabinet

EOSG/CENTRAt
Monsieur Laurent Attar-Bayrou
President
Association Internationale des Soldats de la Paix
178, rue Garibaldi
69003 Lyon
France

A.LS.P
Association Internationale
des Soldats de la Paix

~w
.

S.P.LA.
Soldiers of Peace
International Association
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"UN : WE BELIEVE"

OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

Monsieur BOUTROS- GHALI
Secretaire General des Nations Unies
Nations Unies
NEW YORK 10017
USA

Lyon, le 8 fevrier 1995

32SINUIPGILL

Monsieur le Secretaire General,

Dans le cadre du J:in uantenaire de l'O.N U, notre association or anise "une Semaine
Internationale" du 5 au 12 Novembre 1995.
Tout au long de l'annee, nous proposons aux etablissements scolaires des Conferences, des
voyages a Geneve a.fin de sensibiliser les jeunes aux problemes de la Paix et a !'action de
/'Organisation des Nations Unies.
- Du 5 au 12 novembre 1995: La Semaine Internationale des Nations Unies.

* expositions
* colloque et table ronde
* un concours de publicite
* un concours de dessin et de poeme
* un concert
Jvous serions tres honores de votre resence lors de cette "Semaine Internationale" pji cf:pnnera
toute son envergure a la Se'!!:._aine Internationale des Nations Unies.
Nous vous prions d'agreer, Monsieur le Secretaire General, les assurances de notre profond
respect.

'
Laurent ATTAR-BAYROU
Soldiers of Peace International Association - 178 rue Garibaldi
69003 LYON FRANCE Phone 78 95 45 03 Fax. 78 60 32 98

A.I.S.P
Association Internationale
des Soldats de la Paix

S.P.I.A.
Soldiers of Peace
International Association

"UN

\J\'E 3 ELIEVE"

L 'ASSOCIATION INTERNA T/0.\'.-tLE DES SOLDATS DE LA PAIX
'association ternacwna e · e oldats de la Pcm·. , e cype loi /901 de droit franr;ais, a vocation
internationale, a ete fondee en Novembre I ()88. I.es statuts ont ete deposes en Prefecture du

Rhone.
Nous regroupons tous /es anciens Casque, nte11 , ,111i 0111 sen-is sous /'egide des Nations UNies
depuis 1948.
Nos buts sont de :
- faire conµaitre et reconnaitre notre mis.,io1; aul'res de la population.
- servir /es nobles principes de la Charte tit!, 1\'orio11s Unies.
- venir en aide a nos camarades blesses, ct leun ,·e111·es et orplre/ins.
- contribuer et coordonner des actions lrn111a11ir,1ires et de Pai.t
- renforcer /es liens d'amitie entre /es peuple.,.
Nous comptons actuellement pres de 7 000 111e111hrt!s par le truchement d'associations en France,
lrlande, Hollande et Suede. Nous avons dt's 111e111hres a11 Ghana, en Allemagne, aux USA , aux
Res Fidji, au /(e11ya et en Grande - Bretag11e, 1i titre indfriduel et sommes en contact avec des
. sociations sca11di11 ,11•es, canadie : ,, e !• 11--:r,,i, ,, .
Notre tfich
~, ,, rr,,,,r d s . « )~i ... :v11., tfa ,. , (, .. ,11 ,. '-"' q" i a participe aux operanons de ' iainti . dr
fa ns le !)I,, ,,' · co11ti1.11 (, .,111· le p ·. : .'111manitaire notre action entreprise au
sd n des Casq u es Bleus.
Nous entretenons un ficl,ier de personnes desiru11t accomplir des Missions Humanitaires avec /es
agences des N ations - U11ies (UNHCR - UNDRO - UNV) ou avec /'A/SP.

Soldiers of Peace lntern :11 10 11;il ..\ ~<n cia t1,
<19003 LYON
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SOCIETE FRANCAISE POUR LE DROIT INTERNATIONAL
Fevrier 1995

Le Secretaire general

EXECUTIVE OfrlCE
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAt

Monsieur, Madame, Cher(e) Collegue,
Je suis heureux, en ce debut d'annee, de vous annoncer que notre
colloque annuel aura lieu a Nice, du_j~ di ler au sam1qi 3 juin 1995, a
1-,--rnvitation ae Jeart ·Touscoz . Son ttieme sera :
La Reorganisation mondiale des echanges, problem.es juridiques.

---·--

Un programme detaille vous sera adresse en temps utile, mais nous vous
remercions de bien vouloir retenir ce rendez-vous.
Par ailleurs, la SFDI a mis en place uncertain no~re d'autres
activites dans le courant de l'annee, dont un premier numero du Bulletin
semestriel paru en septernbre dernier, vous a deja tenu inforrne. Le deuxierne
numero du Bulletin semestriel vous sera adresse avec de nouvelles informations,
dans le courant du mois de mars, qu'il s'agisse des resultats du prix de these
de la SFDI pour 1994 ou des epreuves du concours Charles Rousseau.
Si de votre cote, vous avez un colloque a annoncer dans le prochain
Bulletin, veuillez le faire en nous ecrivant avant cette dace. De meme nous
vous rappelons qu'il appartient a chaque membre de presenter des candidatures
de •rnembres etudiants• parmi les doctor.ants de son Universite. Merci enfin de
nous faire part des changements d'adresse ou des rectificatifs concernant
l'Annuaire des rnernbres afin d'e~ permettre la mise a jour reguliere.
Vous trouverez au verso une lettre du tresorier, Christian Schricke, qui
fournit toutes les precisions relatives au versement des cotisations pour 1995.
Je vous en remercie a l'avance, au nom de la Societe, et vous adresse tous mes
rneilleurs voeux pour la nouvelle annee.

TRAL

Professeur Emmanuel DECAUX
Secretaire general de la SFDI
11, rue de Chartres
92200 Neuilly sur Seine
Tel
47.38.18.09
Fax : 46 . 41 .04.3 1
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SOCIETE FRANCAISE POUR LE DROIT INTERNATIONAL

Paris, Fevrier 1995

Le Treso ri er

Madame, Mons i eur, Cher (e ) Co llegue ,
En ma qualite de tresorier de l a Societe, je vous serais reconna issant
de bien vouloir me faire parvenir l e montant de votre cotisation a la Soc i et e
Fran~aise pour le Droit International pour l'annee 1995 .
La cotisation s'eleve a 300 F (470 F pour uncouple). Ce montant est
inchange par rapport a l'annee derniere. Cette cotisation vous donne droit ,
comme a l'accoutumee, au volume du colloque de la Societe de l'annee
prf cedente.
Vous voudrez bien verifier que vous etes a jour pour les cotisations
anterieures ; le versement des arrieres entraine evidemment l'envoi des vo lumes
correspondants. Je vous rappelle en outre que le non versement de la cotisation
pendant trois annees consecutives equivaut a une demission d'office de la
Societe. Si par erreur le volume du colloque ne vous a pas ete adresse alors
que vous avez verse votre cotisation, ne manquez pas de me le faire savoir en
me rappelant la date et la fonne de versement de la cotisation.
Je vous demande d'utiliser de preference le cheque bancaire tire sur
une banque fran~aise pour le reglement, en le libellant a l'ordre de la SFDI et
en l'envoyant a l'adresse suivante
Monsieur Christian SCHRICKE
Jurisconsulte
Chef de la Direction Juridique
O.C. D. E.
2, rue Andre-Pascal
75775 PARIS CEDEX 16
Pour les membres residant a l'etranger qui ne disposent pas de compte
en France, le recours au virement bancaire en francs fran~ais evite des frais
d'encaissement de cheque (y compris d'Eurocheques) eleves. Le virement doit
indiquer l'identite du donneur d'ordre (faute de quoi, il est souvent
impossible de savoir de qui emane le virement), preciser qu'il est sans frais
pour le destinataire (faute de quoi, de tels frais seront imputes a la Societe)
et etre fait au compte de la SFDI ouvert a:
BANQUE NATIONALE DE PARIS
Agence la Muette
5, rue de la Pompe - 75016 Paris
Compte n° 30 57 43 07
Je vous prie d'agreer, Madame, Monsieur, Cher(e) Collegue, !'expressi on
de mes sentiments les meilleurs.

AFETY SERVIG,
RV!CES UNIT
7

1995

Monsieur Boutros BOUTROS-GHALI
Secretaire general
Nations Unies
PO BOX 20
New York, N.Y. 10017
Etats-Unis d'F.merique

fvr <i{_oyal
~ Communications
fi Motivational Company
Mr. Butros Butros Ghali
1 United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017

Greetings - Citizen of planet Earth:
You have been selected to participate in a project of global proportions!
What would you like to say to other members of the human race? What
would you like to leave as a legacy for following generations? What have
you always wanted to share with human kind or shout from the roof tops?
Now is your golden opportunity!
Your mission: Sum up life in six (6) sentences or less. Draw on your
vast resources of experience or knowledge, then write it down in one (1)
paragraph. Sound easy? It could be harder than you think!
Royal Communications will be publishing responses in a soon-to-be
released book entitled "Celebrating Life". When completed, this collection
will portray a cross section of responses from entertainers, sports figures,
the political arena, business leaders and other famous personalities.

For your contribution in this global endeavor, you will receive a
complimentary
of this memorable keepsake.

m

Please complete the enclosed certificate, sign the release for publication
and return in the enclosed envelope. Any other material such as artistic work,
photographs or inspirational items may be submitted and will be used whenever possible.

Deadline for publication is MAR 15 E&
for your participation.

. Thank you in advance

"'~.,~,·
ATr•·c
~ ·-....,.,.. <-.
l\ .,,~1:,u...,.
.,

~ ~
~~-

P.O . Box 136 Notre Dame, IN 46556-0136

•

219-235-3537

1

r=~~~=

<l{_oyal "
Communications

CERTIFICATE
MY STATEMENT OF LIFE

Print Name

DEADLINE MAR 2 S

~~~~~

1995

Signature

I give permission to publish above quote

~ ~ HS''
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UNITfD NATIONS

Press Release General Assembly
Depart ment of Public Information• News Coverage Service• New York

ANV/206
28 February 1995

YOUTH DESIGN PROJECT COMMEMORATING ON FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
TO BB INTRODUCED BY SWATCH AT HEADQUARTERS

The Swiss watch company SMfi/Swatch will introduce an international youth
design project, part of the United Natio~s fiftieth anniversary commemoration,
at United Nations Headquarters on 1 March 1995. Young artists from around the
world wi l l present their innovative fabric designs, which will be used to cover
the seats in the General Assembly Hall .
The slipcovers were created under the auspices of YA/YA (Young
Aspirations/Young Artists, Inc.), a non-profit arts and social services
organization that provides opportunities for inner-city youth. The covers
incorporate a tapestry of images that symbolize the theme "Trust and
Fairness". They will be used on 2 and 3 March, dur i ng the United Nations
International School (UNIS)/UN Conference in the General Assembly Hall, which
wil l be attended by more than 500 students from around the .world.
In recognizing the participation of Swatch and YA/YA, Secretary-General
Bout ros Bout ros -Ghali stated , "In the spirit of youth lies the futu r e of
humanity. The fiftieth anniversary of the United Nations is an opportunity to
promote throughout the world the creativity, the enthusiasm and the dedication
of youth" . Nicolas G. Hayek, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of
SMfi/Swatch, said, "This transformation of the United Nations General Assembly
Hall is intended to send a visual message about the importance of p r eserving
and fostering peace, and that youth -- our future leaders - - are the catalysts
to transform the world ".
On 1 March, Swatch will also introduce i ts "UNlimited Chronograph" , a
watch designed by YA/YA to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary. A portion of
the proceeds from sale of the watch will benefit the UNSO Trust Fund, in
support of education and communication projects for youth around the world.
This event is part of the year-long, world-wide UN50 programme . Central
to the wide r ange of activities being undertaken in nearly all of t he
185 Member States are educational efforts designed to reach a broad audience,
especially t he young . These efforts , many organized at the national level,
include classroom activities , cultural events, conferences and exhibits.
During the month of October , s t udents and teachers are being asked t o focus on
the work of t he United Nations in .a global teach - in .
For fu r ther information, please contact: Fiftieth Anniversary
Secretariat, Room S-3161 , Uni ted Nations , New York 10017 ; telephone :
212-963-5188 , fax: 212 - 963-1185.

* *** *
Fo r Info rmation med ia-not an offlc lal record
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13 February 1995

Dear Mr. Hayek,
I am writing, on behalf of the Secretary-General,
further to your facsimile transmis s ion of 7 February and
your telephone conversation with the Secretary-General
of 9 February 1995.
The Secretary-General suggests that the
invitation to the press briefing be in the name of the
United Nations and your Corporation.
It is not the
practice for the Secretary-Genera l to is s ue invitations
to press conferences.
Regarding the video messag e, the Secretary-General
has decided, after consultations with his a d visors, to
decline your kind offer.
The Secretary-General takes the
view that his message will be ade q uately conveyed through
the text to be included in the UN50 Swatch package.
Please accept the Secretary-General's thanks and
best wishes for this project.
Yours sinc erely,

Mr. Nicholas G. Hayek
Chairman of the Board
and Chief Executive Officer
SMH Swiss Corporation for Microelectronics
and Watchmaking Industries Ltd.
P.O. Box 1185
Faubourg du Lac 6
CH-2501 Bienne
Switzerland

'~"
United Nations ~Nations
Unies
I NTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

TO:

A:

MEMORANDU M INTER I EU R

Mr. Jean-Claude Aime
Chief of Staff, EOSG

9 Feb. 1995

DA T E:

REFE R E N CE:
T HR OUGH:

I,.

SIC DE:

FROM:
DE:

SUBJECT:
OB J ET:

Gillian Martin Sorensen, Under-Secretary-General
Special Adviser to the Secretary-General for Public
Official Presentation of SWATCH "UN50", United Nations Headquarters
10:30 a.m., Wednesday, 1 March 1995

I received this copy of a proposed invitation by Mr. Nicholas G.
Hayek, Chairman of the Board of Directors and CEO, SWATCH, to a press
conference and official presentation of the UN50 SWATCH Watch. Mr.

Hayek is insisting that the Secretary-General and he personally inv;t~

s

event. (We had earlier suggested otherwise.) Please be aware that the
_Secretary-General will not be in New York on 1 March. Do you still think it

Please advise.

SMH Swiss Corporation for Microelectronics and Watchmaking Industries Ltd.
P.O. Box 1185, Faubourg du Lac 6, CH-2501 Bienne, Phone 032 286 811, Telex 931 102 smh ch, Telefax032 286 911

Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General of the
UNITED NATIONS
New York, N.Y. 10017
USA

Bienne, February 7, 1995

~~

u,_. c~~·

Dear Mr. Boutros-Ghali,

It was a great pleasure to meet you in Geneva and I thank you for the
warm-hearted enthusiasm you share with us on your UN 50 Anniversary
project.
The UN 50 watch will be presented in New York on March l, 1995, together
with the young group of artists, which has designed it with great affection. I
am certain that the event will be impactful, carrying a wonderful message.
In order to achieve an even greater effect, I would very much appreciate
your participation, in a brief video conference on March l, 1995. Your
statement is certainly of high relevance to the attending youth and the
international opinion leaders.
Time-wise, this is around 10:30 am (New York), of course there is great
flexibility to adapt to your schedules. If totally unsuitable, a pre-recorded
statement, as you suggested would also be highly welcome and would
add to the ethical message.
The luncheon, which follows the presentation, accommodates a wide
range of guests from politics, art and business. It would be a great
opportunity to hold this luncheon at the Delegates Dining Room.

I am very much looking forward to the festivities of the UN 50 and highly
appreciate your support in setting this strong and positive signal from the
UN for the future .
Looking forward to your answer, I remain
Yours Sincerely,
SM H Swiss Corporation for
Microelectronics and Watchmaking Industries Ltd.

Goa~
Nicolas G. Hayek
Chairman of the Board and C .E.O.
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Part II (invitation text)

SO v-ns of the United Nationa

To celebf8te this histcric event

L

Boutroa Bcutros.Ghali
Secretaly-Gener the United Nations

J
&

Nicolas G. Hayek
Preslderi and CEO at SMH I Swatch

invite yau to attend lhe offlcial prellf"dation of the Swalch 'UN &:I, C0dlffl"lli01 tld Dy the United
Natfcns to mar1( Its 50ltl annMr-.ry. The ceremony will take place at 10.30 am en wadnesday,
M#'Ch 1, 1995, a:the United Natiaialn NewYcrt.

The swacr:,, 'UN 50' was dNigned by a woup of )'CU1Q artists from all aM lhawotktwhale wor1<
beliefs of their ge, •lltiOn. Part d b pc00Ndl WIii go Into the Unit8d
Nations Fiftiel'I Amlvenlary Tru&t Fund, wtich promotas edJ alion Wld c:cmnri:ations projedl for

exprNNS the h0pes and

the yoiih d the 'M:11'1d.
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: His Excei&ency Boutroa eoutn.-ohali

ID) rn rn n ~, ~

Sectatary-Genenl, IJnJtecl Nations
From

:N.G.Hayek

Om

: February a, 1998

Re

: lnvibdion to UN-50 / $watch E>.tent in N.Y,

#of pages

:2

If not d ~ • 111"'9 "-1 ~ COff9III)' or If pelts of 1NI
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Deer Mr. Secretary-General,

!

•

JAK08 STAMPl'I..JSTRASS IN
2SOII BIEL 4 • 8WITZeRLAND

~~
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•

we ere preparing diligMtly the UN preMntati0n for March 1st. putting all the tmphllla on ya.s
personal message for the youth of the wor1d: • the fl.lure of the world Ii• in the hand r!I the young
people"_ This message Is p0Wllfull and tnJa and I em ....,. you 8gl'N that it dHel'vM the rnaxirrun
credibility po~e ror au.

l

It la rrry atrcng conYICtion. thet t\ls aim can better be achieved by ~ you, Mr. $eCretal'y.
General, being tt,e l)tl'l()n, Who invitN peraonally to the f:Yent, 'Mlich takes place at the United
Nations Headquarter in Nw York. Thia is the way it was dona in 1892 wt.-. the ilme to Move
took plac» for which Pk. M. Strong was responsible at that time.

J

I would tMrefore like to uk you 10 review the invitation draft (pat II enclosed) In which we expr955ly
mentioned you, n::rt at all for our brand but for the UN and the youth to whcm you wish to

0

communicate.
ReS04tCtfully yours

~~U4)
Nicholas G. Hayek
Chairman of the bOard cl Dlredors and CEO
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TALKING POINTS
FOR
Amb. Rosenblatt, President, REFUGEES
INTERNATIONAL
and Amb. Atherton (USA)

Thursday, 9 February, 1995

OK By:

Sir,
When you addressed the Council on Foreign
Relations last 1 February, you received a
question from a certain Amb. Lionel Rosenblatt,
former Foreign Service and currently President,
Refugees International concerning Central
Africa, in particular, Burundi.
Amb. Atherton who knows you from Cairo, was
also present at the Council. He is well
acquainted with Amb. Rosenblatt and would
like to recommend that you receive him.
Ideally, Amb. Atherton w.,ould like to
join Ariib. llosenblatt if, and when, he
meets with you however, it seems they
both have equally difficult schedules.

Would you wish to recieve them sooner~~ JJQ~
rather than later?
~ A-"".l i(.P-"

.,, ,..,
"' "Ul

Clare
7 February
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REFUGEES
INTERNATIONAL

Lionel Rosenblatt
Lionel Rosenhlau, Presidc::nt of Refugees International (RI), is an
internationally known and respected humanitarian advocate.

A fonner Foreign Service officer, Lionel has served in Sri Lanka, Vietnam,
and Thailand. He was the founder and Chief of the Refugee Section at the U.S .
Embassy in Bangkok (1975-76) and later served as Refugee Coordinator and
Director of the Khmer Emergency Group during the 1978-81 crisis. During the
intervening years, he laid the groundwork .for the SoutJicast Asian refugee program
as Director of the Office of Special Concerns, lntcragcncy Task Force for
Indochinese Refugees at the State Department. From 1983-86, he was the U.S.
Consul General in Quebec City, followed by scrvk:e in the State Department's
Bureau of Legislative Affairs. While in the Foreign Service, Rosenblatt received
the Rivkin Award for ¢r,;ative dissent on the Indochinese evacuation, the Royal
Order of the Exalted While Elepham, bestowed for service as the U.S. Refugee
Coordinator in Thailand, and the Una Chapman Cox Fellowship.
At the time of the U.S. cvacualion from Vietnam in April 1975, Lionel
went to Saigon -- on his own •· and pi:rsonally enabled many hundreds of
Vietnamese to escape the inevitable peril that would follow American withdrawal.
Lionel left the State Departmem in 1988 and joined RI in March of 1990
after working as Senior Associate at the Sawyer/Miller Group, a political

consulting firm.
A cum /aude graduate of Harvard College, Lionel is a member of the

Council on Foreign Relations .

21 DUPONT CIRCLE, NW• WASHINGTON . DC 20J36 • TELEPHONE (202) 828-0110 • FAX (202)828-0819
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REFUGEES
INTERNATIONAL

Statement of Purpose

II

Founded in l 979 in response to the forced repatriation uf thousands of
Cambodian and Vietnamese refugees. Refugees International (RI) pruvid~s early
warning in crises of mass exodus. JU seeks to serve as the advocate of the
unrepresented - refugees, displaced persons, and the dispossessed around the

world.
The organization mixes quiet diplomacy and the power of the press to
mobilize goveuuueuts and engage the UN. Our on-the-ground emergency

assessment paves the way for relief agencies and human rights orgaraizations lo step
in with life saving measures.

In recent years, Refugee.s International has moved from its initial focus on
Indochinese refugees to global coverage, conducting ahnost 30 emergency missions
in the last four years. We hav~ answere<l the emergency calls of Kunls stramkd
along the mountainous Turkisl1 border; Runncsc forced LO flee to Bangladc!-ih; war
victims in Bosnia; African.'i fleeing strife and famine in Liberia, Ethiopia, and

Somalia; and Rwandans surging into Tanzania and Zaire.
People in flight arc at great risk because the world oflen wanls to look Lhc
other

way. Refugees lnrernational 's mission is to bring their plight to international

attention and to cajole, persuade, and sometimes embarrass governments and
international organiutCions thal haYt: lhe m~ns -- but often nol the wm -- lo help.

Refugees ImcmaJionaf accepts no government or lJN funds and is heavily
reliant on the support of commiued am.I concerned individuals. We are th~
independent and unfettered voice of rnfugees and displace<l penmns .

21 DUPONT CIRCLE. NW• WASHINGTON, DC 20036 • TELEPHONE (202) 828-0110 • FN< (202) 828-0819
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REFUGEES~

INTERNATIONAL.-a!!!!F'
Bill Clarke, Chai,-man
Hilscher-Clsrke

1
j

1

1995 Board of Directors
Judy Mayotte

Canton, Ohio

Bureau of Population and Refugees
Washington, D. C.

Susan Goodwillie, Secretary
ThB Goodwillie Group

David McCall

Westport Island, Maine

Tom Getman, Treasurer
World Vision International
Washington, D.C.

■

II

Shepardson Stern & Kaminsky
New York, New York

•
Penny McCall
New York, New York
Suzanne Merle

Linda Carlson
Affinity Videonet, Inc.
Essex, Massachussettes

RJJapan
Yokohama, JAPAN

Charles Monat
James C. Cobey

Surgeon

Washington, D.C.

"

Charles Monat ltd.
Hong Kong

'

Aryeh Neier
■

Ill
Ii

Albert Corcos
Concameau, FRANCE

Open Society Fund, Inc.
New York, NBw York

Marta Gabre-Tsadick
Proj8ct Mercy
Fort Wayne, Indiana

Dith Pran
Holocaust Awareness Project, Inc.
Woodbridge, New Jersey

Alan G. Hassenfeld

Hillary Salmons
Refugees International - Japan
Yokohama, Japan

Hasbro, Inc.
Pawtucket, Rhode Island
Robel'"t Trent Jones, Jr.

Rob9!1 Tr9nt Jones II
Palo Alto, California

George Soros
The Soros Foundations
NBW York, New York
Lise Temple-Greenberg

Fred S. Klein
Jewish Family & Children's Service

Sculptor
Orchard Park, New York

Tucson, Arizona
Anne Wagley
Shepard Lowman
I!

USCCIMRS
Fairlax, Virginia

Berkeley, California

Sam Waterston
Actor
Comwoll, Connecticut
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a·urundi Policy Fa.rum
A Project cf
Afrla1n-Am•rfca11 Insritur&

Vivian Lowery Oerryc:Jc
President
833 Unit.d Nation$ Plaza
New York. NY 10017
i•l11pflone (212)949-5666
Fu (212)6BZ·6174

Center for Preventive Action,
Ccur:cil on Foreign /ifelations
8~t:rt R. FltJbin
Dilliir::tor

SB Eur 68th SU.er
New York. NY 10021
Telephon• (212)734,-0,4lJO
rBX (212)861•1916

! Refugees lntemstiona.J
Lionel A. RO$enbfatt

Presid•nt
21 Oupcnt Circle, NW
W~hington, DC 20036
Teleph0tte (ZD2}828-0110
Faz (Z02)8Z8-a819

I Search for Common Ground
John Marks

f>resider.t
1601 Connecticut A.venue, NW
'llasf'lington, DC 2/J00.9
Te/epha11e (202)ZBS4:300
Fax {202)23Z-o718

Discussion Paper on Components of a Conflict
Prevention Strategy in Burundi

Submitted tc the Colloquium ·"Burundi: Towards a
Ccmmon Action Plan," Convened by International Alert,
London, 3 February 1995
This memo presents elements of a strategy for couflict prevention in
BU!Wldi for the iotcmatiODal commmti.ty. this memo ~ t s from the
inaugural meeting of the Buraodi Policy Fornm which r.ook place in
Washmgton. D.C.. on 13 January 1995. The meeting.included
representatives cftbe UN_ (Departlllents of Political andHum_amtarian
Affa.u:s, UNICE:=-). the U.S. Departments of State and Defense (including
two Assistant Secrer3Iies of State), the National Se.c:urity Coanci1. the
Central Intdlige.ac:e Agency, the U.S. AgC[lcy for Intcmarional
Development. the U.S. Information Agency, the Peace Corps. the World
Baak. and dozei:i.s of non-governmental organizatioDS, as well as the:
chargee d' affaires of Burttndi The Burundi.Policy Forum is a joint project
of the African American Institute, the Center for Preventive Action of the
Council on Foreign Relations. Refugees hirernacional and Search for
Common Ground.

Goal. The pt1rpose of this strategy is ~ prevent social and political
eontlict in Btmilldi from escalating 8'='aain ipto mass violence. paitly as a
result of contagion from Rwanda.: But COtiflict is inevibble and even
desirable i.D any sociefy, and even more so in on.e with BtlrtIIldi' s hetit2ge of
inequity. Furthc::rmore, no inrervention will work without the full
panicipalioo of' Burundian partn~. lb.e intematioo.al coromnnity must
collaborate with. and suppOt't those in Bu:ru:od:i who are seeking a peaceful
parb. toward a n:.ore equitible society. Besides its effect on Bu,.,mdi, this
effort should provide an exemplary experience on the collaboration of
NGOs~ intemari.onal organ1zarlnns, c!Ild govetDilient:S for conflict
prevent.on. as ~ roposed in the Agenda for Peace.

Problems. Several key problem.s are:
•

How to give hlll!12!lltarian md economic aid so that fr promotes conflict resolution; it is
often ea.sie..-,""t i!l. the shore :e:n t-:i work through es-~Jished leaderships who have a sr.a."<e
in continuing conflict

•

How to reconcile ti.e dernauds of jnstice anci. acc:c:mtability witb. those of re:oociliaric:m_

•

How to streng-~ r.bc id~:.::cy· a:1.d !rb--Ututio::.s o:'Bl.!!1.I!ldi as a state a!!d =aricn.,. d~--pi~
mere.a.see. activities af in.rerna::ona1 organizations ia. its c.omesric affa.i:rs.

•

How to c~o:dhate the r,rol.ife:c-:.d!J~ i1"1tema.tio~al. ~ti-vities.

-

-

9.

Arenas. A ooordin:rtec: internarionnl straeegy must include actions at the follow.ng levels:
•

Intcmational. includ:ng the global. African,. end ~om! co~;

•

Nationz.J.. including borh basic srz:e m.stimtions and politiatl actors:

•

Social and local. inc:uding hurnamrarian aid, conflict resolution. a:id support for e

emergence of civil society.
Oatlin~ of Strateu. We provide below a working outline of such a srraregy. organ~
by these arenas. Where we know of ,!-;(".,Os (mai:tly US--b~ carrying 0t1t clemctits of the
stra.Iejy, we ha~-e included a bri:f desc:-:°?tion of their actiwities. We know thar many activities are
not yet inclnded..
.

i. TntemarionaI
•

Toe lC2d agency is th!! office of the UN Secretary General. All efforts mast be
coordinated th..--ougb the office of bis Special Representative (SGSR) in
Bajumbt?n.
•

~r:b for C:mmon Grocnd a:id Rdug~ ~arional are scmdmg
s~ to work :n tbe SOSR' s office to coordm.ate z.ctivities.

•

A higher t:vel of int::.:n2tional eogagemc.;tis IlCCCssaty. One pit1posal (from
Refugees IDt::naiior.:tl) is for the appol!lttoent of a U~. super~voy for the
wb.o!e ~~ Afiic:rn. region. Another (from th~ ~ational Peace Ac:Memy)
is for the :::ea:ion of a g:roo.p of cm::i=:it pc:so.as to act as a concact ;roup ca!lcd
Fric:o.ds of Bn...-uncil.

•

T.ntema:c::~ ~:um2ll righcs or~ons continue to monitor the sit'J2l:ion and
promo:e t::.~-:iruiond standards.

•

_.; -,es:y Intt..-uation.al is se:i.ding enother missioo for th..~ months in
c~:i:.::v
monitors.
. and :.s con..c;-idc.'in~- lo~~er-term
....
Ei.=a:: Righc.s W atc:h/_-li::ca is s=ncfu::g anottic:r m:.ssio::i., focusing on
~e .:..s.s-Je of ao::ollllubility fer .ioi.a.t:ons.

r.:~ ::::er:12.tic:icl C.Ornrr:i.r= oft±.e Red C.-oss bas a prugr:am of
~~~,n2rio ..~ d!rouci: a:i: e:ti::c:tions and mobile the.a!:! trotr.:>eS -.ha:
FO!::C~ prbciplc:s ;f h··~c3io:.al bu~m.~an las;: as ~z1.es~ m.

:c~ ?rovcrbs and traditiocs.

\:-:si~ ·:: v ;-:,., enL oersons a.."?d owr; 7 2c;~:is shocld con±:io.e, as ctles: CODst:IW.t!:
-e::.b-..:...~s:=g -..i.-itne~.- Suc:b. ~:sits sr:ould be cl~~ ?fell i.!l advance with

t::e SGS?....

a::t::.::. :-::.

lo .

... .

•

More incer.:iatonitl ncdia attention on prevention efforts in tbe pre<risis
situation would.belp buildsuppon fortbecffort. Normally. aIIeDtioncomes
only whee. ch.ere is s:arvatioc. oc massacre.

•

1hc A::ia Leadersh..-=p Forum is engaged mdisOJSsions at all levels from head
of stat.e to local organizati.OllS.

•

The OAU cainrams as.mall peaceko:ping force in BunmdL

•

Sooth Africa. which ~ managing a transfotmation frOitl a society where the
degree of polarizztic,a was comparable to thaI ·in Rw-anda and Burundi. can
provide lessons
training.

anc

•

•

Tn..e ~rioni Democruic Inscimte for Intt:ma1:onal Affai.."'S has scnr
politic.tl I ~ to Soutb. Africa for ttaining.

•

S ~ for C:mimoo Ground is planning to send political leaders for
tninrng in S,Jath Africa.

Evaluation: the ~ a n a l CJ'IIDIDJJnity muse coordi:oare, monitor, and cval~
its work to avo~d c=:::lication of efforts and assure coverage of major needs.
•

Toe Center f :r Preventive Action of the Cotlllc:il o~ Forcig:::. Relations is
establishing•~ d.2.tabase on NGO activities in Burundi to facJitar.e
co.IIIIwIIIicarion and coordination among them.

•

Toe Btl!Ullcii ?olicy Forom will. meet regufarly to discuss iSStieS thu
arise ~d ~al.iate ongoing activities.

•

T~ Kroc Cer.ter of Notre Dame Univemcy, in conjtmc:tion wi1h
C2fuo1ic Rel: cf Sc:r.'ic:s, is canying out e. srudy of prevenrive dit>lomacy
in Bc:tIIldi a:; pai.-r of a broader project· The Center for Pteventi.~·e
Acio:i of the Cote.cil on Foreign Relations, m::onsultarion ~ith its
part:Qe~ iu tr.e Buru::idi ?olic.y Forum. may also commission m
evai~ario:i of prevention aaivities in Burundi.

•

L-l.:e..-=rio~tl Alert will czrry our si!Jilar activities wi!h regard to Europebas~ i:-iit:aci' ;es: L-\ md oe 3~~di Policy forum wiTI coordinare.

2. ";{e.tional

•

Basic
•

s"'-,•D LsC:.J..:.:::CI"..S.
}.fi.!i:a.:y: th~ ::1c~o-eti:l.:.ic .!!!::.Y is z. :n.ajor sou:-ce of "iolence. The
.~..:ric:::.::t .!..r:J.e:ic:::m Inst:t.lle cor:.vened. 2.. collf~ce on the role of the
-.
. Bur..P.:!:1.U..~l.!l
. ...
. Fe'O!"~ 199..,~ ~'1"th tm.Utary
"T"
:-:-:1n:2....--y
s. a ,::m~a.:;y
m
:-;-:,::-, : 0 or.;:~~ A,fri:::.:..'.) S:.:"•~s _;__.:...r ?h::S a :ollcw--up con:eren::e for

st:.=-=.e:- :;?:5.

\ t.

•

Police a:id sec-.Iricy: Local authorities de not now have the capacity to
deal with asvssication and terror t.iroo.gh law enforcement; hence
vengeance is 6e nile.
•

,.,
•

•

Refu.iecs In~onal ~ Scare for Common. Ground have
conveoed a worlcing group of the BarttD.cfi Policy Forum ~
to ide;:tify potential sonrc:s of aid in this area.

Ju~ciary:

nc Afric:m Ameda:t Itsti~ i! planning

WO~ in

this 3l'2..

Political Insrimti.ons
•

An imf,ortant !OCUS in the next fe~• ::ion:hs is r.he pl2Ir0ed national
cieb2re in parlfamenc The inrcma.tio::al comrmmity must wotk with
political leadc:rs to make it produc;t:v= and assUie a mandate fer peaceful
c:b.Jlge. Parliammtu::iacs for Global Action is sending several
deleeaticns tr;, assist and monitor the dcb2te. The ~mational Peace
Academy pl2::.s to wcrlc with parliamc1"1t:2ria:ns on this.

•

Politi.c:tl lea&!:S need ttai!ling in conflict ~Im:ion and negotiation.
•

Parliamenrariacs for Global Action bas orgcmized a iroap of
AfriC4l parliamcutarlans to work wflh thcr countetpa:rts in
Bu:ntrtdi; this group helped broker scvml ac.cords. including
the otte over the Speaker in Jan.:azy 1995. The Con~anal
Hu:mui Rights Foundation is plttning to mobilize its
!lJtl::l:! c!tional Parli2!Dentary ~erwca.: for similar putpases.

•

The Yatioo.al Dc:mocralie Instinri.e for !ntemarional Affairs {ND!)
has tnincd parlwnentarias and sc:nt political leaders to Sonth
Africa for training. Sea.tch for Common Ground is also
nlzru:.~g trainmg in confli~ r:sohttion· and. cxchmgcs with.

Sour.: ..i\fric:2..
•

Pa:ifam• □ tccians and steffnecci ~;rrove=ient iil professional skills sud:.

cc:.stitn~ :y relarioas. p~liam~ra.-y ove~ght of gov~rn:oent.. et::.
!'-"DI ~as prc.-:cied some training in thls ~
'5

•

:":::a:! ~os ~:-::imc~ e•:...-.ic cor-'1c-:.. as d:c R.adic :Mille CoUines in
R~·a::~ Se.:?.:d: fo, Co..i.r.ior. G-:-oL----:J.C. 2r:.ci. Re:ug~ International are
·~·c~.:,~ O!! ~ .oro~, ~o coc..-::er t:i.::s: ~..z::ons .

-

•

Jc:.:.:::~ :;e:!d c:-~~g :n obje::ti...-e :-epc:tiJ:~· a:::i new progr~ are
:=:::s!a.1'-' ::- ru~:: ::="c~-S a: ::.:on.- -;afi::::...
I

••

• r:--.,.
T--. .._
..,...,..;,,_
___,. Pe.--=c.: •;.-=--=--·
--- __
_ ..___
-----.,' :,
- =·.,;.1,,,J~-•..,....,_: to tr6n
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3. Social apd Hu.-nam:arian
•

Srrengtheo civil socic..y.
•

Rel:gioas institutions:
•

Catholc Relief Services has s ~ a. program on rcconcilialio.o.
with me Catholic Bishops.

•

Worr.i Vision is woxkmg with the Episcopal Church.

•

Search for Common Orolllld plruls to organize conflict
resolurion traio.ing for clergy.

•

African cburch grottps are involved with their counterparts;
.

more coald be mobilized.
•

Woccn •s oriJani:z.ations :

•

The African American uistititc has worked with women's
orgara.zations elsewhere io. Africa and is pl2llI1.ing to start m
Buror..di

•
•

•

The African Development Fou:c.dation is considering two
proposals from women's organizations.

Promou: local cooperatives and e n ~ ~ Y if they cross
ethnic lines. ?rovide training and asSlSt2llC: m. c:onflict resolution to ai-!
a:id ::evelopment org1mizatioo.s.
•

The African Developme:1.t Fou.,datiou is consid.erillg four su::h
prop,,sals.

•

Afri~e will begin in Febn;acy· work on strengthening rural
NGCis especially d=aling wr.!: ·~ra!et" S1..7Plies.

•

CARE is providing seeds 2.!ld tools.

~fo::::or 3lld ;lid refugees ?..!ld disp'la.c::c pecple in ways that pre-.,·ec.t IlC\:."
"-'";~ -:-2.""a.ls

ar.d promote conflict resoltitio!l.

Refu=:e:s In.tema:tiocal tbrom± :'3 r:or=:seotative in the SGSR' s
offic; \,\,ill mocitor the di5?laced. ·
D:..'i:,lic Relief S::-'t:C:S is f~g 2. half million refugees and
displac::d peo:;,le.
~-o:-1i '\"i;;ion is -o:o-.iciin!! fo, :::m-:7ocd. needs of 7 .000
,.;; sp):!:e.:i ;'CJ~!=·ani g£::ing ciatz or. rheir fe.m:
n.-ds.
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Cher Boutros,
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EOSGICENTRAL

Merci beaucoup d'avoir transmis notre programme
l'administrateur du P.N.U.D., Mr James Speth.

a

Malheureusement sa reponse a ete negative - trap
rapidement a man sentiment. Je joins copies de sa lettre et
de la mienne.
Peut-etre aurons-nous l'occasion -a Copenhague par
exemple - d'envisager davantage pour l'avenir. J'aimerais que
le Forum du Tiers Monde soutienne ta volonte de relancer le
developpement.
Avec ma fidele amitie.

Pr Samir AMIN

Samir AMIN
Directeur
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The .Administrator
United Nations D8'!8lopment Programme

24 October 1994

Dear Mr. Amin,
Tolrd World Forum: .Triennial ·Programme 1995"-'97
I have been requested to respond to your request to the
Secretary-General for a contribution to the funding of yourresearch programme. Y-our programme proposal h_c;l.S been reviewed
extensively by colleagues . in the UN and by my own staff.
The overall view is that the programme addresses itself to
key development issues and that the research is very
worthwhile. However, it is also felt that the programme is
extremely ambitious, and could possibly · benefit from more
focus. In particular~ for policy makers at national and
.fnternational level, the research programme would need to have
more concrete and practical objectives, aiming at a limited set
of policy recommendations in a well-defined number of areas. In
addition, the empirical content of the research would need to
be identified. The concept of the "South" which is central to
the proposed programme is also thought to be in need of some
disaggregation in view of the increasing heterogeneity of
developing countries.
On the issue of finance to support the programme, I have
explored this with my staff.
As you know, most of UNDP' s
resources are allocated directly to country and regional
programmes.
Regrettably, due · to our own severe financial
constraints,
the
resources
available
for
global
and
interregional activities are fully committed up to the end of
1996.

James Gustave Speth

Mr. samir Amin
Director, Africa Bureau
Third World Forum
BP 3501
Dakar, Senegal

•
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One United Nations Plaza• New York. N·.Y. 10017 .
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Merci beaucoup d'avoir transmis notre programme

a

l'administrateur du P.N.U.D., Mr James Speth.
Malheureusement sa reponse a ete negative - trop
rapidement

a

mon sentiment. Je joins copies de sa lettre et

de la mienne.
Peut-etre aurons-nous l'occasion

-a

Copenhague par

exemple - d'envisager davantage pour l'avenir. J'aimerais que
le Forum du Tiers Monde soutienne ta volonte de relancer le
developpement.
Av e c ma fidele am. t ie.
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Bureau Africaln

DATE:

09th FEBRUAF · 1995

REFERENCE:

DAKAR

M. J ames Gustave Speth
·.·~he .,.,1rdmi-rii.--sttatur - U. N . D . P .·

Re/your

Dear Mr

THIRD WORLD FORUM
etter 24.10 .1 994 .
.., t

TRIENNAL PROGRAMME 1995 - 1997

c:t

Thank you for having spare~ enough of your time to
read our request ' and have it reviewed extensively by your staff.
Indeed you are right to consider this programme as
an ambitious one. This is perhaps a reflect of the relative
impor~ance of the Third World Forum organisation throughout the
three developing continents. Third World Forum is a major
international NGO, with a membership of about a thousand active
members (roughly 300 for each continent). Most of these are well
known academics and intellectuals of reputation in their countries,
regions and for some, worldwide known. Third World Forum is well
establishe d, hav in g been founded before the burgeoning fashion
of N

"

As a result of its activities Third World Forum has
been fairly successful in organisin~ debates on crucial issues,
sometimes leading the movement ahead and making some break
throughs . This should be recognised by reading the books of the
series (60 titles) that Third World Forum has published (at a
rate now of 5 titles per year) in English, French, Spanish and
Arabic (publishing at venture of publishers with no financial
subsidies from Third World Forum), as well as some 500 papers
published in a large variety of Journals.

.I .

t'

'L

. l
I

Indeed also the programme which was transmitted to
you provides only~ general framework describing the intended
plan of action of Third World Forum, as the result of serious
internal discussions among its membership. Of course usually
we try to identify within this frame more concrete

a~~

specific

issues related to subprogrammes· submitted to particular donors.

-

·we were ··hoping _that -foTlowing our proposal · we -would
'have. ....__been
.
invit~d by you to discuss- more specifically a possible project.
In spite ~f the fact that -Third World Forum covers
an immense area of the world ("the South"), we never overlooked
the heterogeneity of its components. In fact in this respect ..
may be a somehow fast reading of the frame project might have
le ad people in your staff to a serious misunderstanding : the
disaggregation that you suggested is indeed explicitely mentionned
in the programme itself.
I therefore deeply regret that UNDP's resources are
already fully committed up to the end of 1996. Our requests are
usually quite modest, as compared to many other projects. We
believe that the quality and impact of--a--project is not to be ·- necessarily measured by its total cost (and waste?). As compared
to a number of other proJects operating in Africa - some with
the support of UNDP - we feel that a cost/product ratio calculation
should lead to conclusions in our favour as eligible partners.
I still believe that the contribution of Third World
Forum to a major campaign aiming at "relaunching development",
which is one of the major targets that the Secretary General
has defined for the United Nations family, should be considered.
Yours sincerely,

Copy: M. Boutros Ghali

Pr Samir AMIN

Secretaire General
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FOR ACTION
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POUR SUITE A DONNER

FOR APPROVAL

POUR APPROBATION

FOR SIGNATURE

POUR SIGNATURE

FOR COMMENTS

POUR OBSERVATIONS

MAY WE DISCUSS?

POURRIONS-NOUS EN PA RLER?

YOUR ATTENTION

VOTRE ATTENTION

AS DISCUSSED

COMME CONVENU

AS REQUESTED

SUITE A VOTRE DEMANDE

NOTE AND RETURN

NOTER ET RETOURNER

FOR INFORMATION

POUR INFORMATION
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Boutros Boutros-Ghali
MESSAGE ON THE OCCASION OF
THE WORLD TOUR BY THE ROYAL PHILHARMONI

1995

Fiftieth Anniversary of the United Nations. Over two years, the Orchestra
will go to five continents, truly linking the world.

Music is the highest art. It can provide a richly textured description of
an event, or tell a colourful story; but it can as well powerfully evoke
abstractions or great ideals. It has a universal accessibility, for it reaches
down to the deepest core of humanity. It combines creativity with
dedication and discipline.

Building a lasting framework for the maintenance of international peace
and security, and for the promotion of economic and social progress -- the
objectives of the United Nations Charter -- also calls for these qualities. The
nations of the world should work in concert and for harmony.

I wish the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra success in its world tour, and I
hope that its music may foster the international understanding that can help
us to create a better world.

.

26 January

Mr. Stephen,
The attached copy has been sent to me by a
firm handling the Royal Philharmonic tour in
the United States.
As I've come late to this project, I don't
know if this originated in your office and if
it is still acceptable.
Please advise.

I can be reached at extension

5188.

Thank you.

,_

0-,\J
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0.S.,lge

Columbia Artists Management, I.rte.

Columbia Artists

Grossman Division

Grossman Division

Andrew S. Gr(JfJgman, Senior Vice J>re:1ident
165 West 57th Stteet

Andrew S. Gr(JfJgman, Senior Vice }>resident
165 West 57th Street

New York, NY 10019

Now York, NY 10019

Toi: 212-841 9558- Fax: 212-841 9726

Toi: 212-841 9SS8- Fax: 212-841 9726

To:

Jane Shorall

To:

Janc Shorall

Pax no.: 963-1185

From:

Robert Berretta

From:

Subject: Royal Philhannonic Orchestra
Date:

Subject: Royal Philhannonic Orchestra

January 261 1995

Date:

January 26, 1995

Number of Po

Dear Ms. Shorall:

Dear Ms. Shorall:

Attached please find the text pfoposed by the RPO for th all» ~A~e11as~•• lf.ltposed by the RPO for
841-97.S0 with your comments.
841-97.S0 with your comments.
Thank you and best regards,

Thank you and best regards,

#flt

#flt

Robert Berretta

Robert Berretta

--------------------•·illCOIIIPkl
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dUiture.
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•hculd .b.,w• be.an choca•n· to h"lP l'llllt'lc.. ~h:• unit@d N..!ttioft' 11
Fiftieth. 1'nniversQ11•. t cun px-o\1d ~-hat t}?.~ · Rc:>y'1,l Ph:1.lharntonio,
which celebrates its t1ft:.ietl1 Birthday
Y•~!", will be
tald ng Allt!h ~ m;,ajt")~ I)llT't 1n t".1-~~ p~t,griim,me of celebration&.
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Cu~ing t:heh- cel~brations th~:-. Roya.1 Philheu,"t\\Oftie "ill be

giving concerts in cour.tries across t.he world, in eon~ert
h•ll~ ~din op@n ~t?ACU!, M-:\ w-ill:' bit ·m.Mlcincr tht! 1.anouao• of
mueic aec:es~ible , live or on tGle~•ion, :tto '11:lllion• of people
ot all ages . .
t ase.nd my bfJat· wiehes. for a ~ucce.ssf-u·l tour and I hQPe

:that you, the audience , will ti.no

:g~at
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Dear ·Ms. Neth,
Thank you for your letter of 26 December 1994,
requesting a personalized item from the
Secretary-General for sale at the St. Jerome Hospital
Treasures Auction.
The Secretary-General is pleased to donate the
enclosed United Nations postage stamp presentation
case, which he has personally autographed, for auction
at St . Jerome Hospital's 14th Annual Perennial
Treasures Auction to raise money for its FamilyCare
Centres. He extends his best wishes to the members of
your Committee for a successful fund-raising drive.
Yours sincerely,

6k~..----,.,-.

David Stephen
Principal Officer

Ms. Fran Neth
Auction Committee
St. Jerome Hospital Foundation Inc.
16 Bank Street
Batavia, N.Y. 14020-2260

==~ill.~=::::=======

:===================
:====================

St.JeromeHospital
Foundation,Inc.
16 Bank Street Batavia, New York 14020•2260
716•343•3131

Thomas A. Taylor
Executive Director

OFFICERS
James V. Mungillo
President

December 26, 1994

Christine M. Fix
Vice President
David J . Saleh
Treasurer
Sydney L. McLouth, M.D.
Secretary

Sec. Gen. Butros Ghali Butros
1 U.N. Plaza
New York, NY 10017

TRUSTEES

Dear ~ecr~ta ry . Ceneral Butrcs:

Kenneth A. Bork
Ann Marie Branigan

William F. Brown, Jr.
Marilyn J. Drilling
James J. Fanara
Robert W. Fraser
Thomas E. Houseknecht
Raja Kolisetti, M.D.
Rosalind D. Pricola
Michael J . Ryan
Barbara P. Samberg
Charles W. Smith
Martha M. Spinnegan
Sister Sheila Marie Walsh
Harry N. Wortzman

st. Jerome Hospital, a private, not-for-profit general
acute care facility in Batavia, New York has served the
residents of Genesee and surrounding counties since
1917.
Founded by the Sisters of Mercy, st. Jerome
Hospital shares the philosophy of providing compassion,
hospitality, and a commitment to excellence.
On May 12 , 1995 St. Jerome Hospital is holding the 14TH
ANNUAL PERENNIAL TREASURES AUCTION to raise money for
our FamilyCare Centers.
st. Jerome Hospital has come
to greatly rely on the generosity of people like
yourself to make this Auction successful.
As you are probably already aware, you have many loyal
fans from the Batavia area.
We hoe
ou will ive
them an o ortunit to bid on a ersonalized item from
you this year.

TRUSTEE
EMERITUS
Neil T. Burns
John C. Dwyer
John L. Forsyth
Robert L. Harris
Richard L. Kutter

EvanC. Lamb
Sister Margaret Mary

Please return the enclosed form to the Special Events
Office, so that you may be listed in our catalog.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,

Fran Neth
Auction Committee
FN:pl
Enclosure
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A Bequest to the St. Jerome Hospital Foundation is always appreciated

PHONE NO. : +081 211041~
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INTELLECTUALS FORUM
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· . . ·.. FAX # •·. 61.:. 2110418 t~wdon.
2927550
F~H /lf,:)-0 - () [

OUR REF: ................ . .................... , ..
YOUR REF: ... ................... . ............... .

To the United Nations Secretary General
H.E. Dr. Boutrus Boutrus Ghali

New York, USA.

sub, Somal.ia's L&1t Hope

(S,Q.S,)

Dear Sir,
On behalf of the Somali Intellectuals Forum and on my
behalf I would .like to exprP-s.s my thanks and gratitude
for your sJncere and gAnuine efforts th~t you have made
for the sack of our people lo fin<l a viable so]ution for
the Somali cri5is. Indeed your name will remain eternally
i.n the mind:J of the folJowing g<-:>neration:1 of the Somali
people whom you saved their parents and ancestors.
We believe that O eratlon Rc ,' :5tore Ho20 and subse uent
UN0S0M II were noble initiath e th~ were b~rn; out_ of <l
call of a naU on in un-un-prece<iented man made di~aster.
· •r-ius the success or failure wt"!re not preconditioned

parameters. Neverthelo:ss, the1.·0 is

~

rea.:>onable degree of

specially, in hoth hum,1nitarian and security
dimensions.
success,

Despite the importance uf the c.1.sse:'lsment, the critique of
the UNOSOM' s failure i.s not my in.tention

j

n this lej:t...er ,

what is more important is that UNOSOM is pulling out of
. oma .iaby the n~xt two months without olitical
- settlement or any other alt.0rnat1ve i;-pJ.ace leaving
be J.nd a di-:sast roi:is legacy wfi} ch may cau.'.3e another cycle
of civJ.r war.
--------- - .
In this context our natlonal obljgation dictatc.s us to
act proinptJ.y .i n order to ~void the repotJtion of another
hurnc;n tragedy and to ~:rnfeguard what the UN and the

Internat.iona.l. have already achi.ev~d fur the last two
year9 in Somalia.
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and .indigon u s nation saving
n~
" =
· t l , we b P '~ J· eve, 1· t ,
~
•'r w .lC
1 • ~
j f investGd propP.rJy, a.s t .
. _ _
hle a,
n~alistic project thot c0n sav8 Somu.L J a : l"
unging
ne j g n i ty
into another bJ.oody clan Wdrfare and p • .
and t 1
·putation of lh~ United Natjons v~
lion in
'..:i qnk.1 1.
. .'5 welJ .

W'=',

therefore,

· >dV (;J.opr·

programme as lhe be st-

Thi.s propos~ct project inviles r<.::lpn=!.senlaUves of all
soqments of the Somali society, e . g., Traditional clar1
Jeaders, faction leadPr~, Jntcll~ctual~, religtous
li.::.idt>rs .:tnd women a.ssociatiori.s, t0 participate this la.'Jt.
j

ni t:iati V<~ inorder to e.stabli sh a lrar1si t.i.onal governmeut

of national unity and c1 housP of f.ldP-rs composed of
traditional Jeaders of alJ SomDli clan~ as their first
national nuthority w.i.lhin tbP. tiine ljmit of not latGr
lha11 mj d march 1995 (Before t.h~ wj_thdrawal of UNOSOM).
As c1 _rn;,t_t0r of urgency w'=' wou hi like to dispatch a
dolegation of ::;ix person.s to tll~-~li....! =.?_Q_la.££Fate and
exp}-ai n rnon~ thG _ t.ochnica~i ties of the pr0-"ject lo yo\H
- -exccl.1 crncy.

---. ---- - - ---

In thi~ regard, WG wilJ
and facilitate for 011r
UN Hearl Quarters. r ·ou 1·
other two are in Cairo

appreciate if you please accept
dcl8gaU.0n a t.wo days vi.sit to t.hE:?
of thG ..::e pP.opJ 0 are .i.n UK and lh~~
and Nairobi al thP. pre::;ent.

Hoping your positive re~pon~8,
best regards.

Pleaoe , Sir , accGpt my

Si.ncorely yours .

Eng . Z karia Mohamoud Haji Abdi
Secretary General for the
Somali Intellectual5 Porum.
ADDRESS 1 45 P'Al RFAX RD. LONDON ,

N8 ONH'. UK.

London, 26/01/95.
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23 January 1995

EOSG CENTRAL
Dear Ms. Garland,
On behalf of the Secretary-General, I would
like to -thank you for your letter dated 13 January,
which noted impending visits to New York by
Mr. Bob Djurdjevic, founder of Truth in Media.
Unfortunately, the pressure of engagements
related to the fiftieth anniversary will make it
impossible for the Secretary-General to meet with you
at this time.
He deeply appreciates Mr. Djurdjevic's
commitment to peace, and is grateful for his offer
to help with the work of the United Nations.
Yours sincerely,

Ms. Honor Garland
Truth in Media Staff
5110 North 40th Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85018

(a non-profit organization)
5110 North 40th Street, Phoenix, Arizona 85018
TEL: (602) 956-8592 ♦ FAX: (602) 952-2058

January 13, 1995

Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary General
UNITED NATIONS
1 United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017

BY J!AX & 11AIL

- - -----~

rn© ~~w

...i,

Dear Secretary-General:

JAN 23
9Sov
EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

Subject: Meeting request from Mr. Bob Djurdjevic
We wish to request a meeting with yourself and Mr. Bob Djurdjevic, Founder, of the
non-profit organization, TRUTH IN MEDIA. For your reference, we are enclosing a Bio
sheet about Mr. Djurdjevic in this letter.
Mr. Djurdjevic expects to be in New York on January 23 and 24, and again on February
15 and 16th. He wishes to discuss with you the war in the Balkans, and Bosnia in
particular, and the UN role there. As you will see from his background, he has had
extensive contacts with Serbian leaders, and travels to Bosnia.
If such a meeting could be arranged, please contact me in Phoenix at 602/956-8586.
Thank you.
Yours truly,

H~ ~lan~a,\ (V) cl)
Truth in Media Staff
encl. RSD Bio

(a non-profit organization)
5110 North 40th Street, Phoenix, Arizona, USA 85018 ♦ TEL: (602) 956-8592 ♦ FAX: (602) 952-2058

• Founder of "TRUTH IN MEDIA"
• Writer/columnist on foreign affairs
• Translator/adapter- "The Professional"
• Founder of Emmy Enterprises Inc., a
performing arts production company
• Computer industry consultant and founder of
Annex Research
• Publisher/editor and widely quoted expert in
the computer field
• Internationally acclaimed speaker and
seminar/workshop leader
• Columnist/contributor to several U.S., British,
Japanese, Canadian and Australian business and
trade publications
• Over eight years with IBM in technical, sales
and management functions
• Top engineering graduate, University
of Belgrade ( 1968)

Bob Djurdjevic

After graduating from Belgrade University in
1968, the year in which he actively participated in
an anti-(Communist) government student uprising
in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, Djurdjevic left the
country of his birth largely to avoid eventual future political persecution. "I never expect to return," he
said after arriving in North America. "I have erased the term 'Yugoslavia'from my vocabulary."
But return he did in June 1989, as a guest of a Belgrade computer research institute and a local
newspaper. In January 1990, he went back again on his own initiative. Over the course of one week, he
met with over 80 people, including the President of Serbia, Slobodan Milosevic, the U.S. ambassador
Warren Zimmermann, the (former) Canadian ambassador Terry Bacon, and many other business,
political and cultural leaders. Since that time, Djurdjevic has been following the business and political
developments in Yugoslavia very closely from both sides of the Atlantic. In December 1990, September/October 1991, and again in February/November 1992, September 1993, May /July 1994, he traveled to
Serbia and Bosnia and met with scores of influential people. They included Patriarch Pavle, Generals
Momcilo Perisic and Ratko Mladic, , Bosnian Serbs' President Dr. Radovan Karadzic, top opposition
leaders, the U.S., British, French, Canadian, Russian and Belgian ambassadors/charge d'affaires, Crown
Prince Alexander, many business leaders, writers, broadcasters and other opinion-makers.
Djurdjevic's political opinion columns/letters have been published by the NEW YORK TIMES, the
WASHINGTON POST. the WALL STREET JOURNAL. the LOS ANGELES TIMES, the SAN FRANCISCO
CHRONICLE. the ARIZONA REPUBLIC. as well as on various TV and radio programs. In November
1992, Djurdjevicfounded the "TRUTH IN MEDIA", a non-profit organization for ensuring fairness and
accuracy of the media. In July 1992, Djurdjevic's English translation and adaptation of Dusan
Kovacevic's play, "The Professional," became the first Serbian playwright's drama ever performed in
North America. In November 1992, the same play opened in London, England, to rave critical reviews. It
was ranked second in all of London, even ahead of such theater and film greats as Peter O'Toole's new
play, "An Ideal Husband."
10/11/94
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13 January 1995

Dear Dr. Schoenfeld,
On behalf of the Secretary-General, who is
travelling,

I would like to thank you for your letter,

and for the polemics, consensus report and reprints of
your meeting on "The Right to Secede".
Yours sincerely,

Jen-Claude Ai
Chief of Staf

e

Dr. Myron R. Schoenfeld
President
Scarsdale/Westchester Phi Beta Kappa Association
2 Overhill Road, Suite 200
Scarsdale, N.Y . 10583

SCARSDALE/WESTCHESTER PHI BETA KAPPA ASSOCIATION
2 OVERHILL ROAD, SUITE 200
- -_
SCARSDALE, NEW YORK 10583
~
914-725-0800

J--~

..

MYRON ROYAL SCHOENFELD, HD
. PRESIDENT
Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York, N.Y.

28 December 1994

~; ® u w-11.,~
lJG JAN - 5 1995 ~
")::

Dear Sec.Gen.Boutros-Ghali:
Recently, at a combined meeting of the Scarsdale/~estchester
Phi Beta Kappa Association and the Polymath Society, we discussed
at length the ethical . and legal basis of a nation's "Right to
Secede. ~ Obviously, this is a particularly timely subject
in today's world.
Therefore, for your interest, I an enclosing the polemics,
consensus report, and reprints of this meeting.
I hope that you find this information of value.

Myron R. Schoenfeld, MA,MD,FACP,FACC

THE RIGHT TO SECEDE:
Did Lincoln Have Justice On His Side During The American Civil War?
How About Quebec?

And Staten Island?

NO, NO, and NO!
A Speech By

The Ghost of SenJJohn C. Calhoun of South Carolina.*

Please direc t correspondence to Sen.Calhoun's literary agent:
Myron R. Schoenfeld, MA,MD,FACP,FACC
2 Overhill Road.
Scarsdale, New York 10583
Tel.# 914-725-0800
FAX# 914-725-1704
He also is a physician, writer, and former editor.
He is not, nor has he ever been, a slave-holder.
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A Voice from the Past.
"Good even'ing, ladies and gentlemen.
"I am the Ghost of Senator John C. Calhoun. Some of you
may remember me from your school-books.
"In my day •.. the first half of the 19th century, that is •..
I was a rather well-known political orator; some said, if you
will pardon my immodesty, that I was the best of the lot. I also
was President Andrew Jackson's Vice President and a senator from
South Carolina. More to the point of tonight's meeting, though,
I was widely regarded as the country's leading spokeman for
states' rights, so, of course, I sided with the Confederacy
During the War of 1961-65.

The War Between The States 1961-65.
"Now you Yankees keep calling the 1861-65 war the Civil War.
That is a damn lie! Let me straighten you out on this point: All
of the states that were to become the Confederacy had exercised
their inherent rights to self-determination,

as clearly stated in the

Declaration of Independence, by announcing their secession
from the United States before a few hot-heads from South Carolina
fired on Fort Sumpter and thereby precipitated hostilities.
"Specifically, seven states ... South Carolina, Mississippi,
Florida, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, and Texas ... already had
seceded between the time Lincoln was elected in November 1860 and
the time he was inaugurated on March 4th, 1861 ... and four more ...

-2Virginia, Arkansas, Tennessee, and North Carolina ... secede d
between Lincoln's inauguration on March 4, 1861 and the firing
on Fort Sumpter on April 16, 1861. Indeed, only four slave-holding
border states ..• Delaware, Maryl and , Kentucky, a nd Missouri . ..
begrudgingly stayed in the Union.
"The Confederacy, then, was an independent nation by the
time that hostilities began. Therefore , by d efinition, it was

--

not a civil war. It was a war between two independent nations:
the Confederate States of America; and the Uni te d State s of

America, and hence properly it properly should be called
the War Between the States.
"Now that we have this little point of i nfo rmation
straightened out, I want to tell you my overall reason for
visitingwithyou tonight before specifically d e tailing for
you why I believe that it was the Confederacy, not Lincoln
and the Union, that had justice on its side during the War
between the States.

The

Curre~t Trend towards Nation Fragmentation.

"In the - 19th century, there had been a universal trend
towards consolidation of many small nations into a few large
ones, resulting in loss of individ uality and fre edom of
cultural expression of many ancient peoples.
China, and India perhaps are the most egregious

Russia,
(in my opinion)

examples of this kind of homogenation, but lesser examples
can be seen i n Germany, Italy, France, and many other
nations too. As a states' rights man, I found

t his tre nd

most disconcerting, as you can understand, and so I have had
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to content myself these past many years just reminiscing
,-_.;

about The Good Old Days.
"However, these past few years have been a delight for me.
for I have seen the re-awakening of long-dormant cultural
awarenesses, with resultant nation devolution. The break-up
of the former Soviet Union only was the most spectacular of
these drives for individual cultural expression, and now the
fragments of the

former Soviet Union seem to be undergoing

further sub-fragmentation. Consider the independence movements
of the enclaves of South Ossetia and Abkhazia in Georgia,
of Nogorno-Karabackh in Azehajan, and of the Tartar Republic
and several other parts of the Russian Federation itself.
"The same forces of devolution

also are occurring elsewhere

in the world. Note the separatist movements in Quebec
and Scotland,

the growing rift in Belgium between the

Walloons and Flemings, the breakup of Czechoslovakia into
the Czech Republic and Slovakia (and rumblings of the further
splitting of the Czech Republic into Bohemia and Moravia),
and, of course, the splintering of the former Yugoslavia into
its six constituent parts. China and India may lose some of
their ethnic minority areas in the near future; Tibet and
the Punjab seem like good bets here.
"Perhaps the most interesting, and, potentially, the
most explosive, of these possibilities is the case of little

-4-

Crimea. This tiny area ... a peninsula the size of
Pennsylvania hanging by a narrow stern from the underside
of the Eurasian continent into the Black Sea.~. was inhabited
largely by the Tartars .. ~a Moslem Turkik people ... for 600 years
until recently. The Czars had incorporated it into the Russian
Empire, but it largely retained its ethnic purity until
Stalin came along.
"In 1944, Stalin, fearing that the Tartars were subversive,
deported 1 rnainly to Uzbekistan 1 the entire 180,000 civilian
Crimean Tartars who were not in

the Soviet army ... i.e. women,

children, and the elderly ... , imported ethnic Russians to
take their places, and made the Crimea a ward of Russia.
In 1954, Kruchev transferred suzerainty of the Crimea
to the Ukraine, and allowed the Tartars to return to their
ancestral homeland if they so wished. Some did, and after the
break-up of the Soviet Union, they began fomenting for
independence like so many other indigtnous people have done.
"Now

there

are two things that make the Crimea

a unique case:
"First, today the Tartars are a small minority in their
own land, comprising only 10% of the population. Ethnic
Russians make up the majority

at 60% of the population,

with Ukranians constituting most of the rest. The question
then arises: To whom does the land belong: the present
Russian majority? the minority Tartars who were forceably
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expelled from their homeland? or the Ukraine which presently
,,,I

holds legal title to the land?
"Second, and perhaps more important to international
peace, is the matter of the disposition of the 350-ship
Soviet Black Sea Fleet

headquartered

at Sevastopol.

Who-gets-what well may determine whether or not this speck
of land called the Crimea becomes a spark for a larger civil
war in the heart of the former Soviet Union.
"All of this means that big is not necessarily beautiful,
so that people with homogeneous cultures and interests more
and more are deciding to go it alone rather than remain only
a part of a larger, heterogeneous society. I say to you here
today,

as I said 150 years ago, that that is their inherent right

to do so,

and inherent rights have a higher moral authority

for one's allegience than do man-made constitutions.
"With all

of this said by way of introduction, now let

me proceed to tell you Yankees why it was the South, not the
North, that had justice on its side during the War Between
The States.
The Cause Of The

War Between The States.

"It is important to note that the direct cause of the
War Between The States was states' rights, not slavery.
"True, slavery was the chief (though not the only)
issue behind the states' rights dispute. However, the bigger
issue was the principle of self-determination itself for every
state, regardless of whether or not the other states approved ...
provided, of course, that the Constitution did not prohibit

-6the behavior. Let me
did

rush to remind you that the Constitution

not prohibit slavery; in fact, it recognized it.

In Defense Of Slavery.
"I know that you Yankees regard slavery as an abomination
(and, if the truth be known, so do I). Still, the fact is that
slavery was entirely legal, so that the South had every right
to resent the North trying to impose its will on the South in
this regard. Consider:
• "The Constitution not only did not outlaw slavery,
it legalized it by counting the slaves (for purposes of
figuring representation in Congress and electoral votes in
Presidential elections) as worth 3/Sths of a human being!
• "In the 1833 Supreme Court case of Barrone v.
Baltimore, Chief Justice Marshall, speaking for

the majority

of the court, confirmed the concept of "dual citizenship,"
i.e., that each American was a citizen of

the national

government and separately a citizen of one of the states.
This meant that the Bill of Rights did not apply to decisions
or to procedures of state or local governments. Therefore,
slavery could continue because the federal Bill of Rights,
which applied to human beings, could not protect slaves,
inasmuch as slaves were regarded just as property by state laws.
•

"In the Dred Scott decision of 1857, Chief Justice

Roger Taney, again speaking for the majority of the Supreme
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Court, declared and confirmed slaves to be only property,
,,.,/

not citizens at all.
• "Historical precedent also was on the side of slavery,
for slavery had existed in every known civilization from the
beginning of time. Was not Hegar the slave of Father Abraham
and his wife Sarah? You cannot find a more illustrious
precedent than that!
• "Finally, you supercilious Yankees must recognize
that even your hero Abraham Lincoln was not an abolitionist.
He never proposed the abolition of slavery where it already
existed in the South; he only proposed measures to prevent
the extention of slavery to new territories in the West.
"In fact, he issued by fiat (i.e., without Congressional
approval) the Emancipation Proclamation in December 1963 only
because the War was not going well for the North, not for
some high moral purpose. He hoped that large numbers of Blacks
would leave the South and come north to join the Union army,
thereby damaging the South's economy and improving the North's
military strength.

(I am pleased to say that very few Blacks

took advantage of this option.)
"Incidentally, Lincoln committed

a number of other

unconstititional acts besides the Emancipation Proclamation
for which he could have, and should have, been impeached.
For one, he ordered by fiat the conscription of civilians
into the army.
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"Nor was Lincoln free of racial prejudice. On the contrary,
he stated openly that he believed Negroes (I prefer this term!)
to be intellectually inferior to White folks,

just as we

Southerners did.
"Thus, those who spoke the loudest about

the eqtiality

of humans (Jefferson and Lincoln) neither practiced what they
preached (Jefferson) nor believed what they said (Jefferson
and Lincoln). Hippocrites, the lot of them! So much for your
Yankee sanctimony!
"In brief, we Southerners felt that slavery was sanctioned
by

the United States Constitution, by history, and by the

words of the incoming President Lincoln himself ... a very solid
line of support indeed.
"Oh, I know that you talk about a higher law than the
by Jefferson
Constitution: that "all men are created equal," as statedAin
the Declaration of Independence.
"But Jefferson himself owned more than a hundred slaves,
and he, like Lincon, did not believe that the Negroes were the
intellectual equals of Whites.
"Nor did he (or President John Adams too, for that matter)
believe that women were the intellectual equal of men, or that
women, or men who owned less than 50 acreas of land, should
have the right to vote.
"So much for the law of a higher morality!
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The South's Grievances Against The North.
"Now you Yankees must understand that the abolitionists'
attacks on slavery represented an attack on we Southerners
on several fronts:
• "First, of course, the abolition of slavery
raised the spectre of a collapse of our plantation economy.
• "Second, the freeing of tens of

thousands of

slaves in our midst raised the fear of a Negro uprising and
a race war.
• "Third,we perceived the end of slavery as
representing the end of our heritage, of our way of life,
of our self-image. You see, you in the North believed in
a classless society guided by the Protestant work ethic,
while we Southerners believed in a two or three-class society
guided by

a leisure class who had the time and money to

cultivate the finer

things in life ... a republic like that

proposed by Plato.
• "Fourth and finally, and perhaps most important
of

all, we regarded all of the above as

Southern "honor,"

an attack on

a concept quite alient to you Yankees,

I am sure.
~The repeated attacks by the North on the institution of
slavery, then, were perceived by us as unacceptable attacks
on our liberties, in just the same way as Jefferson
(as decribed in the Declaration of Independence) regarded
King George III's attacks on the liberties of the American
colonies.
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"Let me enumerate our grievances against the North, just
as Jefferson did against the British:
•

"The constant drumbeats of Horthern abolitionists

created a seige mentality amongst Southerners.
•

"The Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854 superceded the

Missouri Compromise of 1821, and made optional the extension
of slavery in the new territories of the West, when previously
it was manditory. The South felt that the gates were closing.
•

"Stowe's "Uncle Tom's Cabin"

and Helpers'

"The Impending Crisis in the South" aroused the fear of
rebellion by Negroes and by poor Whites who did not own slaves.
o "John Brown's raid on the armory at Harper's Ferry
specifically was designed to arouse and arm Negroes to rebel,
which further fed Southern fears.
•

"Finally, the high tariffs on imported goods imposed

by Northern factory owners so that we Southerners would have to
buy their high-priced manufactured goods furthered our
feeling of oppression.
"In these ways, we Southerners in 1860 felt ourselves
severely, repeatedly, and unfairly victimized just as surely
as did the American Colonists in 1776.

Nullification.
"As a first line of defense, we tried nullification,
the doctrine whereby states had the right to nullify federal
laws with which they disagreed. Unfortunately, nullification
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did not

WOffi,

as shown by President Jackson's threat to use

the army to squash our defiance of

the tariff bills of

1828 and 1832.
"Therefore, we felt that we did not have any choice but to
exercise our rights clearly stated in the Declaration of
Independence by withdrawing from the Union.
between the North and the

The differences

South are succinctly summarize

by an exchange between President Jackson and myself at a
Jefferson Day Dinner in 1830. Jackson offerred the toast:
"Our Union: it must be preserved." I responded:
"The Union next to Liberty most dear. May we always remember
that it can only be preserved by distributing equally the
benefits and the burdens of the Union."

The Declaration of Independence.
"As you know, the principles stated in

the Declaration

of Independence were drawn directly from the works of two
17th century English philosophers: John Locke and
Algernon Sidney. The arguments in this remarkable document
proceeds along in four step in tandem:
•

"First, that Man has certain natural, and hence

inalienable, rights.
•

"Second, that Men freely enter into a social

contract with each other to form

governments for their
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mutual benefit. When they do, they voluntarily restrain
some of their natural rights for the greater good of
communal living.
• "Third, that Men have a right to revolt
against their government when there is a pattern of
repeated injustices against their natural rights, this
pattern constituting a conspiracy to oppress, or,
in a word, tyrany.
•

"Fourth and finally, that, after

throwing off

the shackles of their former oppressive government by
revolution, Men have the right to institute a new government
which better suites them.
"As I detailed

before, by 1860 we Southerners felt

a clear-cut and longstanding pattern of incindiary words
and oppressive deeds against us, perpetrated by a Congress
dominated by Northerners whose life-style, ideas, and form
of government were alien and unacceptable to us. With the
election of Abraham Lincoln (and may his name live in infamy!),
it was clear to us that this pattern of
would

tyrany not only

continue but would worsen.
"Therefore, by 1860, we felt that enough was enough,

that there was not any possibility of a reconciliation of our
differences with the North, and hence that we should start the
process of revolution and the founding of a new government
more consistent with our ways: the Confederate States of
America. We established a confederacy, not a Hamiltonian-type
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federal system, in order to ensure that never again would
states' rights be trampled by a central government.

Historical Precedents for Divided Loyalties.
"I must say that the more thoughtful of our people ..•
and I include in this group Gen. Robert E. Lee, President
Jefferson Davis, and myself ••. were torn between our sworn
allegience to the United

States of America on the one hand,

and our allegience to our Southern brethren on the other.
"Such divided loyalties is nothing new, of course.
Shakespeare wrote about just this kind of dilemma in his
play Richard II. King Richard, you will recall, was an
evil man. The nobleman Bolingbroke organized a rebel army
to overthrow the king. To assure victory, he sought support
from one of Richard's uncles who himself was a duke and a
powerful figure in the court. The uncle equivocated. On the one
hand, he granted that Richard was a .bad monarch, and that
Bolingbroke was certain to be a much better one. On the other
hand, he wondered if the good that Bolingbroke was sure to
accomplish would outweigh the bad that would result by
shaking the stability of the monarchy. He equivocated
so much that Bolingbroke rebuked him for being
"a worm of the common road."
"Eventually, Bolingbroke defeated Richard on the field
of battle, usurped the throne, and had himself crowned
King Henry IV.

Things did not go well thereafter ... but that

is besides the point of my talk here tonight.
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Conclusion.
"In summary, I want to leave you with these

•

few thoughts:
• First, when the South seceded from the Union,
we did so precisely
same reasons

for the

as did the American colonies in withdrawing

from Great Britian.
Why, then, do you Yankees vilify us?
• Second, I want you to realize that your hero
Abraham Lincoln chose to give his first loyalty to the
principle of preserving the Union to which he never swore
allegience, rather than to the Constitution to which he
did swearallegience, or to the noble principles of liberty
enunciated in the Declaration of Independence which should
have received his highest allegience of all.
He did so, he

claimed in his Gettysburg address,

to preserve the idea of democracy. What rubbish! The
is that if the South had won the

fact

war instead of the North,

there would have been two, instead of one, democracies

on this continent!
Moreover, if the North had not continued to bedevil us,
in time slavery would have died a natural death, for it was
disappearing all over the world ..• and then look at all
the carnage that would have been avoided!
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•

"Third: to answer the subtitle of my speech

here tonight:
-~ ~

No , ladies

and gentlemen, in the War Between the States,

Mr. Lincoln most definitely did not have justice on his side!
• Finally, you all come down to Charleston and
.
h ear.?«
see me some time,

.
•
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ON SECESSION

It is a federation of states, wrought in the crucible of war
-

and turmoil, hopeful
monarchy.

Among

ideology

and

of independence from

its

members

there

the yoke of

develop

economic imperatives,

European

differences

differences

over

which, in

the

hearts of many citizens, are a matter of pride and honor.
Several
within

states

them would

federation.
thousands

A

political
dubious

feel far

vicious

die.

realistically

declare

Perhaps

independence, although
more comfortable

and

bloody

the

rebels,

they are never going

reason rather

war

fight

en masse

the

Hundreds
a

to win, could

than dying

interpretation of the will

remaining i n

ensues.

who

minorities

war

of

which

have bowed to

to

justify their

of the people.

The pages of

history might have been stained that little bit less red.
The
passage
our

United

States in

the

1860s?

Possibly. However,

the

could as easily allude to Yugoslavia in the 1990s. While

sympathies in the latter case generally lie with the rebels ,

we are unlikely
typically ,

is

to find
an

many people (our

exception

good Dr.

to conventional

Schoenfeld,

wisdom)

who

can

identify the superior moral cause of the Confederacy.
Every situation, of course,
we

speak of secession,

ground
briefly

from which
explore the

is different. Nonetheless, when

we should at

to observe
outlines

the least stand

a phenomenon. Let
and contours,

on common

us, therefore,

both apparent

and

hidden , of the secessionist principle.
Let us

begin by juxtaposing

the two most

common arguments

r.

heard in defense of
notion

North and South. On the one hand we have the

of a moral imperative to act, to prevent the continuation

of an abhorrent

practice, to rid the nation of

other

have

hand

we

determination, the

expression of

that secession was a
words

on

the well-established

a blight. On the

principle

of

self-

the popular will,

the premise

right of states, without which

the vaunted

liberty in

the

Declaration of

Independence

and the

if

either,

Constitution held little meaning.
Legal

right

or

moral

imperative?

Which,

supercedes the other? We must bear in mind, before we jump to the
conclusion that morality provides a higher law, the fact that our
Western

legal systems

are

designed in

negate

disputes over moral matters.

speech

to all sides,

Ought we

no matter

not, therefore,

individual

part

to arbitrate

Hence, we accord freedom of

how reprehensible

to defer

or state, regardless of

and

to

the message.

the legal

rights of

our feelings on

an

his, her or

its conduct?
Lincoln,
other arguments

no doubt,

seen it

to support his position he

that the rebel states
did

would have

differently. Among
would have contended

formed a minority within the

Union, hence

not accurately represent the national will. We can only hope

that the former

lawyer had

Consensual secession is

a better legal

not at

argument than

issue here. Would

we have

this.
been

satisfied with a referendum across the entire Soviet Union on the
fate

of the Baltic states; indeed, would we entertain the notion

that all of former Yugoslavia, Serbia and Montenegro included, be
invited to vote on the fate of Bosnia or Croatia?

,,
Lincoln,
subtle

and

of course,
supple.

was a
had

He

other

instance, could one define the
majority sufficient for
more

mundane

support from

undeniably

matters

When,

few

of

in

them,

How,

will of the people? Was a

if

even the

ever,

was

the

and

for

simple

elsewhere required

unanimous
the

will

consent of
of

manifest? Furthermore ,

denied a say

given

justifications.

legislatures

and irrefutably

millions who were

more intellectually

so important an issue as secession, when

two-thirds or

participants?

great deal

the

chance,

would

people

what of

on account of their
choose

the

the

color? Very
secession and

slavery .
Once again, Lincoln is on dangerous ground. We would be hard
put to agree with
minority

a Serbian demand that Bosnian Serbs, a sizable

in Bosnia, hold

an effective

veto power

over Bosnian

government decisions. We are largely satisfied that the 70 % or so
who voted
Bosnian
of

in a free election

in 1992 represent the

people. We do not believe

the populace

to vote

in favor

will of the

that Latvia needed 66% or 99%
of secession

simply because

secession was a matter of great importance.
Nor

can we talk

where suffrage
population .
decisions
suffrage

of the denial

was denied

as a

of voting rights

matter of

course

in an era

to half

the

We may well find the legitimacy of our own electoral
questioned

by

future generations

is more expansive or

in some other

whose

concept

of

way different than

ours.
Where , then , does Lincoln stand? I believe that, ironically ,
he stands with revolutionaries

and secessionists the world over.

..
The man who defended and preserved the Union did so in the spirit
which animated
I

and

Yasir

Washington and Lenin, which

Arafat,

which

guides

rebels

animates Gerry Adams
throughout

history,

whatever we may think of them.
Within a federation the right of defederation, of secession,
is

naturally implicit .

terms

we cannot

Occasionally

question the

leave the Union. However,

the southern

these

states to
right of

absent. Revolution is the flip-side

unspoken, unacknowledged action which

beyond the boundaries
state

right of

explicit. On

outside a federal system the

secession is, by definition,
of government, the

it is

of a given political

cannot justify its existence within

exists

construct. A nationa system which allows

it to be dismantled - that would be anarchy. Hence, revolution is
the option beyond the established mechanisms of government.
A revolutionary, in effect, is discarding whatever legal and
political constraints exist within the system on the grounds that
the

system itself is

manifestly wrong? This
best justification

unjust. Why obey

the law when

the law is

revolutionary position provides Lincoln's

for prosecuting war. Regardless

of secession, the fundamental

of the right

injustice of the southern position

required action beyond the law.
"Beyond the law". An
of vigilantes

evocative phrase, summoning the images

and anarchists.

although the great man

Lincoln, of course,

was neither,

may have brooded over his hypocrisy as he

saved a system by ignoring its undergirding political principles.
As he

agonized over

particular dilemma

his decision he
over and over

doubtless encountered

again, the same

one

dilemma which

faces the international community today. Lincoln sacrificed peace
for principle, destroying the

integrity of a political principle

for

be

what

he

believed

to

a

higher

cause.

Today

the

•• ~

,t

international community
the guiding

is met

with dozens of

imperatives of international behavior

sovereignty and non-interference feel

to

be

situations where

obligations

moral

imperatives, like

the legal

- respect for

clash directly with what many
to

act.

These

international

realities facing Lincoln,

are more

than guidelines: they are, themselves, high principles of ethical
significance.

In defying them, do we become no better than those

whose tyranny we oppose?
Before
provoke

we speak

Kurdish

of

southern injustice,

self-determination

or

to

before we
defend

act to
Bosnian

independence, we must consider that dilemma. It is a question not
just for Lincoln, not just for the secessionists of the world and
for those who would deny them. It is a question for all of us.

Paul Cohen
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BROKEN CONTRACTS: THE CASE AGAINST SECESSION

The argument in favor of allowing independent states or provinces to
secede peacefully from a union is usually framed in terms of state s
1

rights, or the rights of a given people to throw off the bonds of
government when that government no longer serves their needs. This type
of

II

freedom to do anything 11 reasoning, while perhaps appealing at first

glance to our liberatarian tradition, does not fare so well on closer
inspection.

Benjamin Franklin once noted that all revolutions are legal

when talked about in the first person C our revolution
when discussed in the third person C their revolution

11

11

)

).

but are never so
Questions of

secession do deal primarily with the rights of individuals and states to be
free and independent actors; but the focus on the perspective of the
rebellious actors does not fairly present the issue.
Without doubt, the American Civil War in the 1860s demonstrates
the importance of maintaining perspective when assessing the rights of a
people or state to act independently. Yes, states should have the right to
j oin and leave any union as they wish, but only if there is no damage done
to other parties. It is a common tenet of contract law that any party may
break a contract without penalty, provided that the other parties to the
contract are not hurt by the breach, or else are compensated by the
breaching party for the damage caused them. In other words, the meaning
of a contract is that both parties are guaranteed the benefits of the
agreement by the other; either party may leave the contract at any time,
but only if it is willing to continue to guarantee the benefit of the
contract obtained by the other party.
Questions of political union and separation should be considered as
contract questions, analyzing the contract which may exist between the

differing parties.

In the American Civil War, there was clearly a contract

established between the states of the Union and the states of the
.,,;

Confederacy -- that contract was the Constitution of the United States,
which established the several states as partners in the organization and
operation of a new national government. The adoption of that document by
the thirteen original states demonstrates that all the states freely joined
into the contract -- the delegates at the constitutional convention,
representatives of all the individual states, agreed that only nine of the
thirteen states need ratify the document to make it binding law over all
the states.

Even so, all thirteen states ratified the document, and every

state which has since joined the Union has done the same. That the
several states. both of the Union and the Confederacy, entered into the
contractual agreement by ratifying the Constitution is clear.
Nor was there any breach of the established contract by the Union
states to the detriment of the Confederate states prior to 1 860 which
would justify a cancellation of the contract by the latter.

The loss of

representation which confederate leaders complained of was due to the
demographics of an increasingly populous and prosperous northern section
of the country, while the southern states remained relatively stagnant in
both industrial and population growth.

It is important to note also that no

moves, other constitutional or legislative, were made to infringe on the
use of black slaves by citizens of the "slave states" ; the only anti-slavery
actions which were successful were prevention of the extension of
slavery to newly-joined states.
Nor were southern fears of endangerment of the institution of
slavery valid grounds for voiding the contract.

Southern politicians noted

that the increased disparity in representation in Congress between free
states and slave states made the abolition of slavery a possibility.

This

}.

'•

.

t

is certainly borne out by the demographics of the day; yet in no way would
any abolition of slavery which was brought about through congressional
j,

acts or constitutional amendment (as was finally accomplished after the
completion of the Civil War) constitute a breach of the states' contract.
Any such alteration would have been made in accordance with the rules
set up within the contract itself (the Constitution) for the alteration of
the contract. This certainly does not constitute a breach of the
agreement; even if it had actually happened.
But, as noted, traditional contract law would have allowed the
confederate states to leave the Union, provided they were willing to
compensate the remaining states for the losses they suffered due to the
breach of the contract.
been substantial:

Simply in economic terms, the loss would have

unfortunately, the time allotted to prepare this paper

did not allow for research into the amount of US-government owned lands
present in confederate territory in 1861, nor the estimated value of such
lands. To legally break the contract, the confederate government would
have to repay the US government for these lands, as well as for the
improvements on port facilities, railroad lines, roads, and industry which
were gained at federal expense. This cost alone would have made southern
secession a virtual impossibility (or, at least, undesirable); yet this does
not even begin to measure the extent of the damage caused to the northern
states by southern secession .
The greatest loss to the United States caused by the declaration of
the Confederacy was the weakening of American power, both militarily
and politically, on the international scene.

In the 1860s, America had just

completed establishing its dominance militarily in the Western
Hemisphere (via the Mexican War), and was beginning to become an
industrial power internationally.

Southern secession would seriously

•
hamper the Union's self-sufficiency from an economic perspective, and
thereby weaken the hand of a just-emerging global power. In addition, the

,,,,

halving of American military might increased the danger posed by a still
formidable Mexican army, as well as foreign intervention from European
powers, particularly Spain and England, which still maintained a strong
presence in North America.

How could the Confederacy, even if it desired

or was willing to do so, compensate the Union for these damages caused
by the southern breach of the constitutional contract? Lincoln and the US
Congress, quite reasonably, opted to force the southern states to adhere to
the contract they freely entered into 72 years earlier. This was not
punishment for the " sin " of breaching the contract (I do not mean to defend
the manner in which the Reconstruction was carried out; but that was not
Lincoln ' s doing, nor is it germane to the question of secession itself),but
merely the only way the people of the United States had to ensure that
they would keep the benefit of the bargain they had struck and depended on
since 1789.
It should be clear that, from a contractual perspective, the
revolutions of 1776 and 1861 are not analogous. The United Colonies in
1776 had no prior agreement with the British throne or parliament to
which they were free and willing signatories; there was no contract to be
breached.

Rather, Jefferson and the framers of the Declaration of

Independence called on the social contract between the governed and the
government; noting that the government loses its right to govern when the
interests of the governed are ignored. This was, perhaps, true in 1776;
but not true in 1 861 . The revolution of 1776 can be justified by the
assertion that the agreement of the United Colonies to yield to the
governorship of the British throne was one-sided, that the colonists were
never full and equal partners with British subjects. Therefore, the

•

argument goes, the Americans could withdraw their consent to be
governed as quickly and as easily as they gave it. This assertion is
dubious; the "American" people (excluding Native Americans, who were
largely apolitical at any rate) were originally subjects of the British
crown, or of other European governments, who willingly moved to the
American colonies knowing that they were subject to British rule and
were afforded British protection.
Although they were not full British citizens, the American colonists
were willing acceptors of British culture, protection, and economic
wealth; there was mutual benefit between the Americans and their British
brethren sufficient to establish a contractual relationship.

Although the

case is more arguable, the colonists who fomented the revolution of 1776
were unjustified in doing so, just as were their southern counterparts in
1861.
The modern-day secessions addressed in the invitation for this
Polymath meeting all can be quickly analyzed using the contractual
method. The breakup of the Sovi~t Union would be considered to be
justified declarations of independence, since the states which were
"breaking away" never entered into the governmental contract willingly,
and were less than full partners in the operation of the government. Any
proposed independence by Staten Island from New York State, if done with
the consent of the New York State legislature, could certainly be legal,
since any contract may be dissolved if done at the mutual agreement of
the two parties.

Without approval from New York State, any secession

movement in Staten Island would need to be II bought1 , as discussed above,
by compensating the state for lost expectations and to buy back any state
property which may exist on the island. Moreover, because of New York
State•s status as being part of the United States, the US government would
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have significant interest in such a move toward independence, and would
have a right to requir..e Staten Island to compensate the federal
government for any damages which may occur as a result of Staten
Island's breach of the New York State/Richmond County contract
(established through the development and approval of the New York State
Constitution in the 1700s).
Finally, perhaps the most interesting controversy surrounds the
proposed Quebec secession from the Canadian union. But, when viewed
from the contractual perspective of individual provinces having the right
to contract freely and to enforce those contracts, the secession of Quebec
appears exactly analogous to the Confederate secession. Having
established a un ion through mutual agreement, all the provinces of Canada
are entitled to the protection of their contract, and therefore the only
LEGAL way for Quebec to secede would be to buy their way ou t of the union
by guaranteeing the expectations of the other provinces. There has been
no breach on the part of the English -speaking provinces of the rights
guaranteed to the Quebec people via the Canadian governmental agreement.
Quebec has no legal ground to secede from Canada without compensation ;
the contract between the provinces is valid and still fully in force.
This paper specifically does not deal with the economic and political
viability of any of the secessions discussed; I have attempted to deal with
these questions strictly from a legal, and not a practical, sense.

There is

a strong argument that Quebeci succession is ill-advised, as well as an
illegal breach of the governmental contract.

@he c5;])eclaration of ~ndependence
In Congress, July 4, 1776

The Unanimous Declaration
of the thirteen United States of America,
When, in the course of human events, it becomes
necessary for one people to dissolve the political bonds
which have connected them with another, and to
assume, among the powers of the earth, the separate
and equal station to which the laws of nature and of
nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the
opinions of mankind requires that they should declare
the causes which impel them to the separation.
We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men
are created equal; that they are endowed by their
Creator -with certain unalienable rights; that among
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness ; that,
to secure these rights, governments are instituted
among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed; that whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the
right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and to
institute new government, laying its foundation on
such principles, and organizing its powers in such form,
as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety
and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established should not be changed for
light and transient causes; and accordingly all experi. ence hath shown that mankind are more disposed to
suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are
accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and
usurpations, pursuing invariably the same object,
evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such
government, and to provide new guards for their future
security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these
colonies; and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former systems of government. The history of the present King of Great Britain
is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all
having in direct object the establishment of an absolute
tyranny over these states. To prove this, let facts be
submitted to a candid world.
He has refused his assent to laws, the most wholesome and necessary for the public good.
He has forbidden his governors to pass laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless suspended in
their operation till his assent should be obtained; and,
when so suspended, he has utterly neglected to attend
to them.
He has refused to pass other laws for the accommodation of large districts of people, unless those people

would relinquish the right of representation in the
legislature, a right inestimable to them, and formidable
to tyrants only.
He has called together legislative bodies at places
unusual, uncomfortable, and distant from the depository of their public records, for the sole purpose of
fatiguing them into compliance with his measures.
He has dissolved representative houses repeatedly,
for opposing, with many firmness, his invasions on the
rights of the people.
He has refused for a long time, after such disolutions,
to cause others to be elected; whereby the legislative
powers, incapable of annihilation, have returned to the
people at large for their exercise; the state remaining, in
the mean time, exposed to all the dangers of invasions
from without and convulsions within.
He has endeavored to prevent the population of these
states; for that purpose obstructing the laws for naturalization of foreigners; refusing to pass others to encourage their migration hither, and raising the conditions of
new appropriations of lands.
He has obstructed the administration of justice, by
refusing his assent to laws for establishing judiciary
powers.
He has made judges dependent on his will alone, for
the tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment
of their salaries.
He has erected a multitude of new offices, and sent
hither swarms of officers to harass our people and eat
out their substance.
He has kept among us, in times of peace, standing
armies, without the consent of our legislatures.
,He has affected to render the military independent of,
and superior to, the civil power.
He has combined with others to subject us to a
jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and unacknowledged by our laws, giving his assent to their acts of
pretended legislation:
For quartering large bodies of armed troops among us;
For protecting them, by a mock trial, from punishment for any murder which they should commit on the
inhabitants of these states;
For cutting off our trade with all parts of the world;
For imposing taxes on us without our consent;
For depriving us, in many cases, of the benefits of
trial by jury;
For transporting us beyond seas, to be tried for
pretended offenses;
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For abolishing the free system of English laws in a
neighboring province, establishing therein an arbitrary
government, and enlarging its boundaries, so as to
render it at once an example and fit instrument for
introducing the same absolute rd1e into these colonies;
For taking away our chaners, abolishing our most
valuable laws, and altering fundamentally the forms of
our governments;
For suspending our own legislatures, and declaring
themselves invested with power to legislate for us in all
cases whatsoever.
He has abdicated government here, by declaring us
out of his protection and waging war against us.
He has plundered our seas, ravaged our coasts, burned
our towns, and destroyed the lives of our people.
He is at this time transponing large armies of foreign
mercenaries to complete the works of death, desolation, and tyranny already begun with circumstances of
cruelty and perfidy scarcely paralleled in the most
barbarous ages, and totally unworthy the head of a
civilized nation.
He has constrained our fellow-citizens, taken captive
on the high seas, to bear arms against their country, to
become the executioners of their friends and brethren,
or to fall themselves by their hands.
He has excited domestic insurrection among us, and
has endeavored to bring on the inhabitants of our
frontiers the merciless Indian savages, whose known
rule of warfare is an undistinguished destruction of all
ages, sexes, and conditions.
In every stage of these oppressions we have petitioned for redress in the most humble terms; our
repeated petitions have been answered only by repeated
injury. A prince, whose character is thus marked by

every act which may define a tyrant, is unfit to be the
ruler of a free people.
Nor have we been wanting in our attentions to our
British brethren. We have warned them, from time to
time, of attempts by their legislature to extend an
unwarrantable jurisdiction over us. We have reminded
them of the circumstances of our emigration and settlement here. We have appealed to their native justice and
magnanimity; and we have conjured them, by the ties
of our common kindred, to disavow these usurpations,
which would inevitably interrupt our connections and
correspondence. They, too, have been deaf to the voice
of justice and of consanguinity. We must, therefore,
acquiesce in the necessity which denounces our separation, and hold them, as we hold the rest of mankind,
enemies in war, in peace friends.
We, therefore, the representatives of the United
States of America, in General Congress assembled,
appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for the
rectitude of our intentions, do, in the name and by the
authority of the good people of these colonies, solemnly
publish and declare, that these United Colonies are,
and of right ought to be, FREE AND INDEPENDENT
STATES; that they are absolved from all allegiance to
the British crown, and that all political connection
between them and the state of Great Britain is, and
ought to be, totally dissolved; and that, as free and
independent states, they have full power to levy war,
conclude peace, contract alliances, establish commerce, and do all other acts and things which independent states may of right do. And for the suppon of this
declaration, with a firm reliance on the protection of
Divine Providence, we mutually pledge to each other
our lives, our fonunes, and our sacred honor.
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The South Against Itself
ne Road to Disunion:
Vol. I: Secesaioai1u at Bay,
1776-1854
by William W. Freehling.
Oxford University Press,
640 pp., $30.00
Bertram Wyatt-Brow■
Ken Burns's highly popular TV series
on the Civil War last year barely
touched on the "cold war" between
the advocates and opponents of slavery that preceded the clash,. of arms.
Yet the tensions between Notth and
South posed problems very much alive
today, when disputes over sovereignty
and separatism, nationalism and
local rights dominate headlines, just
as they did in the pre-Civil War
United States. As C. Vann Woodward
has often reminded us; Southerners
should be particularly aware of how
predicaments in current"world history
bear analogy to circumstances in their
region's dark and distinctive past.
In The Road to Disunion, the first of
two volumes, William W. Freehling
■eeks to retrieve a time when the early
Republic had not yet become a cohesive nation. As Stanley Elkin, pointed
out some years ago, the federal union
was fragile and relatively lacking in institutional life. 1 The country was held
together largely by common memories
of Revolutionary triumph and the
making of the Constitution-and mutual indifference. To most rural North-erners, African-American siaveholding seemed as remote .as the Hindus'
suttu. Southern whites were equally
removed from the life of Northern
cities and factories. Moreover, as
Freehling observes, "in the provincial
and insular southern world , all outsiders were suspect."
Indeed, America before the Civil
War was little more than a collection of
state baronies-not much different
from the North German Confederation before Bismarck completed unification. We forget that the United
States Postal Service was the only part
of the federal government with which
the average citizen had much contact.
The army was tiny and scattered: the
federal court system primitive in its
organization, sessions of Congress
brief. Except for James K. Polk, who
worked long hours, presidents from
John Adams through James Buchanan
■pent more time at their country estates than they did in the White House.

A

lack of _cohe1iveness, Freehling
argues, was very evident in the South
itself. So "many destinies beckoned,"
10 many "ouified cultures and raw
frontiers divided the South," he notes,
that regional unity was virtually impossible. The Southern leaders even had a
theory to ju■tify local w1yw1rdne1s:
states' rights. That doctrine has
been little heard of since the collapse
of George Wallace's presidential
dreams, but before the Civil War it was
a cardinal principle of governance,
particularly IS Southern whites grew
more and more worried about Northern economic and political strength.
In The Road to Disunion Freehling
takes a fresh approach to these
circumstances. Rather than .ask why
'Stanley M . Elkins, Slavery: A Problem in American Institutional and Jnttllectual Life (University of Chicago
Press, 1959).
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the Union broke apart when it did,
he asks why it did not break up
sooner. Freehling is the author of Prelude to Civil War: The Nullification
Crisis in South Carolina, 1816-1836
(1966), in which he showed how South
Carolinians were as concerned to safeguard slavery as to protest a national
protective tariff. His new study deals
with many of the same political and
racial themes across a broader landscape and during a longer period.
Freehling assumes, but does not say,
that Southern loyalty to the Union
before the Civil War was a matter of
contingency-what David M. Potter
has explored under the label of "Conditional Unionism." ' Southern adherence to the Union rested on ·a n

shows how Southerners loyal to the
Union helped to frustrate the separatists from breaking it up.
The first obstacle to secession,
Freehling writes, was the ambivalence
of
many· masters in the eastern
Upper South toward slavery. Their
hesitancy about endorsing slavery as a
permanent system of labor contrasted
with the truculence of their Lower
South countrymen. In Maryland and
Virginia ·slavery · bad been gradually
declining throughout the first half of
the ninetc:entb century. Some Cbesa_peake masters were freeing large numbers of slaves. Mor:e, however, were ·
resettling or selling their human property in the Deep South. These transi:
tions encouraged a mild "antislavery.,
position · which Freehling identifies
with Thomas Jefferson. The writer of

so

based in part upon that auegeo remedy. In granting statehood to Missouri
(along with Maine as Northern counterweight in the Senate), Congress,
after acrimoniou■ debate, created !I
new slaveholding territory that would
have the effect of spreading out more
thinly the total number of slaves in the
United States. At the same time, the
legislators established a free-labor
zone north and west of the 36° 30" parallel _ that separated Missouri from
Arkansas. Below the "Missouri ComproQlise Line," territories, organized
in future, would be open to.settlement
by slaveholders.

T-0

describe thi~ approach to phasing
slavery out-one that permitted
slavery temporarily to expand even
IS the institution _WIS portrayed IS
un■ound-Freehling uses the phrase
"C-Onditional Termination." Of course,
the procesa of gradual emancipation ·
did not work ·out as contemplated.
Refu■ ing to emfgrate to Liberia, in the
American Colonization Society's experiment on·the West African coast,
nearly all slaves emancipated by their
masters chose to remain on native soil,
neither wholly free nor slave. Critics
of benevolent manumission believed
that by a kind of Gresham'• Law of
labor, inefficient black workmen were
driving skilled white migrants from the
Chesapeake job market. As Freehling
suggests, the ·fantasy, in the Upper
South, that .white workingmen would
quickly fill employers' needs for labor
was not realized at the speed anticipated. S)dlled artisans. foreign-born
and native, preferred other parts of
the Union. Moreover, the Chesapeake
'Forcing Slavery Down tht Throat of a Free-Soi/er,' anonymous lithograph
squires' abstractly negative view of
implicit but clear condition: so long
the Notes on the State
Virginia _ slavery did not for a moment hinder
them from enjoying its benefits. Their
as control of the core issue of race · (1781-1782) and his disciples believed,
was strictly left in safe, white, and
Freehling claims, that slavery pre- - attempts to recolicil~ their long-term
schemes for emancipation with their
Southern hands, affiliation with non~nted whites with more power than
day-to-day exploitation of slaves kept
was good for their morals. They
slaveholding states could be tolerated;
them, Freehling writes, "on that nerpolitical bargains could be struck
sought pacific means to diminish slavvous borderline between shame and
with Northern politicians; and federal
ery, Freehling continues, until, or 10
pride."
patronage claims adjusted along
they hoped, it would fin11lly disappear
Using bis intimate knowledge of
sectional lines. Apparently to show
in• a hundred or more, years. Believing
Chesapeake politics to advantage,
how fierce Southerners could be
that slavery WIS in some sense a neceswhen Southern control over blacks
sary evil, the border-state planters ·Freehling considers the ironies arising
was threatened, Freehling begins his
favored purely voluntary manumis- . from these fears and hopes, particularly as they arose in the debates over
book by describing how Robert Barnsion of slaves by benevolent master:s.
slavery that took place in the border
well Rhett, the South Carolina fireThey added the stipulation, however,
states. But he might have made more
eating secessionist, disparaged Jefthat the freedmen had to be removed
ferson Davis's inaugural address at
of the fact that the kind of hedged
from the South, the farther away the
Montgomery on February 11, 1861. In
"anti-Alavery" sentiment he discusses
bcller. That ■olution would reduce the
was especially popular among memRhett's opinion, Davis had not dedihazards of racial unrest or inevitable
cated himself to the defense of slavery
'ben of the richest and most conservachaos, or 10 they contended. _
with the intensity that many Southern
tive cla1■c1 even in Louisiana, MissisMost of tho■c who saw 1lavery u a
■cceaaionists demanded. · Freehling's
ajppi, and other parts of the Lower
neceaaary evil insisted that emancistudy examines the differences beSouth. The members of this ■opbisti
pated slave■ should be returned to
tween "Hotspurs" like Rhett and
cated milieu, 10me of whom married
Africa. Freehling is the tint scholar to
"Hamlets" like Davis; to borrow
Into equally wealthy and conservative
concentrate 10 explicitly on the persisWilliam R. Taylor's terms.'
Northern families, chiefly belonged to
tence of such hoper for the eventual
end of-slavery. Contrary to what many
the Whig pany. Their favored leader
From the 1820s onward, Freehling
was Henry Cay, and they supported
historians have said, this position was
argues, there were outspoken advobis nationalistic propoaab for an
not replaced by the argument in the
cates of secession who tried to stimu1830s that slavery was "a positive
"American System" including federal
late Southern fears that the Yankees
1ood." The latter view wu chiefly
aid to. 1he states to make internal
would one day betray the South. Yet
improvements,
powerful National
popular in the Lower South where its
during the period be deals with, the
advocates demanded that slavery be
Bank, and protective tariffs. They
successes of the Southern enemies of .defended to the bitter end.
quietly opposed the "states' rights"
the Union were at best fleeting. He
A slowly evolving procesa of emanzealoJs in their pany's midst. Certainly
explores in detail a series of political
cipation, its proponents urged, would
the Whigs who followed Clay saw no
events that took place between 1820
disrupt neither the contemporary poadvantage in creating through accesor so and 1854, each one of which
litical nor the racial order. Another
sion .a squabbling confederacy _of
"sedative,"
the author calls it, was
parochially mjnded slave states.
al■o part of the Jeffenonial) legacy; it
On the wliole, however, Freehling
'Sec David M. Potter, Tht Impending
was the idea that slaves would become
Crisis: 1848-1861 (Harper and Row,
has freshly and u■efully clarified the
1976), p. 128 ff.
10 widely distributed throughout the
division in the. South between the
expanding Southwest that the instituproalavery ideology of the Lower
' William Robert Taylor, Cavalier and
South~based on the profitable extion would somehow lose its social and
Yankee: Tht Old South and American
ploitation of blacks in growing cotton,
National Character (Braziller, 1961),
political force. Interestingly, be sees
p. 1S1.
sugar, and rice-and the ambivalent
the Missouri Compromise of 1821 as
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views of the Upper South states;
where the slave economy was not expanding and the economy based on
free lahor was growing. Indeed, the division he explores helps to .explain the
differing·datcs·of secession of the slave
states after Lincoln's election. The
Lower South-South Carolina, Mississippi, Florida, Alabama, Ge·orgia,
Louisiana, and Texas-zealously left ·
the Union in the winter of 18601861, even before the inauguration of
the new president on· March 4. From
early February 1861, until Lincoln's
call for troops to suppress the rebellion following the Fort Sumter auault
of April 14, the sccasionists of the
Upper South were l01ing ground.
Afterward, only the states in the
lower part of the Upper South
joined the Confederacy-Virginia,
Arka111U, Tcnncsace, and North Carolina-and they did 10 only with conaidcrablc hesitancy. The reit of the
,lave region-Delaware, Maryland,
Kentucky, and Miuouri-rcmaincd in
the Union, though not very happily ..

F

dangers, the professor worried, would
first affect slaveholders in the Upper
South, then the Lower. The peril gave
special urgency to the militant opponents of the Union, called fire-caters
and hot-beads, who called for secession long before the election of 1860.
As Freehling explains, a succession
of Southern crises over Northern
opposition to slavery arose in the
twenty-five years before the Civil
War, ranging from the campaigns by
abolitionists in 183S to ·circulate "incendiary pamphlets" by mail throughout the South to the stormy debate on
alavcbolding in Kansu 1111d Nebraska
nearly twenty years later. These
epilodca gave the prOllavcry Southern
radicall plenty of opportunities to demand immediate atcpa toward acceslion. Yc't, aomcwbat uncertain of their
own 1tratcgics, the bot-beads thcmaclvca, be obacrvcs, were not always
effective. In South Carolina, for inatance, 10mc young politicians plotted
against one another to gain favor with
Calhoun while others conspired
against "Mr. South Carolina," as the
author labels him. Consequently, as
Frcchling's subtitle puts it, each time
the secessionists were kept "at bay."

rcchling is m01t concerned with
ambivalence toward slavery in the
Upper South for two reasons. First, he
secs the difficulties over emancipation
in Virginia and Maryland as a portent
The Gag Rule controversy in
of things to come: the loosening of the · Congress between 183S and 184S, anUpper South's tics to the Lower South
other major development with which
Freehling deals, also showed the divias new. free-labor interests and industries developed, particularly in the
sion between .the Upper South and
Chesapeake Bay region. Second, for
the Lower South. The dispute arose
most of the antebellum decades, the
over how Congress should cope with
delusion of emancipation in a far dispowerful abolitionist publicity and a
tant future made more difficult the
lobbying ca111paign . in · Washington.
accessionists' . hope of uniting the
The reformers flooded members of
South in bellicose defense of slavery.
Congress with petitions, signed by
Radicals in the Lower South had to
thousands, in which they beseeched
move cautiously, .he argues, not bethe.lawmakers either to abolish slavcause border-state opinion was deciery everywhere at once, to outlaw
sively Unionist, but because it was
the institution or the slave trade in the
vacillating and muddled. Commerce,
Federal District-todafs District of
industry, and commercial farming to
Columbia-or to deny slavcholding
feed eastern cities drew Chesapeake
territories 1taiehood. At times, the
landholders tow.ard Northern ways,
introduction of these documents on
even as.·the 10uthward migrations of
the floor brought the Congress to a
both masters and slaves-the latter
1tandstill.
10me 800,000 strong-strengthened
Freehling is the first scholar to give
the ties of some white people in the
10 much wi::igbt to the quarrel over the
·Upper South to kinfolk and former
petitions, aptly calling it the "Pearl
Harbor of the slavery controversy."
neighbors in the Lower South. The resulting confusion, when coupled with
He provides a brilliant reconstruction
the usual partisan rivalries, dashed the
of the tortuous political maneuvering
hopes of John C. Calhoun, a moderate
over the issue that continued for
by South Carolinian standards. He
years, until the congressmen finally
10ugh1 ~ sectional 10lidarity in defense
settled their differences. The House.
of states' rights that would be above
the compromisers proposed, would
party and place and, when required,
formally acknowledge the huge piles
could make disunion swift and irreof petitions upon their arrival but then
versible; but no such 10lidarity was
they would be automatically tabled.
possible.
.
Extremists on both sides of the slavery
In Teaponding to so frustrating a sitqucation were . indignant. Southern
uation, South Carolina extremists like
radicals and even their Northern
Robert Barnwell Rhett, Freehling
Democratic allies, including ·James
writes, abowcd nothing but contempt
Buchanan of Pennsylvania, counseled
for the dithering of Virginian and
immediate rejection of all auch comMaryland alavcholders. The accespromises, while the antislavery . conlionists were particularly dismayed in
gressmen objected that the timethe mid-1830s, when abolitionists
honored right •Of petition .bad been
grossly violated. Nevertheless, the
began to reach growing audiences in
the North. The Yankee reformers'
compromise of quick recognition
and faster rejection was accepted
propaganda crusade, the proslavcry
largely because of the split beadvocates warned, could easily spill
tween the Southern Hamlets and
across the Muon-Dixon line. William
Uoyd Garrison and company would · . Hotspurs. The Southerners could
encourage slaves ." to escape," a South · never unite behind Buchanan's proposal to dismiss the petitions outright.
Carolinill'l college professor preDisunion, Freehling maintains, was
dicted. Masten would soon face "open
rebellion and secret poison." Meanpostponed once again .
while pious planters would feel
obliged to emancipate their human
additional key episode in the
property in misguided repentance for
story of thwarted secession turns
the so-called sin of ownership. Such
from the South's eastern seaboard to
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your foul Jomination." Likewise, when
'~he Vermont legislature in 1851 passed
a bill to prevent the return of fugitive
siaves to the South, Governor John B.
Floyd of Virginia retorted, "Vermont
~as thus inflicted upon the whole South
i,at once an injury and an insult. To neither can we with honor or self-respect
submit."•
Freehling claims that dread of lost
self-esteem caused Southerners to
make such flamboyant rejoinders to
antislavery criticism, but his explanation is too simple. We must understand that Southern whites thought
and acted within a set of cultural
standards very different from our own
and also that of their contemporaries
in the North. The Southerner linked
his identity with his lineage, family,
posterity, and community. As a result,
the regional politician-and voter,
too-did not easily distinguish those
insults directed toward himself from
those that disparaged, as he saw it, the
values of his neighborhood, state, or
region. The individual was merged
into the whole even as he felt himself
to be its representative to the world.
For instance, Reuben Davis, a Mississippi congressman favoring secession,
in recollection boasted t hat he had
been "the mouthpiece of a wronged
and outraged people, and their
righteous indignation poured itself
through me .'·' Under these circumstances, politicians saw themselves as
stout defenders of those communal
values without which, they insisted.
political order could not be preserved.
To ignore the workings of the psychology of honor is to miss the anger and
hurt pride that secession was intended
in large measure to vindicate.
Concerning liberty, Freehling applies a contemporary definition to a
culture and time in which the word
included other meanings. Abstractions formulated nearly two hundred
years ago must be decoded if we
arc to apprehend their significance.
The Southern whites' notion of liberty encompassed the right of "laissez asservir" -to enslave others, as
David Hackett Fischer has observed.•
Freehling claims that Southern whites
were deceiving themselves and acting hypocritically both in claiming
that community values took precedence over individual dissent and in
enforcing those values by extralegal
means including lynching and mob coercion. But here again he is uncomprehending of the mentality of Southerners whose concept of democracy was
contradictory and deplorable by our
standards. not theirs. They placed
community conformity above individual dissent and enlisted extralegal, as
well as legal means, to enforce that
consensus. After a lynching of some
"Toombs is quoted in William Y.
Thompson, Robert Toombs of Georgia (Louisiana State University Press,
1966), p. 65; Floyd quoted in Allan
Nevins. Ordeal of the Union (Scribner·s. 1947). Vol. I, p. 367.
'Reuben Davis. Recollections of Mississippi and Mississippians (Cambridge: Riverside Press, 1889), p. 398.
' David Hackell Fischer, Albion 's
Sud: Four British Folkways in America (Oxford University Press, l 989),
p. 413.
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gamblers, quack doctors, and abolitionists (as the miscreants were
thought to be), a Vicksburg editor in
1835 proposed , as justification, that
society was comparable in nature to
"the elements, which, although ·order
is their first law,' can sometimes be
· purified only by a storm." • Southern
courts also reinforced community values-at the expense, at times, of justice itself.
Freehling characterizes the white
South as "schizophrenic." In his first
book, he attributed a sense of guilt over_
slaveholding to South Carolinian Nullifiers as a way to explain their seemingly
irrational anti-Unionist fury. He now
withdraws that ·interpretation and in- _
stead uses the language of pathology to describe them, although he secs them as
pathological in a moral and not a clinical sense. For example he writes about a
"schizophrenia of the elitist as egalitarian." That kind of juxtaposition, which
Freehling interprets as comptomising
the integrity of an aristocrat like Jefferson in particular, would seem equally
applicable to the career of Theodore
Roosevelt or Franklin Roosevelt, popular leaders not usually designated as
mentally ill or morally at fault for championing democracy as it was understood
and practiced in their day. Freehling
seeks to stigmatize Southern slaveholders, not to describe them, and his moralizing too often obscures historical
reality.
Finally, Freehling's otherwise stimulating and powerful work is made
difficult to read by a slangy prose
that may strike the reader as an
unfortunate attempt to imitate
Mencken, with phrases like "cotton
boobacracy," "patriarchal charade,"
and "Cuffee-like phoniness.'' It does
not help that in trying for an informal
tone he uses or misuses such expressions as "Do-good Christianity"
(Northern Evangelicalism), "kneejcrk," "blockbuster," "zany," and "tad
less." At times, bis account sounds
anachronistic, as when he writes that .
in the Midwest of the 1850s, "Many
farmers drove up-to-speed tractors."
Other passages become almost impenetrable. One chapter begins, " Mr.
Border South Whig was Mr. Northern
Democrat's best hope that Southern
Democrats would ease annexationist
pressure." Even a specialist in Southern history has to pause before realizing that the sentence contains a telling
insight when it is decoded .
The Road to Disunion thus combines
wonderful and challenging perceptions
of sectional politics with defects
equally striking. Perhaps in preparing
his second study, which will cover the
last, dramatic years before war,
Freehling will regain the commandi ng
voice of his Prelude to Civil War. Even
if not, we can look forward tci an account of antebellum politics that will
be as provocative and spirited as it is in
these pages, although it is sad that so
gifted a historian of the South often
seems unable to imagine what it would
be like to be a white Southerner.
C
'Vicksburg Register, quoted in H. R.
Howard, comp. The History of Virgil
A . Stewart and His Adventure (Harper,
1836; reprinted 1976), p. 268.
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the distant, slaveholding Republic of
Texas, which became independent
after a revolution in 1836 against Mexico. The Texu Oueation wu central to
the movement toward secesaion. If annexed to the United States, so vast a
country would greatly strengthen the
power of the slaveholders. Moreover,
as with Missouri, Texan statehood
would offer the chance for still greater
diffusion of slaves and slavery. So, at
least. argued President John Tyler, a
states' rights Virginian, who was determined to add the Texas star to the
American flag before he left office in
March 184S.
As Freehling_observes, the fate of
the Texas Republic was difficult to resolve. Some Texans favored a slavefree country. To that end a Houston
lawyer, Stephen Pearl Andrews, and
Lewis Tappan, a New York abolitionist, met in 1843 with Lord Aberdeen ,
the British foreign minister. They proposed a scheme for emancipating the
slaves in the bankrupt republic in return for an English loan that would
allow Texas to retain its independence. Aberdeen saw advantages in
having a client state on the southern
border of the United States. His
promises. however, were repudiated
u 100n as Duff Green, a fire-eating
Virginia journalist. published a distorted account of the secret interview
with Andrews and Tappan. Texas
counted for less in English calculations than good Anglo-American relations.
Freehling rejects traditional accounts of this storv. Earlier historians
have stressed the· importance of the
meeting between Andrews -and Aberdeen in accelerating the drive to
annex Texas as part of the Union. ·
Freehling speculates persuasively that
Abel Upshur of Virginia, Tyler's
secretary of state and a states' rights
Virginia Whig himself, was actually
more alarmed by another plan. Lord
Aberdeen had urged Mexico to insist
upon emancipation as a condition of
peace with the breakaway republic. To
Tyler and his _friends, the presence of a
free state adjacent to the slaveholding
heartland posed the kind of threat that_
Spanish East Florida once had been.
As in that earlier case of 1821, barely
noted in Freehling's account, the an nexation of Florida to the United
States was the preferred solution of
Lower South politicians anxious to
avoid the potential menace of a new
antislavery country next to the United
States. As Freehling rightly points out,
the annexat:011 of Texas, and the almost immediate consequence of war
between the United States and a resentful Mexico, considerably weakened the position of the border states,
with their vague hopes of eventual
emancipation. Defense of slaveholding interests had already shifted from
Virginia to South Carolina as a result
of the Nullification Crisis (18281833), but, after the annexation of
Texas, the regional center of political
gravity was even more clearly located
in the Lower South.
The last major issue of a problematic
nationhood to be discussed here was
what Freeling calls "the armistice of
1850," a phrase he borrows from
David Potter. The Mexican War bad
left a rich liut troublesome legacy of
conquered territory. Sectional quarreling over the spoils, particularly California, was inevitable. Would the new
October JO, 1991

territory be -tree sou .. or open 10 s1avery? A series of highly volatile is1ues-after four years of congres1ional deadlock-were finally acttled
in 1850 by intricate negotiations
among shifting factions of legi1lators:
the admission of California as a free
state; the drawing of a Texas boundary
favoring free labor in New Mexico, in
e_xchange for the federal government's
taking oyer of Texas's public debts; _
the administration of the remaining
Mexican Ce1&ion lands-the future
states of Colorado, Utah, Nevada, and
Arizona-whose status regarding
1lavery was left open, to be determined in subsequent years. In ·addition, the Compromise acttled two
long-simmering contests: it called
both for passage of a .federally enforced fugitive slave law and abolition
of commercial slave trading in the
Federal District but retention of slavery there so long as the bordering
states of Virginia and Maryland so
demanded.
Freehling claims to deviate considerably from the orthodox interpretation of the Compromise. Most scholars, he says, credit Henry Clay for its
success. In his opinion, however, Clay
merely represented the border-state
tradition of equivocal opposition to
slavery that he emphasizes throughout
the book. Freehling is especially
scornful of Clay's ironclad arrangement for preserving slavery in the Dis-·
trict. Exactly what Clay could have
done to _satisfy all parties in this tangle
of interests he docs not reveal. Sentiment for secession was running- high
in the Lower South throughout the
1850 crisis. Clay could have done
little to meet the demands of Lower
South secessionists without antagonizing almost everyone else. Still, this,
Freehling's penultimate section; and
his concluding treatment of the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act are
the most engaging parts of !\is compli '.
cated and lengthy work and the ones
that will supply historians with the
most questions to reconsider.
For a number of reasons, however,
Freehling's achievement falls some what short. First, he does not provide a
sufficiently detailed _setting for his interpretation of political events and
thought. The dates mentioned in the
subtitle suggest that the story of a
proslavery, separatist impulse on the
one band and, on the other, the antislavery delusion of the border states,
starts in 1776. But Freehling's political
account docs not begin with the disputes among the colonies in revolt or
even with the protests of Patrick
Henry of Virginia, Luther Martin of
Maryland, and other anti-Federalists
against what they thought would be a
dangerously centralized government
under the proposed Constitution of
1787. Moreover, the acquisition of the
vast Louisiana territory (1803), of
Spanish West Florida (1811 ), and of
Spanish East Florida (1821) strongly
affected Southern divisiveness by
shifting the balance of power to the
Lower South, but Freehling says little
about it.
It is misleading, moreover, to make
Thomas Jefferson epitomize the
notion that slavery ·would eventually be phased out at little social
cost. Jefferson need not bear alone
the moral failings of his age and region. During the 1780s and 1790s, a
period Freehling virtually ignores,
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Jefferson merely repeated what most
respectable gentlemen of differing
partisan penuasions told one another.
Regardless of their residence, North
or South, such men as Roben E. Lee
and Alirah·a:m Lincoln continued to
uphold roughly the same attitudes toward slavery until well into the 1850s
and even beyond.
Second, Freehling does not make
sufficiently clear how much political
influence the slave states had at a
time when a sense of American nationhood was still far from established. Southern politicians exercised
disproponioilate leverage in Wubington throughout the period under discu11ion. After all, apan from John
Adams and John Quincy Adams, no
president, while in office, entenained
the slightest doubt that slavery was indispenaable-if only u a means of
preservina peace and profit. More•
over, three fifths of the alaves were
counted in reckoning the number in
congreMional delegations, and the incluaion of voteleu slaves alao en~
banced Southern strength in the electoral college. As James McPhenon
has pointed out, in 1848 the slaves
states provided 42 percent of the elec•
toral votes while they comprised only
30 percent of the voten.' In addition,
the South wu generously repreaented
in every office, from the presidency;
Supreme Coun, and various cabinet
posts down to the lowlie'st federal
officeholder.
Freehlfog briefly mentions but
belittles the slave South's politic.ti
advantages. He notes that only John
Adams's defeat in 1800 was at•
tributable to the malapportioned electoral votes. Surely Jefferson's victory
made more difference than Freehling
allows. Southern lawmakers knew the
uses of power well enough to combine
forces when necessary. Yet a united
and aggressive proslavery policy was
not seen as absolutely imperative
until, for the first time, a "Black Republican," who was anathema to
nearly all Southern whites, won the
highest office in 1860. In other words,
the divisions among whites Freehling
writes about were not nearly as deep
as he claims. Southern politicians
had too much in common. For instance, Jeffenon, Madison, and Monroe easily 1uppressed their ~n11i11itional acruplrct in order to provide
their allies in the Lower South with
literally millions of acres of free land
at the expense of Napoleon and the
Spanish monarchy. Common devotion
to slavery, propeny rights (including
alavebolding), Protestant creeds, and
limited government far outdistanced
any regional disagreements over
when, if ever, slavery ought to be
terminated in a very remote future.
Besides, the divenity of economic
practices, ethnic groups, and religious
i111titution1 in the Nonh and the resulting factionaliam among them were
fat greater than the divenity and factionalism that Freehling claims were
characteristic in the South. What kept
the "seceuionists at bay" was not only
disunity within the South. Equally significant was the effectiveness of
Southern influence without secession.
One might even claim that an
unacknowledged collaboration took
place between Upper and Lower
'James M. McPherson, Battle Cry of
Freedom: The Civil War Era (Oxford
University Press, 1988), p. 54, note 17.
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South leaders. The latter group
bowled, stamped, and made threats
if they felt the slaveholding interest
was in danger, and they uaually found
that border-state · compromisers on
both sides of the Muon-Dixon line
were ready to mollify them. After all,
alavebolden, bot-beaded and otherwise, required only one thing: a fed•
eral policy of mindless inaction. By
and large that coune was suatained
for decades, although with increasing difficulty.

T bird, quite apan froin what hap-

pened in the Congress, the state
houses, or the White House, Freehling
doei not combine his political analysis
with an awareness of the Southern cultural background, perhaps because of
a biu againat a society 10 alien to our
own timea, 10 diatant from our egali•
tarian hopes. He charaes, for example,
that Jefferson aelf-conacioualy equivocated about .slavery u if he were
an American Tartuffe and not a man
of extraordinary aenaibility facing
an insoluble dilemma. "No wonder,"
Freehling writes inaccurately, "poster•
ity acorns this procrastinator." He
claims "diuimulation" in Jeffenon's
silence atiout Sally Hemings;bis puta•
tive mistress. It wu nothing of the
son. Accotding to the code by, which
be lived, ignoring impeninent ques. tiom would not be an evasion. He
belonged to the eighteenth century,
not the twentieth.
If Southern political history is to
give Southern culture the attention it
deserves, the historian abould take
seriously contemporary statements
about why people behaved as they did.
For instance, in 1866, Sarah Doney, a
Louisiana novelist, observed that
"vinue" always came in sundry guises:
"With the Christian manyr, it is faith;
with the savage, it is honor; with the
republican, it is libeny." ' These were
indeed the major components of the
secessionist impulse. With reference
to the first , Freehling says nothing
about the Southern churches and their
attitudes toward slavery. Yet theologi cal positions were frequently con•
nected with negative and positive con•
victions in the political circles of the
Upper and Lower South that he explores so well. (He is apparently saving the story of 11:hisms over slave ry
with Northern and Southern churches
during the 1840s for the next volume.)
As for the anthropology of the
"savage's" vinue mentioned by Sarah
Dorsey, Freehling aeems to have
little undentanding of why Southern
leaders spoke frequently and so intensely about "points of honor" and
why they 10 furioualy resented, as offenses against their honor, the peti•
tions against slavery, the attempts to
exclude alaveholden ..from western
tenitories, and the defiance against
enforcement of the Fugitive Slave
Law. These were seen as signs of
moral contempt by Southern leaders.
ln 1850, during a Senate debate on
prohibiting slavebolding in the West,
Roben Toombs of Georgia bluntly explained that its passage would compel
him to "bring my children and my constituents to the altar of libeny, and
like -Hamilcar, I would swear them
ssarah A. Dorsey, Recollections of
Henry Watkins Allen (New Orleans:
M. Doolady, 1866), p. 10. Dorsey's
three principles are a quotation from
Jean Paul F. Richter.
The New York Review
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Declaring Sovereignty
On My Street
AtollllUHH:hl8k view of

the...._... DNJvamant

By LEONID TREYER

0

ur neighborhood district of Zatylino recently declared its sovereignty and stopped taking orders from
the city, which had seceded from the province, which
had withdrawn from the republic. The 40,000 Zatylinites
greeted the news with delight. Now we could improve our
lives without asking for permission. The Supreme Council
of the neighborhood (one representative per building) suspended all laws in our territory and issued a Decree on
Ownership. Henceforth all buildings, enterprises, and
mineral resources, as well as fish, birds, and other animals, would be considered the property of the neighborhood. A proposal to create an army and navy was considered, but the idea had to be dropped because of a lack of
finances and the lack of access to the sea. But a law on air
space was adopted: Any airplane that flew over the neighborhood without our permission would be considered a
trespasser and fined. Since then, we have not seen a single
airplane over Zatylino.
The city refused to recognize our sovereignty, citing its
constitution. But we cited our own, which clearly states,
"In the event of differences with higher levels, the neighborhood is always right." The city council branded us separatists and threatened to impose sanctions. But that did
not scare us-especially since the province had not recognized the city's sovereignty, and the republic had not recognized the province's.
The main conflict with the city flared up over the country's largest brewery, which w·as recently built in Zatylino. Previously, this giant brewer had paid taxes into the
city coffers. But the Zatylinite Supreme Council did away
with the plundering: The taxes began flowing into the
neighborhood's budget. As our chairman said, beer is to
Zatylino as oil is to the United Arab Emirates. Beer production would be increased to 100 barrels a day, and we
would move into the world market with it. The Zatylinite
minister of foreign trade flew to European capitals to try
to interest the West in our wonderful beverage. The city
was greatly displeased by this, and it decided to break our
From the independent weekly "Moscow News. "
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resistance by insidious means: The garbage trucks stopped
carrying garbage out ofZatylino. And this was in September, when the consumption of vegetables and fruits was
peaking!
An extremely unsanitary environment immediately
developed. We held a protest rally, dumping pails of garbage in the square in front of the city council, but the bureaucrats did not even enter into a dialogue with us.
Then our chairman called up the chairman of the republic's Supreme Soviet, demanding that he influence the
city. He replied that he could influence only the central
government in Moscow, but the province and city had
gone out of control. Our delegation set off to get help
from the president, but we were told that our dispute
with the city was the internal affair of a sovereign republic and that the Union did not interfere in the affairs of
the republics.
Meanwhile, the neighborhood had turned into a genuine garbage dump. Hordes of rats feasted in broad daylight and even ripped bags from passers-by. It began to
smell. The public began to grumble: What kind of government is this? To top it off, our minister returned from Europe with bad news. It turned out that people in the West
have so much beer that they don't know what to do with
it, and they don't even want to hear about ours. So our
hopes of moving into the world market evaporated. We
were compelled to enter into negotiations with the city.
Finally, the city recognized our autonomy, and we agreed
to split the beer revenues with it, after which the neighborhood was cleaned of garbage.
But before we could even catch our breath, the situation
deteriorated again. The adjoining neighborhood ofMotylino proclaimed its independence and demanded that we
return to it historical Motylino territory that we had supposedly seized in 1920. Our Supreme Council, of course,
rejected this absurd claim. Right now, it is tense on the
Zatylino-Motylino border. We do not let them pass, and
they do not let us pass. Forces are being concentrated on
both sides. They have managed to get a tank. But we have
a surface-to-surface missile. Just let them try something. ■
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Some Summer Thoughts About Secession
At the outset of the .Yugoslav crisis,
U.S. Secretary of State James Baker said,
"We will neither encourage or reward secession." When the fighting actually began, the State Department began to
change Its tune, with spokeswoman Marga·
ret Tutwiler saying "we do not support the
use of force to preserve Yugoslavia's
unity." But lt was not clear whether there
had been a broad change In a U.S. policy
that had tended to discourage secessionist
movements, particularly those Mlkhall
Gorbachev ls facing In the Soviet Union.
C-ertalnly the policy deserves reconsld·
eratlon. The arguments the Soviets have
employed to try to align the .U.S. against
secessionist republics do not merit the

Global View
By Gcor2c Mclloan
sympathy they have received from U.S.
foreign-policy elites.
The lyplcal f01:mulatlon concocted by
the old-pro propagandists of the KGB and
Novostl goes something )Ike this: In 1861,
the United States government Itself re·
fused to let the Southern states secede. The
Union forces fought a bloody clvU war to
squash a separat~ confederacy. Had they
not succeeded, the· United States would not
be the great nation It ls today, but two na·
lions hosWe toward each other.
It's a begulllng argument, on a par with
other useful myths the Soviet Communist
Party has employed over the years, such
as the widely believed assertion that com·
munlsm had a puritan ethic at Its core. But
the Civil War analogy turns reality upside
down. No valid comparison can be made
between what motivated the secessionists
of the American South and what motivates
te Baltic States today. If there Is any
oral equivalence at all It ls between the

._,,......

Baltic secessionists of today and antl·secesslonlst American unionists of 1861.
American schoolchildren In the North
were taught for many years that the American Civil War was fought over a moral ls·
sue, slavery. The North, said their school·
books, was on the right side of this Issue
and the South on the wrong side. In the
days when It was felt Important for school·
children to have moral values, the Issue
was whether men should own other men,
not whether states should be allowed to secede from a union.
Sophisticated arguments can be made
that the Civil War was really over com·
merclal rivalries or that President Abra·
ham Uncoln himself focused at the outset
on secession, not slavery. But the Emancl·
patlon Proclamation proceeded directly
from the Union cause. Holding the Union
together was justified on moral grounds,
not practical considerations, to those who
later counted the costs. And today, at the
very center of U.S. politics and jurlspru·
dence there . remains the moral Issue of
whether Individual rights as defined by the
U.S. Constitution are being adequately protected, without regard to race, creed, color
or sex.
The reason there Is no threat of seces·
· slon In the U.s. today has very little to do
with the failure of the secessionists to win
In 1865. It has to do with shared voluntary
beliefs In the moral principles that form
the basis for union.
By contrast, the Soviet Union and em·
plre Is breaking up precisely because the
moral principle that formed Its basis, com·
munlst egalitarianism, now ls known to
have been false advertising. Communism
promised equality under the law-an appealing Idea In class-ridden countries-but
It never delivered either equality or a rell·
able body of law. The Soviet Commwtlst ·
Party simply became a self-perpetuating
ruling elite that oppressed the masses In

much the same way as the ruling elites of
the past had done. When Mr. Gorbachev
began to open a few windows with glas·
nost, popular dissatisfaction was finally
able to manifest Itself, but not sufficiently
to overthrow the party.
Of the peoples who were made subjects
of the Soviet empire, few were voluntary
converts. The Baltic States were seized In
1940 by mllltary force. The Warsaw Pact,
which was wowtd up formally at the begin·
nlng of this month, was a facade for Soviet
occupation of the pact countries. At varl·
ous points In the postwar era, the peoples
of Poland, East Germany, Czechoslovakia
and Hwtgary. took to the streets In an at·
tempt to fight the Soviet occupation force,

There was also an
American fight for seces·
sion.
but they did not succeed until commwtlsm
began to crumble Inside the Soviet Union
Itself.
Should the U.S. take the position that
what have essentially been captive peoples
should not secede from such a union?
Should they be told that It Is "Immoral" to
try to break up a huge nation that Amert·
can diplomats prefer to deal with as a
whole? Should Americans allow Commu·
nlsts to say that seceding to escape slavery
Is the same as seceding to preserve It?
U.S. policy makers often argue that
they don't want to encourage violent acts
of secession that might risk bloodshed.
This was the Initial justification for the
U.S. policy toward Yugoslavia. The U.S.
had given speclllc backing to Prime Minis·
ter Ante Markovlc by tapping him as Yu·
goslavla's only recognized representative
In such matters as debt renegotiation. Mr.
Marko Ir Indeed was trying to move the

nation toward free-market democracy, but
he lacked a solid political base and could
not cope with tough politicians, such as the
Communist president of 8erbla, Slobodan
Milosevic. So despite Mr. Markovlc's best
efforts, the Yugoslav federation began fall·.
Ing apart, with overwhelming votes for se-, ·
cession In Slovenia and Croatia. And the .
bloodshed happened anyway.
'
Uthuanlans, Latvians, Estontans, Mol··
davlans, Ukralnlans, Georgians, · Arme- ·
nlans and Azerbaljanls-even Russiansalso aspire to greater freedom. Which ·
brings us to the "Realpolitik" argument,.. ·
the kind that once endeared Henry Kls·
singer to the world.
·.
It says that by supporting Mr. Gorba· ,
chev's efforts to hold his wtlon together,
the u.s; gets certain benefits In return;·
The U.S.S.R. gave support of a sort to the•
U.S.·led effort to punish Saddam H~ln,'.
for example. It Is warming up to Israel, .
maybe. It Is pulling Its troops out of c.en-. :
tral Europe. It ls not threatening to launch .
a nuclear holocaust. So why upset the ap- ·
pie cart on behalf of restive peoples who •
have tired of Moscow's rule?
Even on Realpolitik terms, this argument ls not without Daws. The biggest one ·
Is the likelihood that Moscow Is doing what
It ls doing simply because It has no choice:
Communism ls collapsing and the countty ·
ls desperately In need of money. Also,.
when Mr. Gorbachev's favors are examined closely, there Is a great deal less
there than meets the eye.
'
But If what we are employing Is Realpolltlk, let's have no more talk about moral·
lly. Let's just come out and say that It ts
OK for Moscow to hold down Its captive .
peoples by force of arms so long as It caters to the direct Interests of America and
the West.
As for the American fight against secession, one further point. There was also an ·
American fight fur secession. It was called
the Revolutionary War.

A fight for the peninsula's soul.

CRIMEA SCENE
ByAnna Husarska

A

cross from the railway station in Simferopol,
there used to be a statue of Vladimir I. Lenin
and Joseph V. Stalin sitting side by side on a
bench. They sat there until February 1956, when
the granite likeness ofJoseph Vissarionovich was surreptitiously sawed off and removed. This merciless deed was
perpetrated a few days after Nikita S. Khrushchev's
Secret Speech denouncing Stalin's crimes at the Twentieth Communist Party Congress. The speech started a
thaw in the Soviet Union. Because of it, many people
deported on Stalin's orqers were allowed to return
home-but not the Crimean Tatars, although they had
been subjected to particularly ruthless treatment.
Half a century ago the term "ethnic cleansing" was
not yet in use, but the thing itself was. On May 18, 1944,
an operation was carried out against the entire population of Tatars, an indigenous Turkic Muslim people who
had been living on the Crimean peninsula since the thir12 THE NEW REPUBLIC AUGUST 1, 1994

•
teen th century. Accused of collaborating with the Germans, more than 180,000 Tatars-mostly:',Yomen, children and old people-were rounded up and deported
to Central Asian republics, mainly to Uzbekistan. Stalin
is widely blamed for the scheme, yet the inspiration
probably came from his bench-buddy, Vladimir Illich.
"In Crimea there are 300,000 bourgeois," he had
warned in 1920. "They are source of future speculation,
spying, all sorts of support to capitalists. But we are not
afraid of them .... We will take them, divide them, subjugate them, digest them."
They were taken away, yes, bu·t not divided, subjugated or digested. Exactly fifty years after being
deported, the Crimean Tatars are back from exile.
Thanks largely to communism's collapse, 250,000
Tatars, united and unsubdued, have returned to start
their life anew.

A

t the time of the expulsion, Crimea was known
as the Autonomous Socialist Soviet Republic of
Crimea. A year later it was incorporated into
the Russian Federation. In 1954 Khrushchev
rather whimsically transferred it from the Russian SFSR
to the Ukrainian SSR. Then, it was a meaningless gesture, but before most of the Tatars were allowed to
return, the t.:SSR ceased to exist and Crimea became a
semiautonomous region of the independent Ukraine.
In December 1991 a slight majority ofCrimeans voted
for Ukrainian independence. Paradoxically, after the
vote, a secessionist movement sprang up. Perhaps, on
second thought, the Russians, who constitute 60 percent
of the peninsula's population of2.7 million, saw a better
future with Moscow, because the Ukrainian economy
makes the Russian economy look healthy (well, healthier). In June 1993 the Ukrainian Parliament appeased
the separatists by granting Crimea autonomy and sanctioning elections for a "Crimean president."
Last January Russian nationalist Yuri A. Meshkov won
the Crimean presidency by a landslide. In parliamentary elections a few months later Meshkov's party took
the majority of seats; at the same time, in an informal
referendum, three-quarters of Crimeans voted to
increase his power. Meshkov is now pushing for closer
ties with Russia while pulling back from Ukraine, a
move that could drive a wedge between Moscow and
Kiev (although Leonid Kuchma's victory in last Sunday's Ukrainian presidential elections may mean that
Ukraine, including Crimea, will drift closer to Russia
anyway). An even dicier issue is the Black Sea fleet,
whose home base is the Crimean port of Sevastopol.
Ever since the VSSR disintegrated, Russia and Ukraine
have been vying for control of the 350-ship fleet. As of
now, the two republics are to share command through
1995, but the situation is volatile. Things have been
made more explosi\'e by increasingly vocal nationalist
movements in Moscow (e.g., Vladimir Volfovich Zhirinovsky) and in Kiev and L\'iv. With Zhirinovsky's and
Meshkov's antics in mind, Kiev may not want to give up
its atomic weapons-not just yet.
So far, the Tatars are only a subplot in the dispute
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over Crimea. They are a tiny minority of the population-only 10 percent-and they are newcomers of
sorts. Unlike the Russians and the Ukrainians, they
have no sponsors, powerful or otherwise, and no hoTM
homeland.
"To whom can we go and complain of the injustice
we suffer if the people who deported us are no longer
alive, and the state that they represented has vanished?"
ask~ Fievzije Muradosilova, a teacher in her early 30s
who was born in Tajikistan. When she arrived four years
ago in Alushta, on Crimea's southern coast, Fievzije
could not get an, apartment or a piece of land for a
homestead. "Before my mother died I promised her
that I would return to where she lived, so I had to do it."
She rented a tent and planted it on the square in front
of the Alushta town hall, living there with dozens of
Tatars in her situation. After five months of daily
protests they were finally assigned apartments or plots.
Like other returnees, Fievzije also had problems finding
a job: the rate of unemployment among Crimean Tatars
is 70 percent, compared to 17 percent for the region as
a whole. Part of the reason may be that while most exSoviet citizens were adapting themselves to a market
economy, Tatars were busy moving and resettling.

I

drove to the Kurbiek settlement, where Tatars who
squatted in a valley called KrasnY.i Raj (Red Paradise) were assigned plots. The settlement is up in
the hills, on a barely passable road. All around are
unfinished houses; only one has a roof, and there is no
water or electricity. I was about to inspect a ship container enlarged with cardboard and plastic sheeting
when, from the cellar of the neighboring house, a man
in his 80s emerged, gesturing to me to join him inside
for a cup of coffee. His cellar had two minuscule rooms
totaling 120 square feet. One was a storage place for
mattresses and blankets; the other had a sofa, a gas
stove and a small table. My host, Izzjet Kurtsejitu,
assured me that he was 66 and introduced me to his
wife, his aunt and the aunt's daughter. "All four of you
sleep here?" I asked with intentional sympathy. Yes,
together with two sons, one daughter, three grandchildren and his aunt's grandson. The older Kurtsejitus
have retirement pensions, he told me. He receh·es the
most-the equivalent ofslO per month. Of the younger
ones, only one son works; he is a guard and is paid
$5 per month. (One dollar buys eight of the yellow
rough sandstone bricks, called rakushkas, that are used
around here.)
"We were well-off in Tashkent," Izzjet told me, almost
apologetically. Any regrets about having moved here?
"No!" they ·said in unison. Guljara, his wife, then smiled
with a blinding display of golden teeth and explained
that Tatars always lived in Crimea, that this is homeland, that this is where they belong. Did I understand?
I said I did.
In fact, I understood how much the "return" meant to
Crimean Tatars when I met Reshat Dzemilev, who arrived in Crimea from Uzbekistan in 1990 at age 60, haYing spent eight years in jail for fighting for that return.

He started early, in 1958, with one year in prison for
gathering signatures on petitions demanding the rehabilitation of Tatars. When the petitions did not work, the
Tatars switched to demonstrations. "In June 1969, at
the feet of the Mayakovski monument in Moscow, we
held our first, very successful demonstration, " Reshat
beamed. "How many people do you estimate participated?" I inquired. "I do not estimate; I know-five. " Embarrassed, I asked how long the demonstration lasted.
"Almost seven minutes!" Oh, oh, now I understood.
The triple legitimacy in Crimea maintains the peninsula's peace: the population is largely Russian, the territory is Ukrainian, the history is Crimean Tatar. Now,
three ethnic groups sit on the territory of a disintegrated ex-Communist stat~, inflammatory nationalists
in the two capitals are calling for the defense of their
ethnic kin and a third ethnic group, moderately Muslim, has nowhere else to go. Does that sound familiar? •
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Crisis Finds Kurds in Middle Again
•~~Gulf
..
-...t - Group Gets Heat From Iraq, Cold Shoulder From West
:

i.'

,

By TONY HORWITZ

:: • SUifJ .Rqorter of THE w ALL STREET.JOURNAL

· . DIYARBAKIR, Turkey-At an English

~ in this Kurdish city, today's lesson is

:-.,:·1 Like London," but the topic on students'

: minds is why they don't like Turkey.
"Are Indians allowed to speak their own
: language?" a young man asks a visiting
· American. He asks In Turkish, because
i ,speaking Kurdish Is illegal in Turkey's
l classrooms.
; "What Is democracy like?" asks an, other student. Turkish Kurds can vote but
: can't have their own political parties or
: newspapers. Kurds in neighboring Iran,
• Iraq and Syria live under regimes with few
: democratic rights for anyone.
; The teacher, sensing that the chat is
, drifting onto dangerous ground, steers his
: class back to the lesson at hand. "How
I much is tea?" he reads from a primer.
, "That's 95 pence, please."
, For a brief moment in early August,
; many among the world's 20 million Kurds
• thought deliverance was at hand. Their
, archrival, Saddam Hussein, appeared
: beaded for ruin. And his gassing of Kurds
'. became Exhibit A in the West's portrayal
, of Saddam Hussein as the second coming
; of Adolf Hitler.
. Four months later, Kurds still are wait; ing for signs that Western invective, and
, Western arms. will do anything to liberate
· them. "The West," says Akram Mayi, an
; ·Iraqi Kurdish leader, "never misses an op·
l portunity to forget about the Kurds."
'
Western amnesia dates to World War I,
i when the Ottoman Empire's collapse led to
i Allied talk of an independent Kurdistan.
i- Instead, the Kurds, tribal Muslims of IndoEuropean stock, found themselves split
among four nations. Ever since, Kurds
have struggled against forced assimilation
into societies with which they share neither
-language nor culture.
' · The Gulf crisis has deepened the Kurds'
•sense of isolation. While often sympathetic
ito the Kurds' plight, the West fears that
:pressing the "Kurdish question" with Tur•key, Syria and Iran, all of whom oppose in~ependence or significant autonomy for
!Kurds, could weaken the anti-Iraq alliance.
:Iraqi Kurds are an obvious source of oppoisition and intelligence inside Iraq, yet they
:say they have been ignored; the U.S. ad'.minlstration pointedly refused to meet with
.an Iraqi Kurdish leader who visited Wash/ington in August.
No one doubts the Kurds' willingness to
ifight. Iraqi Kurdish guerrillas are known
;as , Pesh Mergas, which translates as
!"those who face death," and they have
-battled in the mountains for decades.
: "We hate Saddam, but we cannot fight
:alone," says Mr. Mayi, who wears the
•Pesh Merga uniform of baggy trousers,
:Cwnmerbund and checkered turban. He
'fled to Turkey with about 60,000 other Iraqi
.Kurds in 1988, when Saddam Hussein unlleashed his army and chemical weapons on
!the restive minority. The Kurds now need

to be resupplied to pose more than a nuisance to the 200,000 or more Iraqi troops
posted in the country's north.
In Turkey, the conflict is as much cultural as military. Turkey doesn't recognize
its 10 million Kurds as an official minority,
even though much smaller populations of
Greeks, Armenians and Jews enjoy this
status; until recently, Kurds often were referred to as "mountain Turks." Huge placards on hills overlooking almost every
Kurdish town bear a quote from modern
Turkey's founder: "Happy Is he who calls
himself Turkish."
Kurds can't have their own schools or
speak their native tongue in government
offices or public meetings. Just mentioning
"Kurdistan" is dangerous: one newspaper
substitutes " (. . . )" for the banned word, to
avoid being closed. Last week, Turkish papers reported that a popular singer was
under investigation for having sung a Kurdish song at a wedding.
Asked why the government resists
~anting basic cultural rights, a senior

Turkish official in Ankara responds: "We
have not reached the point where we can
afford the luxury. Such liberties would
aggravate the centrifugal forces in Turkey and be exploited by separatists."
Western diplomats in Ankara say many
Turks genuinely fear that ceding language
rights today will lead to demands for Kurdish autonomy tomorrow and independence the day after that. Turkey's dismemberment after World War I has contributed
to this paranoia.
Kurds say Ankara is using the Gulf
crisis and Turkey's resulting popularity in
the West as cover for a crackdown. Turkey
now has more than 100,000 troops near the
Iraqi border, where most Kurds live and
where the main guerrilla group-the Kurdish Workers' Party. or PKK-is strongest.
The Turks are emptying villages and demanding that those who remain take arms
against the guerrillas.
The PKK, a Marxist group seeking an
independent Kurdistan, also is pressing villagers for food, shelter and support. The
PKK often kills Kurdish "collaborators"
and their families, as well as burning
schools and homes. Some back roads
through the rugged mountains of southeastern Turkey are littered with the possessions of villagers on the move.

"We're caught between two fires," says
a prominent Kurd in the town of Hakkari,
who like many requests anonymity for fear
of reprisals by the PKK or the govern·
ment.
Kurds also fear they will be on the front
line of any Gulf conflict: as Iraqi draftees,
as neighbors of strategic sites that would
be likely bomb targets in northern Iraq.
and as residents of southeast Turkey,
where NATO airfields could be hit by Iraqi
counterstrikes.
The United Nations trade embargo
against Iraq also hits Kurds hardest. In
Turkey, Kurdish truckers and traders find
their main market, Iraq, officially closed,
Defectors from the Iraqi army say the food
situation among Kurds in northern Iraq is
desperate as dwindling supplies are funneled to Baghdad.
But what irks Kurds most is what they
perceive as international neglect. Two
years after the Pesh Merga exodus from
Iraq, more than 25,000 Kurds still dwell in
crowded Turkish camps, their status undefined and future unclear. And with Western
leaders speaking almost daily about human rights in Kuwait and Iraq. Kurds won·
der why their plight so rarely arouses con·
cern. "Iraq gasses 5,000 Kurds in Halabja
and nothing happens," laments a Kurdish
activist in Dyarbakir. "Israel kills 20 Pal·
estinians in Jerusalem and there's a U.N.
commission. "
Many Kurds fear that if outside aid is
forthcoming, it will serve foreign aims, not
their own. The PKK, which for many years
has received arms and sanctuary in Syria,
now is believed to be getting aid from
Baghdad, which wants a lever against Turkey. Split among four nations and about 25
factions. the Kurds are easily exploited in
such regional score-settling.
"Kurds don't want to be used as playing
cards," says Latif Rashid. a spokesman
for the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan, a
leading Kurdish group. "Moral, political
and material support, we will ask for it.
But to cooperate with the CIA or someone
else for their secret ends, this isn't on the
agenda."
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Self-Determination: Yes, but . ..
By ARTHUR ScHLESINGER JR.
Hwnanity owes much to Woodrow Wil·
son-not least to his vision of a world ruled
by popular consent in which aggression
would be prevented or punished by the collective action of the international community. This is the perennial dream that in
our own time George Bush has rebaptized
the New World Order.
The Wilsonian vision had a codicil: the
doctrine of self-detennination. "Every people," Wilson said, "has a right to choose
the sovereignty under which they shall
live." What principle could seem more unexceptionable-indeed, more logical-than
this? Self-detennination appears the inevitable deduction from the whole idea of democracy and self-government.
Yet the doctrine presents anomalies. In·
deed, the American tradition is quite
equivocal on the subject of self-detennination-an equivocation embodied in the contrast between our two greatest presidents.
As the historian Betty Miller Unterberger
has pointed out, we celebrate George
Washington because of his success in carrying out a struggle for self-determination-and we celebrate Abraham Lincoln
because of his success in suppressing such
a struggle.
Lansing's Warning
Self-detennination was a noble doctrine
1 when urged by Americans against Britain
in 1776; less so when urged by the Southern
states against the national government in
1861. Woodrow Wilson himself was born in
Virginia, and eight years old when Lee surrendered at Appomattox; but as a scholar
he rejected the claims of self-detennination and portrayed the Civil War as the development that "completes the Union."
His secretary of state, Robert Lansing,
warned Wilson in 1918 that the doctrine of
self-detennination when propounded without definitions and without criteria could
be "utterly destructive of the political fab·
ric of society and would result in constant
turmoil and change." How, Lansing asked,
to define the "people" who have a right to
choose their own sovereignty? How to establish due process by which the "people"
make this choice? After all, the Civil War
had commttted the U.S. to "the principle
that a national state may by force if necessary prevent a portion of its territory from
seceding without its consent especially if it
has long exercised sovereignty over it or if
its national safety or vital interests would

be endangered.''

Wilson took the point. He was well
aware, as be told the British ambassador,
that "pushed to its extreme, the principle
would mean the disruption of existing governments, to an indefinable degree." He
was initially opposed, for example, to the
dismemberment of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire. Nonetheless, with appropriate
qualifications, the principle reshaped Europe after the First World War and was reaffirmed by Roosevelt and Churchill in the
Atlantic Charter in 1941.
Self-detennination thereafter went into
eclipse when the Cold War split so much of
the world between two armed ideologies.
Now the end of the Cold War has brought
the era of ideological conflict to a conclusion. ·But it has not, as forecast, brought an
end to history. One set of hatreds gives

way to the next. Newsweek the other day
quoted Simon Petrovic, a Yugoslav political scientist: "Minorities are going to be
an acid test for all post-communist societies. With communism all but disappearing, tribal instincts are coming back." The
era of ideological conflict is giving way to
a new and menacing era of ethnic, racial
·and religious conflict. Yugoslavia is the
tragic case immediately in point. It will
not be the last case.
In retrospect, the Soviet empire can be
seen as a de facto equivalent of the old
Austro-Hungarian Empire. The dissolution
of the Soviet system after the Cold War,
like the dissolution of the Hapsburg system
after the First World War, has released
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If Armenia is independent, then why not Catalonia? If the Lithuanians enjoy self-determination, why
can't the Basques? And why
not Slovakia? Corsica? Brittany? Wallonia? Jersey?
Scotland? Quebec?
pent-up national and ethnic aspirationsand antagonisms-deeply rooted in history
and in memory. The disintegration of the
Soviet Union and now of Yugoslavia emboldens separatist movements all across
Europe on both sides of the old Iron curtain.

ghastly preview of a possible future. From
South Africa to Sri Lanka, from Israel to
India, from Angola to Trinidad, ethnic conflict is tearing nations apart. "The virus of
tribalism," the Economist bas well said,
" .•• risks becoming the AIDS of international politics-lying dormant for years,
then flaring up to destroy countries.''.
The time has surely come to reconsider
the doctrine of self-determination and to
incorporate the limitations that Wilson
himself aclcnowledged and that the experience of the U.S. confirms. Small is not necessarily beautiful. The objective should not
be to give every people the right to choose
the sovereignty under which it shall live. It
should be rather to seek ways by which
people of diverse ethnic, religious and racial backgrounds can be brought to live together in harmony under the same sovereignty.
This is all the more urgently the case in
an -era that will be marked more than ever
before by the mixing of peoples. As the
20th century draws to a close, a nwnber of
factors-the end of the Cold War, the development of swifter modes of communication and transport, the acceleration of population growth, the breakdown of traditional social structures, the flight from tyranny and from poverty, the dream of a:
better life somewhere else-converge fo
drive people as never before in mass migrations across national frontiers.

The Canadian Lesson
For such reasons President Bush seems
to me to be right in not rushing to recognize the independence of the peoples whose
aspirations are currently breaking up the
Soviet Union and Yugoslavia. One can un·
derstand these aspirations. But claims to
self-detennination can be contagious, .and
the result can be to rend the political fabric of society. Self-detennination is OK. up
to a point. Beyond that point it leads toward incoherence and anarchy.
Consider our neighbor to the north, tong
deemed the most sensible and sedate of nations. Yet, as Michael Ignatieff (the Canadian-born and English-resident son of a
Russian-born Canadian diplomat; thus an
example of the contemporary mixing. of
peoples) recently put it: "Here we have
one of the five richest nations on earth, a
country so uniquely blessed with space and
opportunity that the world's poor are beating at the door to get in, and it is tearing
itself apart.... If one of the top five developed nations on earth can't make a .fed·
era!, multi-ethnic state work, who else

"Spain's Nationalists Press for Independence'' was a headline the other day
in the New York Times. If Armenia is in·
dependent, then why not Catalonia? If the
Uthuanians enjoy self-detennination, why
can't the Basques? And why not Slovakia?
Corsica? Brittany? Wallonia? Jersey?
Scotland? Quebec? Every minority contains minorities of its own. Where does
self-detennination stop?
Roger Thurow recently described in this
newspaper the activities in Geneva of the
chief lobbyist of the Sorbian (no, not a typo
for Serbian ) Nationality for Autonomous
Lusatia, a movement that sounds as if it
bad been invented by Evelyn Waugh. In
the old days Andorra, Monaco, San Marino
and Uechtenstein were harmless tourist
attractions. Do they perhaps now represent
The answer to that increasingly vital
the wave of the future?
And of course the new passions of self- question bas been, at least until recently,
determination are hardly confined to Eu- the U.S. But today, even here, the outburst
rope. The proliferation of microstates with of multicultural zealotry threatens a
few people and no real viability but the spread of separate ethnic and racial comsame votes in the General Assembly as munities, a new tribalism. If the U.S. can't
the U.S. and China is likely to become the continue to provide the world an example
of how to make a federal, multi-ethnic
bane of the United Nations.
And microstates sounding off in the state work, then the 21st century will -be
General Assembly are innocuous com- dismal indeed. But that is another story.
pared.to the cruel violence wrought across
the Third World by the rage for self-deterMr. Schlesinger is Albert Schweitzer
mination among peoples living under the
same sovereignty. Self-determination turns professor of the humanities at the City Unitoo quickly into self-destruction. The fate versity of New York and a winner of Pulit ·
of Beirut has offered for some time a zer Prizes in history and biography.
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Small Is Beautiful
By RoBERT J. BARRO
The U.S. government is instinctively opposed to secession. It has not supported the
Kurds in Iraq, the Croats in Yugoslavia,
the Ibos in Nigeria or the Quebecers in
Clnada. We were pretty much the last ma·
jor country to sign on to sovereignty for
the Balttc states, and we have not endorsed the independence movements of
any of the other Soviet republics.
There seem to be two main reasons for
this opposition. The first ls the potential
trouble from changing borders. Even borders that were drawn in an arbitrary manner sometime in the past-such as in Yugoslavia, Iraq and much of Africa-may reasonably be defended because the process
of change involves disruptions, possibly in·
eluding anned conflict. Of course, the at·
tempt to maintain unsatisfactory boundaries may cause even more disruption.
The intense opposition of the U.S. government to secession also reflects the specifics of American history. The U.S. Civil
War-by far the most costly conflict ever
fought by Americans-was waged primar·
Uy to maintain the union. The war caused
more than 600,000 military fatalities and an
unknown number of civilian deaths, and
severely damaged the southern economy.
Per-capita income in the South fell from
about 80% of the northern level before the
war (using the sketchy data available for
1840) to about 40% after the war (based on
the more complete data for 1880 ). The fall
in per-capita income reflected the destruc·
tion of capital-plant and equipment, live·
stock and educated labor-and the end of
the plantation system based on forced la·
bor.
War's True Cost
Altbough only the first part of the fall In
meuured per-capita income represents a
we cost of the war, the overall setback to
'the economy was striking: It took more
1bin a century after the war's end in 1865
for Southern per-capita Income to reattain
80% of the Northern level. This rate of convergence of the poor South to the rich
North may seem slow, but the pace ls typical of rectonal growth processes observed
in other times and places.
If the u.s. government were to support
the right of secession in some other part of
the world, such as the Soviet Union, then It
might seem indirectly to be challenging
the basic premise of the Civil War. Why ls
It desirable for Soviet republics to have the
right to.secession when It was undesirable
for U.S. states to have the same rights?
We would then force ourselves to recon·
sider whether the enormous cost of the
Civil War was worth It. Instead of being
the greatest of American presid~! ts, as
many people believe. bra.ham Llncoin
may ms P.ad , .... i.;,.l, o ••
e J st ·
error in Am• an . ; t r •
_
·· Although tbe"desi
free tl e slo''"'
"
not • ~ illl •
se
l'il
War. one mtrht ~ U1at the elimination
of this disgnitetul oppression nevertheless
made the war worthwhile. Two problems
with this argument are first, that the setback to the Southern economy harmed the
Southern blacks along with the whites, and
second, that the elimination of slavery did
not prevent blacks from suffering through
nearly an additional century of semi-legal
discrimination and segregation after the
end of Reconstruction in the 1870s. Everyone would have been better off If the elimi·
nation of slavery had been accomplished
by buying off the slaveowners-as the Brit-

lsh did In the West Indies In the 1830s-lnstead of fighting the war.
Whether the blacks would have been
better or worse off If the North had ac·
cepted the secession of the South requires
a forecast of how the instl.tutlon of slavery
would have fared in an independent South.
Some relevant information ls that slavery
was abolished without war in the other
parts of the Western hemisphere where It
bad existed <except for Haiti in the 17905)
and that the last country to act, Brazil, be·
gan the process in 1871 and finlshed It In
1888. Thus, the experience of the rest of the
hemisphere suggests that slavery in the
U.S. south would have been ellmlnated
peacefully In not very many years.
If we put the experience .of the Civil
War behind us and also abstract from the
transitional problems of redrawing bor-

In the case of the Baltics, Croatia or Kurdistan,
there is little question that
secession would lead to
improved government.
ders-that ls, the stability Issue-then the
evaluation of a secession depends on
whether, starting from scratch, reasonable
borders would have been drawn very dlf·
ferently from those that currently prevail.
Some of the arguments that have been
used In this context to criticize the breakup
of states are wrong.
For example, It is often said that a po·
tential new state ls too small to be economically viable: Soviet Georgia or Croatia-or Quebec or catalonla-could not
make It on Its own. The empirical evidence
about the economic growth of countries
conflicts sharply with this view. There ls
wth 1 1 f
no relation between the gro
or eve o
per-capita Income and the size of a country, whether measured by population or
area. Small countries, even with popula·
tions of as little as a mililon, can perfonn
well economically, as long as they remain
open to International trade. In fact, small·
ness tends to encourage openness because
the alternative really would be a nonvia·
ble economy.
A related specious argument ls that a
state cannot prosper If It lacks a key natu·
ral resource, such as oil or fertile land.
The experience with economic growth
across countries reveals little relation be·
tween economic performance and the presence of natural resources. Japan a.'!d th~
A.;lan tigers, as wen as most of Western
Europe, have done fine without domestic
sources of oU._With access to inte"!ational
m t•kets. • "'"".♦... t.2.1. ~ " bit
i't does· ,1:. 1 8.11 thE:li traL!els geodS ,or the
commodities, such as GI or ~
products, that it lacks domestically.
A characteristic that does promote eco·
nomic growth is good government In the
sense of maintenance of property rights,
avoidance of rade barriers and absence
of other market distortions Including e~cessive
rates and regulations. Thus, m
evaluating a change of International bor·
ders, a key issue from an economic stand·
point is whether the new government
would be better or worse in tenns of these
growth-promoting traits. In the case of the
Baltics, Croatia or Kurdistan, there is little

question that secession would lead to im·
proved government.
Although it may be an unpleasant commentary on human nature, a central drlv•
lng force In defining a state ls the desire to
have a reasonably homogeneous population within Its borders. It ls clear from observing the places where secessionist
movements tend to occur, such as Yugosla ·
via and the Soviet Union or Spain and canada, that ethnic Identity ls a central driv•
Ing force. There are cases In which governments have dealt more or less successfully
with sharp ethnic diversities, such as Swlt·
zerland and even the U.S., but problems
are easier to pinpoint than triumphs.
Political economy explains some of the
benefits from having a homogeneous popu·
lation within a given state. If diversity ls
great-measured say by the Inequality in
potential earnings-then there ls a strong
Incentive for people to spend their energies
In efforts to redistribute income rather
than to produce goods. In particular, a
greater dispersion of constituent characteristics leads to the creation of Interest
groups that spend their time lobbying the
central government to redistribute re·
sources In their favor.
·
We can think of a country's optimal size
as emerging from a tradeoff: A large
country can spread the cost of public
goods, such as defining a legal and monetary system and maintaining national ~ecurity, over many taxpayers, but a large
country is also likely to have a diverse
population that ls difficult for the central
government to satisfy. The reason that
small countries perform reasonably well in
practice is that the public-goods argument
may not be so important. For instance, a.
larger country has more property to protect from foreign aggressors and therefore
requires larger outlays for national defense than a small country. Empirically,
the ratio of defense expenditures to gross
national product ls uncorrelated with the
size of the country: If the public-goods argument were compelling, then larger coun·
tries would tend to spend less on defense
as a share of GNP. No doubt, It ls inefficient for sovereign states to be too small,
but the mlnlmum size for a viable state
seems not to be very great.

Self-Determination
The bottom line Is that political separation ls sometimes a good Idea: The bene·
fits can outweigh the losses, including the
transitional costs of changing borders. We
can usually judge whether the benefits
from change exceed the costs by relying
on sell-determination. After all, most of
the costs from changing governments and
es-.aoiishing new instituuons are borne by
the . secesslonlsts-U a clear majority of
residents In an area Indicates thelr ffl>.s!rP
t~ be .,, lr.~·
en 1:beJl \hey ..rt a>
IDC thal the benefits eXt.ftd the costs.
The situation is COlllldttably mott complicated if competing groups lay claim to
essentially the same territory. as In Leba·
non, Israel, South Africa and Northern Ire·
land. But many situations are more
straightforward: examples of lndepend·
ence movements that warrant our sup·
port-at least in terms of recognition-are
the Croats, the Kurds and the peoples of
the Soviet republics.

Mr. Barro, a Wall Street Journal con·
tributing editor, is a professor of econom·
ics at Harvard.
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-16ADJUDICATION BY A JURY COMPOSED OF THE COMBINED MEMBERSHIP
OF THE SCARSDALE/WESTCHESTER PHI BETA KAPPA ASSOCIATION AND
THE POLYMATH SOCIETY:
The jury listened intently to the arguments of the
Ghost of John C.Calhoon, complimented him on the elegance
of his arguments, but disagreed with his conclusions.
It did not feel that the South was morally or legally
justified in seceeding from the Union for four

reasons:

First, the jury stated that it was clear that

the South

did not have a longstanding and .distinct culture and language
of its own upon which to base a historical claim to its
right for independence.

.

Second, the jury denied that the South had the right
only to poll its own citizens in deciding whether or not to
secede from the Union. It made the point that at least as
compelling an argument could be made that the opinions of
e ·"'-l d - e.
all of the citizens of theAUnited States should be consulted.
Third .

.the jury denied that the Declaration of Independence

had any legal standing as the ''gold standard" by which to judge
the propriety for secession, though it did grant the
reasonableness of the Declaration's criteria.
Finally, even if the jury did use the Declaration's criteria
as the "gold standard"

by which to judge the South's actions,

it felt that that it was the North,

not the South, that had
>4 ~

justice on its side. The reasoning here w'as that the South Is
complaints were not sufficiently egregious to justify
rebellion and secession.
Indeed, it was pointed out that the growing tide of
antipathy in the North for continuing slavery was due, not
to a conspiracy by _a Congress dominated by Northerners,
but rather to a risi-:nc:r::tide of popular · revulsion amongst

•
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ordinary citizens agairtst the practice, with Congress merely
reflecting this popular will.
Moreover, the South, in entering into the social cont r act
embodied in 'our Constitution, by its own free will swore to
abide by its democratic provisions, notably, the rule of the
majority, with provisions for protection of minority rights.
Since neither President Lincoln nor Congress threatened
to abolish slavery where it already existed, the provisio n
for protection of minority rights was felt to be well respected.
For these reasons, the charge of tyr/any could not be
sustained . No tyrtany; ergo, no right to secede .
Hence the right of the South to secede was denied.
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Dear Mr. Claman,

1995

I

On behalf of the Secretary-General, who is
currently travelling, I would like to thank you for
your letter of 16 December inviting him to be a guest
speaker at a United Nations Anniversary Celebration
to be held in Halifax, Nova Scotia on the evening of
15 June.
Because of travel commitments in Africa at that
time, the Secretary-General regrets that he must
decline your invitation.
He has, however, asked me to convey to you, and
to those attending, his greetings and best wishes for
a successful and enjoyable Celebration.
Yours sincerely,

o ff & mu wm,Ill]
JN/6

1

~I

EOSGICENTRAL
Mr. Peter Claman, Q.C.
On Behalf of the Scotia Festival of Music
Suite 1503
Purdy's Wharf Tower 1
Post Office Box 68
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Canada B3J 2L4
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Mr. Jean-Claude Aime
Chief of Staff and
·Assistant Secretary-General
United Nations
30th Floor, United Nations
New York, New York
10017 U.S.A.
December 16, 1994

l _ OF Tl-1/·_;:Rli-,,,{( G~NERAL

Suite 1503

Telephone: (902) 492-4000

Purdy's Wharf Tower 1

Facsimile: (902) 492-4001

1959 Upper Water Street
Post Office Box 68

Dear Mr. Aime:

Halifax, Nova Scotia
Canada B3J 2L4

RE: SCOTIA FFSTIVAL OF MUSIC
UNITED NATIONS 50TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
JUNE 15, 1995

A fi rmal invitation has been extended to the Secre
General by the Scotia Festival of
Music, Canada's leading music festival, to be a uest s
er at a United Nations
Anniversary Celebration to be held in Halifax, Nova Scotia on the evening of June 15,
1995, which is the evening prior to the _9-Z_Sumf!Ut.
It is intended that this event will be broadcast internationally, given the presence of the
international media in Halifax for the Summit meeting. The Celebration will feature
internationally renowned guests who will recount the various accomplishments of the
United Nations during the years since its inception. A further presentation will be made
as to the future role of the United Nations as we enter the twenty-first century. The
United Nations Charter will also read by a dignitary in attendance.
Invitations have also been extended to President Boris Yeltsin and Canada's Prime
Minister, Jean Chretien to be guest speakers.
The artistic highlights of the evening will be Scotia Festival's 89 piece Orchestra and
120 member Choir performing Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. The performance will be
conducted by Georg Tintner, and will feature the American soprano Phyllis Bryn-Julson,
and the Canadian Contralto, Maureen Forrester.
· The Scotia Festival of Music would indeed be most_honourt?(l if_t~e ~ecretary-General
was available _to atte_!!d th~~ C_elebrati~n. We would b~ most g~te~!Jo! your assistance
in securing the Secretary-General's attendance.
Yours sincerely,

~

:i.e.

Q==---_

...___ ___,...e=tc::er- C~laman, Q. C.
On behalf of the
Scotia Festival of Music
enclosure: copy of invitation to

ecrenuy-Genet -
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Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary General
United Nations
30th Floor
United Nations
New York, New York
10017 U.S.A.

PETER CLAMAN QC.

Telephone: (902) 492-4000
Facsimile: (902) 492-4001

December 16, 1994
Dear Mr. Secretary General:
RE:

SCOTIA FESTIVAL OF MUSIC
UNITED NATIONS 50TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION
JUNE 15, 1995

I am writing to extend a formal invitation to you to be a guest speaker at a 50th
Anniversary celebration of the United Nations sponsored by the Scotia Festival of Music,
Canada's leading music festival. The celebration will be held in Halifax, Nova Scotia,
Canada on the 15th of June, 1995, on the evening prior to the G-7 Summit meeting.
It is intended that this event will be broadcast world-wide, given the presence of the
international media in Halifax ~
fi
~
mmit meeting. The Celebration will feature
renowned guests who will reco t th cm
ishments of the United Nations during the
years since its inception. A furt
e
ill be made as to the future role of the
United Nations as we enter the twenty.
e United Nations Charter will
also read by a dignitary in attendance.

Invitations have also been extended to President Boris Yeltsin and Canada's Prime
Minister, Jean Chretien to be guest speakers.
The artistic highlights of the evening will be Scotia Festival's 89 piece Orchestra and
120 member Choir performing Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. The performance will be
conducted by Georg Tintner, and will feature the American soprano Phyllis Bryn-Julson,
and the Canadian Contraho, Maureen Forrester.

©10)p

The Scotia Festival o~ usic would indeed be most honoured if you would accept this

ffiviration.

Yours sincerely,

Peter Claman, Q.C.
On Behalf of the
Scotia Festival of Music

I •

Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary General
·United Nations
30th Floor
United Nations
New York, New York
10017 U.S.A.
December 16, 1994
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PETER CLAMAN QC.
Suite 1503

Telephone: (902) 492-4000

Purdy's Wharf Tower 1

Facsimile: (902) 492-4001

wrn

1959 Upper Water Street
Post Office Box 68

Dear Mr. Secretary General:

Halifax, Nova Scotia
Canada B3J 2L4

RE:

SCOTIA FESTIVAL OF MUSIC
UNITED NATIONS 50TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIO
JUNE 15, 1995

I am writing to extend a formal invitation to_you to be a guest~er_~! a 50th
Anniver
celebration of the_United Nations spo_!!~red by the Scotia Festiyal of Music,
Canada's leading music festival. The celebration will be held in Halifax Nova Scotia
Canada on the 15th of June, 1995, on the evening prior to the G-7 Summit meeting.
It is intended that this event will be broadcast world-wide, given the presence of the
international media in Halifax for the Summit meeting. The Celebration will feature
renowned guests who will recount the accomplishments of the United Nations during the
years since its inception. A further presentation will be made as to the future role of the
United Nations as we enter the twenty-first century. The United Nations Charter will
also read by a dignitary in attendance.
Invitations have also been extended to President Boris Yeltsin and Canada's Prime
Minister, Jean Chretien to be guest speakers.
The artistic highlights of the evening will be Scotia Festival's 89 piece Orchestra and
120 member Choir performing Beethoven's Ninth Symphony. The performance will be
conducted by Georg Tintner, and will feature the American soprano Phyllis Bryn-Julson,
and the Canadian Contralto, ivfaurtXn Forrester.
The Scotia Festival of Music would indeed be most honoured if you would accept this
invitation.

Yours sincerely,

Peter Claman, Q.C.
On Behalf of the
Scotia Festival of Music

T-J
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Official Opening Ceremony By the Mayor Of St Petersburg, Dr Anatoly Sg,bcl,ak
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OF HE SECRETARY-GENERAL
}

I would like to take this opportunity to welcome ou and your Senior Executives to attend. on a complimentary basis,
the World's first Russian and American Business Reception to be held in the informal atmosphere of the Star1ight
Roofofthe prestigious Waldo!'f9Astoria Hotel, New York on February ~4~95, 11.00 am-_ . pm.
Sponsored by the Russian American Chamber of Commerce, this exclusive reception will be held as part of a major
two day conference titled The U.S. Forum on Russian Trade & Investment, where a panel of speakers including
Dr. Henry Kissinger - Former Secretary of State, The Hon. Yuli Vorontsov - Russian Ambassador to the
United States, and Dr Anatoly Sobchak - Mayor of St Petersburg, will aim to familiarise Russian executives in
Government and Industry with the opportunities that exist for inter-trading and investments between both nations.
The Russian & American Business Reception will allow you the opportunity to meet and Question over 300 Russian
9elegates from both Government and lndustl)' about their views on future investments, inter-trading and joint venture
operations with their U.S. counterparts.
Members of the Russian Government and Senior Executives from key Financial Trade organisations, joint stock
companies, State Committees and Regional administration authorities will all be invited to attend . in order to resume
closer political and economic links between the Eastern and Western world .
The f0ll(?wing are just some of the key decision makers whO have already confirmed their attendance:Administratsya G. lzhevska - Mr Viktor Bondarenko - Vice mayor. Administration of Perm Region - Mr Boris
Kuznetsov - Head of Administration, Administration Lenskogo Ulusa - Mr V . Yagnishev - Head of Administration .
Administration of Volkhov City - Ms Nona Volchkova - Mayor, Administration of Vzlovaya; Tulslkiy Region - Mr
N Vasin - Mayor. Administration of Tambov Region - Mr Viktor Chestnyh - Mayor..Hermes lnterfinance - Mr
George Semin • President, Russko Aziatskiy Bank - Mr Flert Babtrazhinov - President. Novobibirskiy Business Bank - Mr Anatofiy Zvyagin ~ Director, Rosmed Bank - Mr Sergey Vibomov - Chairman . Yugansk Neftebank - Mrs
Golubichnaya - President.
Entrance to the Reception is by invitation only therefore, please could you complete a'nd sign the form provided
return it by fax at your earliest convenience, so that I can forward your invitation(s} and schedul ·
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me.

·

~erely,

ill -

Ms Oipa Patel
Conference Co-Ordinator
Tel:
+ 44 71 723 7065 / + 44 71 915 9600

Fax:

+ 44 71 724 0124 / +4471 402 1468

CO-SPONSORS: THE RUSSIAN AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COl\'li\lERCE
CflOHCOPbl: POCCl10CKO-AMEPMKAHCKA.SI TOPrOBA.R nAJlATA
ORGANISED BY STERLING CONFERENCES -A DIVISION Of STERLING PUSllSHING GROUP PLC
P.O. 60X 839, 86·88 EOGWARE ROAD, LONDON W2 2YW
Telephone +44 l71 CJlS 9600 Telex: 8953130 E5PEPE C Fa><: +44 171 724 01:?~
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BUSINESS RECEPTION
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THF. WALDORF=ASIOIUA. NEW YORK. FEBRUARY 241995 - I 1.00AM - 2.30PM

THE ORGANISERS

.,

Sterling Conferences is a division of Sterling Publishing Group PLC, one of Euorpe's leading publishing
houses and exhibition organisers. Sterling which was founded as a private company in 1978 and is quoted on
the Unlisted Securities Market in London. are the organisers of the world's largest exhibition of Central and
East European Trade and Investment, CEETEX 94. This event was held in London in May 1994 and
attracted over 1000 exhibitors including over 600 from Russia and 13,000 visitors, nobody is better equipped
to organise high level international events such as The U.S. Forum on Russia11 Trade and lnvestmem a11d The
Rul-sian American Business Reception.
THE RUSSIAN - AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
The event is being organised in association with the Russian- American Chamber of Commerce, who are
the official co-sponsors of the event. The Chamber's mission is to promote bi-lateral crade and greater
understanding between Russia and the United States. Members of the Chamber include major U.S. trading
partners with Russia as well as senate and Government advisors.

THE VENUE
The Russian and American Business Reception will be held in the informal atmosphere of the Srarlight
Roof of one of the world's most prestigious hotels The Waldorf-,; Astoria in New Y\.1rk
The Waldorf 7. Astoria serves as a residence for world leaders, celebrities and international business people.
It has a reputation for unsurpassed beauty, fine cuisine and impeccable service. The \ "enue is conveniently
located in the heart of Manhattan on the world famous Park Avenue. It is within walking distance of the
international shopping districts of Fifth and Madison Avenues.

The Russian & American Business Reception
Tire Waldorf= Astoria Hotel
Sunlight Roof
18th Floor
301 Park Avenue at 50th Street

Ncw York, New York 10022-6897

CO-SPONSORS: THE IWSSlAN AMERICAN CHAMBER 01·- COMMERCE
COOHCOPbl: POCCl1YICKO-AMEPHKAHCKASI TOPfOBASI n..\.~1.-\ T ..\
ORCANISEO BY SH IU.INC C.:C)NF F.RENCES-A DIVISION OF STERLING l'lJBUSHINC CKOl ." P P~,p 0 . BOX 839. 8(,.fi/l EDCWI\RI: ROAD, LONDON W2 2YW
TPlephone..44171 Y15'J600 Tdcx : 8tJ5J130ESPEPEGFJx : ~44171 n.101 2.1
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THE RUSSIAN & AMERICAN
BUSINESS RECEPTION
1HE WALDORF=AS10RJA . NEW YORK. FEBRUARY 241995-II.OOAM-2.30PM

THE FOLLOWING ARE JUST A SELECT NUMBER OF GUESTS WHO HA VE CONFIRMED THERE
ATTENDANCE TO THE RUSSIAN & AMERICAN BUSINESS RECEPTION : -

Russian De.legates
Hermes Interfinance - Georgi Semin - President, Hermes Concern - Vladimir Teplitski - General Manager,
Russko - Aziatskiy Bank - Flert Babtrazhinov - President, Novosibirskiy Business Bank - Anatoliy Zvyagin
- Director, Rosmed Bank - Sergey Vibomov - Chairman, Yugansk Neftebank - Mrs Golubichnaya President, Megapolisbank - Anatoly Shevdov - Chairman, A/0 Promishlenno - Stroitelniy Bank - Nikolay
Konstantinov - Director, Volgoprombank-Arcadiy Makarov - General Manager, Administration Of Perm
Reeion - Boris Kuznetsov - Head of Administration, A/O C.C. Yakutaviya (Information Technology) Alexandr Sosnovskiy - General Director, Crimea Soda Plant (Chemical) - Georgiy Gaponenko - General
Director, Moscow Airways (Airline/ Transport) - Vladimir Kastyrin - General Director,Too Inter Ltd
(Meat Production) - Tatiana Krasotkina - Director, Russian State Metallurgical Committee - Vsevolod
Generalov - Vice-Chairman. Zavod Kirova (Mashine Building) - Mr G. Kuzmitskiy - General Director.
ZIL Service (Automotive) - Mikhail Slavgorodskiy ~ Director

U.S. Delegates
Embassy of the Republic of Armenia - The Hon. Reuben Shugarian - Ambassador, Embassy of Kyrgyz
Republic - Almas Chukin - Charge D'Affaries, Embassy of Turkmenistan - The Hon. Halil Ugur Ambassador & E and P, Embassy of Uzbekistan - The Hon Fatikh Teshabev ~ Ambassador and E & P, Arab
American Bank - Fakhruddin Khalil - Chairman & CEO, The Bank of New York - Natasha Gurfinkel Senior Vice President Bank of Bermuda (New York) Limited - Edgar C. Felton - President, Barda~ s
Bank Pk (New York) - Michael H Taylor - Executive, Republic National Bank of New Yor·k - Robert
Keeney - Senior Vice President, Unoin Bank of Finland - Pentti Mansukoski - Senior Vice President.
Westport Bank & Trust - Michael H. Flynn - President & CEO, Darst & Mukamel - Steven Mukamel Senior Partner, Bondy & Schloss - Gerald L Sobol - Partner, Fox & Horan - Donald T. Fox - Senior
Partner, Freshfields - Stephen Revell - Partner, Morrison Cohen Singer & Weinstein - Jay W Seeman Attorney, Lane & Mittendorf - Nathaniel J Bickford Partner, Simmons & Simmons - Alistair Bird Paitner, Slaughter & May - Timothy Pallister - Senior Partner, Alfin Inc (Cosmetics & Toilettdes) - Mayer
Moyal - Chairman, AMREP Corp. (Building) - Tony Gliedman - Chairman, Bowne International Inc
(printing commercial) - Carl J. Crosetto - President, BS( lndustries (Oil & Gas) - Carla Youngs President, Bull & Bear Group - John French - Chairman Chrysler International- Alex Getsmark - Director
ENI (~~nergy, Chemical & Engineering) - Enzo Viscusi - Chairman 8t- CEO, Handy & Harman (Precious
Metals) - Barry Wayne - Vice President, ICC ln<hniries (Ch,mi~aJs ) - John Oram - President, K & \1
Engineering - Michael Kappaz - Chairman, Morgftq s,~J)Jey 4 Co Inc - Vance Van Dine - Director. Philip
Morris International - William H. Webb - President & CEO, Spl'int International - Ario Guthrie - Director
Telecommunications Technology International - Raymond Hamblett - President, Wa1nn Equities (Oil
1-efining & Marketing) - Warren Alpert - Chairman of the Board

CO-SPONSORS : TH£ RUSSIAN AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
CTIOI ICOPbl: POCCl1"1CKO-AMEPl1KAHCKASl TOPrOBASI IlAJIAT A
ORGANISED SY STERLING CONFERENCES-/\ DIVISION OF STERLING PUBLISt-UNC CROUI' Pl C
l'.0 BOX 839. 66 -88 EDGWARE ROAO, LONDON W7. 2YW
folcpl-\Of'l(' ,44 171 915 %0(1Telpx:89',11J0ESPEPEC: F;ik: -1-44 17 1 724 Olt.4
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THE RUSSIAN & AMERICAN
BUSINESS RECEPTION ·
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lllE WALDORF=ASI'ORIA, NEW YORK. FERRUARY 241995-11.00AM - 2.30PM

COMPLIMENTARY INVITATION TO
THE RUSSIAN & AMERICAN BUSINESS RECEPTION
Official Opening Ceremony By The Muyor Of St. Petersburg, Dr Anatoly Sobc:hak

PLEASE COMPLETE THIS FORM AND FAX BACK ON +44 71 724 0124
COMPANY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS:

TEL:
NAME

_ _ _ _ _ _-.:FAX:

TITLE

Yes I/we will attend the Russian & American Business Reception on 24th February 1995,
11 .00 a.m. - 2.30 p.m. I understand the invitation is on a complimentary basis and obligation free.

Signed

(Please print your name)

CO-SPONSORS: THE RUSSIAN AMERICAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

cnOHCOPbl: POCCHACKO-AMEPHKAHCKASI TOPrOBASI IlAJIATA
ORC/\NISF.D 8Y STfl~LJNG CONFERENC[S -A DIVISION OF STTRUNG PV8ll5HING CROUP PLC
P.O. 6()X OJ~. Ub-00 EOGWARE ROAD, LONOON W2 2YW
Tel.phone +44 111 915 %00 rcl<?x : 8')53130 ESP€Pe C Fax: +44 171 724 0124
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CP 115, CH 1111 GEN.VE I, SUISSE, Tel.: (41-11 ) 100 531 1, Fcax: (41-11) 100 5311

January 3'\ 49 (1995)
Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
UN Secretary General
United Nations Headquarters
New York, N.Y.
U.S.A. 10017

~

Mister Secretary General,
In the name of the 30,000 members of our organization, I would like to state my support to the
recommendation by the study committee of the United Nations to the governments, not to use the
word «cult», which has now become pejorative, but to rather use the expression «New religious
minorities» (NRM). Unfortunately, this dauntless recommendation didn't receive any attention, and
it would be useful to have it reiterated.
Despair, which assails young generations everywhere in our world, makes suicide the first cause
of death amongst this population in North America, well before cancer and car accidents. Aside from
the ravages made by drugs and violence, which also stem from despair, all specialists agree on the
fact that this situation will worsen in huge proportions.
Materialism and the culture of «having» can only lead to this kind of hopelessness. But even so,
youngsters no longer want to hear about the old traditional religions with their guilt-inducing
teachings, and they desert temples and churches.
New religions are seeing the day by the hundreds, and the mainstream religions of the third
millennium will reveal themselves among them, bearing new hope to our planet. But this
multiplication inevitably carries a few mishaps, with false prophets or false messiahs leading easily
influenced youngsters towards dangerous teachings.
And thus, the media arouse populations into an «anti-cult hatred», moreover encouraged by
associations fighting against religious freedom and usually financed by the old prevailing religions
which do not want to loose their advantages. And all this can only further psychologically exclude
the millions of ex-despaired youngsters who found an equilibrium within one of these new religious
minorities. Already, «cult» members are beginning to suffer from severe discrimination due to the
lack of respect for human rights, in countries where no one would have thought it could happen (such
as Dr. Fran~ois Pithon, who lost his position as hospital department head in Roanne, France; or
Daniel Chabot, psychologist in Montreal, Canada, who is about to be barred from practice by his
professional corporation; Gerard Jeandupeux, head of a business network in Switzerland and who is
being asked to abandon his position as a leader in his religion if he wants to keep his job; the Swiss
Bank Corporation, which refuses to continue being our organization's bank, solely because we have
«different» beliefs, etc.). Examples are legion, and are just as numerous with other organizations.
As you surely know, every hour 57 people commit suicide on this planet, almost one suicide per
minute. Every day, 1368 people decide to put an end to their life. And these numbers constantly
increase.

.../2

On the other hand, most members of these new religious minorities acknowledge that they either
stopped using drugs, or rediscovered a life worth living, since they embraced their new faith. This
represents millions of youngsters, saved from suicide by a fresh spiritual life that only the new
religious minorities can bring.
Here and then, the media stir up an enormous commotion enticing people to the hatred of new
religious minorities, following collective suicides involving some 50 people. On one hand, millions
of lives saved, and on the other, a few disturbed individuals; and they only point out the latter, never
mentioning the 57 per hour who commit suicide in the normal way, alone and in despair.
Some so-called «civilized» countries are considering a «cult police» or laws of exception, either
one carrying the risk of reverting humanity back to a witch hunt worthy of the Middle ages, with all
the abuses one could imagine.
Surely however, some small groups may be tempted to organize, using religious freedom as an
excuse to spread beliefs which violate Human rights, women's rights, or children's rights, and this is
inadmissible.
But what is inadmissible for the new minorities, is just as inadmissible for the old traditional
religions. The most important value on this planet, whatever the individual's religion, is the respect
of Human Rights. All religions, be they majority or minority, should pledge allegiance to Human
Rights, behind which they sometimes hide to pursue activities which violate them.
Whether it is excision, circumcision, maintaining women in slavery, refusal of women's equality
in practicing priesthood, amputations for crimes, or death sentences for religious dissidence, etc.
No religion, be it new or traditional, can expect to be protected by Human Rights while scorning
them or distributing books, be they «sacred», which do not respect them.
This is why I ro ose the creation of a Censorshi Committee for Reli ious Writin s, which
would be asked to review all religious writings, old and new, on this planet, and to propose to the
leaders of these religions to censor their writings or rules, in order to make them agree with Human
Rights, the only universal value.
Religions refusin to conform to the directives of this committee should urel and sim 1 be
forbidden.
Thus, the public would feel protected against the disturbed founders of bloody or criminal small
groups, and those who respect Human Rights would come out enhanced and would no longer worry.
This would also avoid the creation of «cult polices» or laws of exception, which could lead to
fascism.
I am personally ready to submit the writings which form the base of our faith to such a committee
and to follow its recommendations.
Mister Secretary General, looking forward to having one day the immense honor to meet with you,
I wish to assure you of my deepest respect.

President and founder
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Hi s Excellency Mr. Boutros Bou tros-Gh ali
Secretary Ge neral
Room 3800
United Na tions, New York 10017
His Excellency Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali:
Refe renc e:
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Savvy House Incorporated
EOSG/CENTRAl
A Universal NonProfit Enterprise

Best wishes for a happy and continuously progressive New
Year.
I am presenting for your consideration an Introduction to
ouse Incorporated, a newl formed business solely
umani arian aid world-wide.
The proposed approach should offer an overwhelming desire
on the part of possible participants willing to contribute
to the great task of distributing the world's wealth in
order to provide for the millions in dire need of assistance.
Savvy House Incorporated has contin entl scheduled its
nnual Charit Di~ner (Grand Opening Fund-Raiser :
~ -G
=a- a-A~f~f~a-.i_r_ five-hundred rominent invitees minimum
donation 10 1 000 (each invitee also receives nine donation
cards for friends & associates), to be held at the Marriott
at Glenpointe, Teaneck, New Jersey. An invitation list is
included together with further details.
The Bank of New York has expressed an interest in financing
this affair as well as handling deposits/transfers of donations
into an SHI (Savvy House Incorporated) account; not yet
assigned. However, an indication of collateral or a Guarantdr/
Trustee is requested of which I am hopeful that His Excellency
can recommend and advise.
The
has
for
are

Marriott at Glenpointe and the Newark Airport Marriott
been gracious enough to extend the date of room deposits
this event, now due by January 6 , 1995. Accommodations
provided at both Marriott locations.

Having taken such initiative, I look forward to success now
and far into the future.
On a personal note, grateful am I to His Excellency for

His Excellency Mr. Bout ros Boutros-Ghal i
Secretary General
January 2 , 1995
Page Two

having the opportunity to share this well-intended effort
and thankful also am I for your generous time and patience .

Persephonie Graham
President/Director
Savvy House I ncorporated

SAVVY
A Universal NonProfit Enterprise

SAVVY

t,'4J;USE IN CORPORATED
~~~

SAVVY

A Universal NonProfit Enterprise

'· USE INCORPORATED
A Universal NonProfit Enterprise

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION FORM
State Filing Fees (DE- for profit, $74, non-stock non-profit- $83. Please call for fees irt.other states)

$

Registered Agent Fees

$

(first calendar year service $45 for Delaware-$100 all other states)

Corporate Kit (Check one(✓) . See back inside cover for more details.
Delaware:
D STANDARD- Our most popular style.
($87.95*)
Includes Standard Forms for Your Corporation's Management-a $39.95 value
D ECONOMY- Delaware corporations only.
($57.95*)
· · 0 DELUXE($177.95*)
Includes Standard Forms for Your Corporation's Management-a $39.95 value
Non-Delaware:
0 STANDARD,- Our most popular style.
($87.95*)
($177.95*)
□ DELUXELLCs:
0 STAN DARD- All states.
($97.95*)
* includes $8 shipping &: handling
Apply for "S" Corporation Status
(IRS processing time: 4-6 weeks from our receipt of your completed application)

$
$

$
$
$

$

($35.00)
($75.00)

$

Tax-On-Time (Delaware corporations only)
After Sept. 1, please include $50.00 for min. State Franchise Tax

($30.00 or $80.00)

$

Standard Forms for Your Corporation's Management (DE only)

($39.95 + $5.00 S&H = $44.95)

$

Complete Book of Corporate Forms
On Diskette O 3 1/2" or O 5 1/4" Please specify
Book and Diskette Special Package

($59.95 + $8.00 s&h = $67.95)

O IBM O MAC ($49.95 + $5 .00 s&h = $54.95)

$
$

($99.95 + $8.00 s&h = $107.95)

$

($175.00 for 6 months)
($42.00 per year)

$

($175.00)

$

Premium Mail Forwarding Service (DE corps only)
Basic Mail Forwarding Service (DE corps only)
Processing Fees if we are not your Registered Agent

TOTAL
D

Enclosed is a check drawn on a U.S. bank payable to
The Company Corporation in the amount of..........................................................................................

□ Charge my:

D Visa

D

MasterCard

7s.oo

$

($35.00)

Federal Tax I.D. Number
Expedited Service i.e., 5-7 business days from our receipt of your completed application
(not available for all locations)

8'3,-00

<3<1 ,95

Q..j[:
$

-----

Card Number: - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Exp. Date: ___ ! ___ ! _ _

SignatureX _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NOTE: For rapid service, enclose a certified check, treasurer's check, money order, or credit card information.
Otherwise allow fourteen (14) days for check clearance.
How did you learn of our services?

D Advertisement in

----------Book
--------------Direct Mail
-------------

Dqx. • in advtnistment

D

D

ll<pt. • on card

8

D Referred by _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
(please let us know, we'd like to say thanks)

D Other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I.

Name of Corporation:

SAvvY 1-l o~SE..

2V~<./D
INC0£Po£A TED ..

a) Altt:rnate name(s) if abovt ic; ...:t: , ,:d 01 already being used by another corporation

2.

aLure of husines· the company will trans:,·~t.:

- - - - - --

.

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - -.

3.

.

Type of corporation

5.

Number of shares of ommun stock (uµ ro 1 ,500 a low ; os i Delaware). 1
These shares shall e NO-. k 1ALU · ,h ' · otheroise ecifir.d.
·

(✓

, fn

cbr.R one)

·1 ·tose

-- - - - - -------

IJJ' .1n- rock/Non-pr ·fir

---· -·]
1

O

'
6.

[-:

/

4.

at _ _-ipar value.

Principal office ou.tside state of inco·•:poration:

7,

(5L.E1'l-tbt~Tc CE:NTR,E. ~AG,-r. .3o:? FRAN~ vJ, B~RR. &(.{LEVA~ ·
N~~1~br.rofDirectors:
J
-- ~ N cC..K/ NEvJ~A§:.'( 07~

f ;,

Name(s) a.nd addresses of Director(s): (Delaware i: equires just one who may also be an officer.)

IT __

~NI€

GR.AtjAM _ _ _·_ _ _ __

\12eJ R l'J &-1<0,AJ)

I

10. Any spcrn:I instructinns:

- - - ··- ----- - - -- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 11.

City:---- - - -

_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ _ _ Zip: _ _ _ _ _ __

Daytimeielephone:2Fl

Title: .

,-8%-Jb f ?

_ Fax: Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

f'Rc$ '\ P-e-NT;~ \ REc..ToR_

I C:l'. rtify thai neilhei The Company Corporation nor any of it. e ,J>lo 'ees or agents have provided me with any personal
counsel or~ · . ..
rannot proceed with your incor,o ·
ut our ·gnature.)
---;J.~~~~..:...=..::.....:..-=...::~~==--.::::::::::..=~~.:....uL.. Date:

I

1±_1 2 2 /_q±

TO COMPLETEtOTH SIDES OF THIS FORM

THE COMPANY CORPORATION
,..___ _ _ _ _ _ Three Christina Centre• 201 N. Walnut Street• Wilmington, DE 19801 • (800) 542-2677 _ _ _ _ _ __,

FOR FASTER SERVICE, FAX: (302) 575-1346

7

SUN!

PAGINA:

075125558
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